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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE ADOLESCENT
FAMILY LIFE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
ACT OF 1981

TUESDAY, APRIL 24, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, DC.

The subco Amittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Jeremiah Denton
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Denton and Grass ley.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON
Senator DENTON. Good morning
I would like to welcome our witnesses and guests to the first of

two hearings on the reauthorization of the Adolescent Family Life
Demonstration Projects Act of 1981, title XX of the Public Health,
Service Act.

Today we will receive testimony from the officials of the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services who are responsible for ad-
ministering the law, Dr. Edward Brandt, Assistant Secretary for
Health, and Mrs. Marjory Mecklenburg, Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary for Population Affairs and Director of the Office of Adolescent
Pregnancy Programs. They are here at the witness table now.

Mrs. Mecklenburg has the direct responsibility for running the
Adolescent Family Life Program.

Our other witnesses are representatives from Adolescent Family
Life projects. We also have with us this morning two young women
who have received services from Adolescent Family Life projects. I
am looking forward to the opportunity to hear from some of the
people most directly involved in providing and receiving Adolescent
Family Life services during the period since the enactment of the
law in 1981.

The passage of this law by the Congress in 1981 was a consider-
able accomplishment. As a newly elected Senator and as chairman
of this Subcommittee on Family and Human Services, noting the
alarming number of adolescent pregnancies and abortions rising in
spite of major Federal expenditures for policies to deal with the
problem. I came to believe strongly that new and different ap-
proaches had to be found for alleviating the problems. We found a
different way.
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I was fortunate that the chairman of the Labor and Human Re-
sources Committee, Senator Hatch, strongly supported my endeav-
or to develop workable legislat - My efforts also depended on the
involvement of the ranking m, way member of the Committee,
Senator Kennedy. It was his law, the Adolescent Health Services
and Pregnancy Prevention and Care Act of 1978, that served as the
foundation for the development of the Adolescent Family Life Act.
Senator Kennedy did support the Adolescent Family Life Act and
worked with me to gain the unanimous support of the Labor and
Human Resources Committee for its passage.

As a result of that bipartisan effort, the Adolescent Family Life
Act was enacted into law as part of the Omnibus Budget Reconcili-
atin Act of 1981. It was readily embraced by the Reagan adminis-
tration as an essential demonstration of a desirable approach to ad-
dressing our Nation's adolescent pregnancy problem.

The Adolescent Family Life Act has a threefold purpose. First,
prevention demonstration programs around the country are help-
ing teenagers and their parents to work together, with the assist-
ance of outside advisers and counselors, to exchange views and to
examine the values of family life and sexuality.

Second, care demonstration programs are providing comprehen-
sive services to help pregnant adolescents and their families
throughout the pregnancy, delivery, and care of the babies.

Third. Federal funds are being used for practical research into
the causes, consequences, and means of discouraging premarital
sexual relations and of reducing adolescent pregnancy, ad for
evaluation of the best kinds of programs for adolescent parents.

I personally am a supporter of family life and sex education. My
experience in that area, for 10 years, including the last 3 years as a
Member of the Senate, has shown me that parents are not neces-
sarily the only and best source of information about sexuality for
their own children. I have found, however, that the best sex educa-
tion includes the parents and relies upon the cooperation of teach-
ers, social workers, the medical community, and representatives of
community and religious organi'ations with parents to develop the
curriculum.

The Adolescent Family Life Act provides an opprrtunity for dem-
onstration projects throughout the country to involve parents along
.% it h their children in learning and communicating about sexuality
and the problems of adolescent pregnancy.

One purpose of the law is to support the development of preven-
tion demonst ration projects at a local level to encourage teenagers
to refrain from premarital sexual relations and to involve their
families so that they have a chance to help their children to devel-
op and reinhave their decisions. The Adolescent Family Life Act
provides the s(ed money for projects that, among other things, at-
tmpt to deal with the problem in ways different from before,
namely. by developing sex education programs that present more
than simply biological facts. birth control pills, and abortion when
birth control fails. That was the approach in which the Govern-
ment \S ,1!4 11VOIVli W1111 I Cain(' to the 4-;enat.

Another purpose of the law is to provide funds for the develop-
mnt of niuded care programs whiA provide supportive services to
pregnant adolescent,. These yoang pregnant women are linked up
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with health, eduat ional and counseling services in their communi-
ties. The care programs also direct their services toward the young
men involved. These programs rely heavily on the cooperation of
other community and religious organizations, as well as on their
families.

Thus, the Adolescent Family Life Act places a significant empha-
sis on the involvement of parents with their children in the demon-
stration projects. The reason for the requirements for parental con-
sent and family involvement in programs conducted under the act
is to provide program administrators, counselors, and researchers
with the opportunity to evaluate the principle that family involve-
Ment in sex education and adolescent pregnancy programs should
be the rule rather than the exception.

Although I am firmly convinced that Government-funded pro-
gams should and must acknowledge the family as the first line of
defense in dealing with the problems of adolescent pregnancy, I am
continually exploring the best possible approaches to ensure that
parents are granted the privilege of exercising their inalienable
right and obligation to be properly involved in federally supported
sex iaation arid adolescent pregnancy programs that serve their
children. The demonstration projects that have been initiated
under the Adolescent Family Life Act offer examples that we
should observe and from which we can learn.

One of the other major thrusts of the Adolescent Family Life Act
is to present adoption as a positive alternative for adolescent par-
ents to consider. The prevention and care projects funded under
the act are required to provide information about the adoption
option and to establish formal linkages with agencies that are li-
censed to provide adoption placement services, as well as maternity
residential services. Adolescent Family Life projects are currently
testing new approacheA to see how adoption can be better present-
ed to and understood by adolescents and their families. Research is
also being conducted to ascertain the current attitudes about adop-
t um. as well as to determine the requirements for successful adop-
tion planning by young parents.

Tod;ty, we will hear about the results of one research project on
adopt ion that is funded by the Adolescent Family Life Act.

Through tin' adoption emphasis, the Adolescent Family Life Act
providing demonstration projects opportunities to develop better

tihniques for counseling. Teenage parenthood is not the only, nor
necessaril, lwa.s tlw best alternative to teenage abortion. By pro-
viding funds for projects developing adoption counseling services,

t' re giviin renewed support to another option that can provide
1.--it ive outcomes for hot h the adolescent parents, and not unim-
port.olti. the bah, Adoption ako provides an opportunity for

couples to become loving adoptive parents.
fht Adolescent Family 1.it.e Act is one Federal Government pro-
am that acknowledges the need for supportive services to preg-

;1, an alternative to abortion. To that end, the act
re,trit, the activities of the demonstration projects by
.1hornon (oon,elnu . referral to abortion clinics, or pay-

mnt ho- .1b(o-tton-;. If both the adolescent and ilE' patents t`tilletit
:ih)? tiLit lurk ;thino ;that jun. however. a referral for abortion coun-

--(11Z!:4 C.111 ht. prfq ((it'd
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Through the demonstration approach, the Adolescent Family
Life Act is assisting in the development of workable and effective
programs for adolescents and their families who might otherwise
turn to an abortion when faced with. an unintended pregnancy.
That aspect is a very important factor for many who support the
Adolescent Family Life Program, both here in the Congress and in
the local communities where the demonstration projects are locat-
ed. The act provides an alternative approach to demonstrate to
adolescents and their parents that options other than abortion do
exist in their communities.

I am firmly convinced that the demonstration effort is worth-
while and that it is a necessary addition to the current Federal rep-
ertoire of family planning services and programs to pregnant ado-
lescents.

There are, however, individuals and organizations who are op-
posed to the thrust of the Adolescent Family Life Act. That fact
has been most recently demonstrated by a lawsuit filed in the Fed-
eral district court by the American Civil Liberties Union. The
ACLU contends that because traditional charitable religious groups
are receiving grants to help young people and their families, pro-
grams conducted under the authority of the act violate the first
amendment to the Constitution. The argument contends that be-
cause programs funded by the Adolescent Family Life Act are not
in all cases required to counsel and promote abortion, they have
embraced a Government-approved religious doctrine. One of the
plaintiffs represented by the ACLU, the American Jewish Con-
gress, was invited to testify before this subcommittee, but declined.
Before the invitation was given, they had indicated a desire to tes-
tily.

The courts will have to decide whether the law as passed by Con-
gress is constitutional. The task before the subcommittee and the
Congress is to oversee the activities of the current act and to see
that the intent of the law is being carried out.

As chairman of this subcommittee and as the sponsor of the Ado-
lescent Family Life Act, I will examine objectively the criticisms as
well as the compliments. I will, however, defend the intent of the
Congress to allow religiously affiliated organizations, as well as
nonsectarian groups, to provide alternatives to abortion services.
That seems to me to accord with the current Federal Government
policy of no longer paying for abortions. I believe that those provi-
sions of tit; law will have the continued support of most of my col-
leagues in the Senate and in the House.

The Adolescent Family Life Act is not a large Federal program.
It is purposefully a small demonstration approach. There are cur-
rently :,!) demonstration projects, IS research projects, and a tech-
nical assistance project operating in 39 States, Guam, and the Dis-
trict of Columbia, utilizing ;t1:-) million total in Adolescent Family
Life funds.

Each of the demonstration projects is required to develop an
evaluation process so that its program can be tested, and those pro-
L4ram, shown to be effective can be replicated in other communi-
t The projects can receive Federal funds only far a maximum of

The majority of the projects are in the first or second year

9



of' their programs. When the 1984 grant awards are made, by Sep-
tember 30, 1984, there will be several new projects initiated,

Obviously, we do not have the final results or accomplishments
of the programs. The evaluation process is just getting started. We
do have the chance this morning to receive reports from several
Adolescent Family Life grantees who will describe their programs
and accomplishments to date. I have asked each witness, if he
wishes to do so, to make recommendations for the improvement of
the act.

I will soon introduce a bill to reauthorize the Adolescent Far".ly
Life Act for 3 years, at the current authorization level of $30 mil-
lion per year. I expect a strong bipartisan effort by the members of
the Labor and Human Resources Committee to report the bill as
quickly as possible.

I am looking forward to hearing today's witnesses. Their testimo-
ny will be helpful to the subcommittee in determining the quality
of the current Adolescent Family Life programs and the effective-
ness of the Adolescent Family Life Act.

For the witnesses before me at the table, and for those others
who will come to testify, I would like to say that in the interest of
time, 1 and other subcommittee members who are unable to attend
may wish to submit questions in writing, and I would ask that wit-
nesses answer written questions within 10 working days of receipt.
The record will remain open until such time as your answers are
received.

Our first witness is Dr. Edward N. Brandt, Jr., the Assistant Sec-
retary for Health of the Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices. It is a pleasure to have you, Dr. Brandt. Dr. Brandt is accom-
panied by Mrs. Marjory Mecklenburg, the Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary for Population Affairs and the Director of the Office of Adoles-
cent Pregnancy Programs. Welcome, Dr. Brandt and Mrs. Mecklen-
burg.

If you have a prepared statement, Dr. Brandt, I am prepared to
hear it.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD N. BRANI)T, JR., M.D., ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEM TH AND HUMAN

SERVICES. AND MARJORY MECKLENBURG, DEPt rY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR POPULATION AFFAIRS
Dr. BRANDT. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
With your permission, I will submit a prepared statement and

would like now to summarize it. if that is acceptable to you, sir.
Senator DENToN. Without objection, the written prepared state-

ment will he submitted in the record as if read, and we will hear
your summation.

Dr. BRANDT. I am very pleased to be here today with Mrs. Meck-
lnburg to discuss the Adolescent Family Life Program authorized
tinder title XX of the Public Health Service Act.

Adolescent pregnancy and early sexual activity continue to be se-
pfoblems in t he United States. In 1951, appmximately

.",27.01/1) babies were born to adolescents 15 to 19 years of age, and
over 9.ilon were born to teenagers under 15 years of age.

10



The Adolescent Family Life Act was enacted by Congress in 1981to prevent adolescent pregnancy by encouraging adolescents topostpone sexual activity and to minimize the adverse consequencesfbr pregnant adolescents and their children. It also stresses the im-portance of family involvement and the presentation of adoption asan option for pregnant adolescents. The program funds demonstra-tion projects that offer care and prevention services in differentsettings. Each model program has an evaluation component. Afterfinal evaluations have been completed, local communities will beable to adopt successful models.
The AFL Program also funds research projects, which will con-tribute to our knowledge of how to prevent teenage pregnanciesand their adverse consequences.
The Department and the administration recommend that the Ad-olescent Family Life Program be reauthorized for :3 years. As longas premarital sexual activity and adolescent pregnancy remain se-rious problems, the Federal Government will have to play a role insupporting demonstration programs and research and in encourag-ing States to implement proven models of services.
Reauthorization of the program will also allow currently fundedproLrams to complete their projects and evaluations.For the remainder of my statement this morning, Mr. Chairman,I would like to discuss current program activities and preliminaryresults from model demonstration projects and research grants.Funds were initially made available for the AFL program in latefiscal year 1982. The program is currently, as you pointed out,funding :)9 model demonstration projects, 1fi offering preventionservices, 30 offoing care services to pregnant adolescents and teen-age parents, their infants, male partners, and family members, and1:' ofThring a combination of the 2. Sixteen research projects havebeen fund«i in the areas of premarital adolescent sexual relations,adoption, and services for pregnant adolescents and teenage par-ents. In addition, there are two research contracts, the first tocreate data archive, and the second to conduct research on ado-lescent marriage.

of the 9 demonstration projects, 4 are in health and social4ervice agencies. in hospitals, and 9 in universities or schools.Projects are located in rural as well as urban areas, and some in-volving. multiple sites.
'Me AFL Act stresses the importance of the family in t he preven-ttim nt. duloSk,111 SeXIMI activity and pregnancy and in ameliorat-ing the consequences of adolescent pregnancy.These model demonstration projects encourage the involvementof the family in a variety of ways. which I have outlined in my tes-tim(my Grantee:, iifering prevention services provide family mull-and have parents and adolescents attend activities togethermid in ,:nine Itl,4a1WVS. complete assignments jointly.Title XX 0.1vrally let tlit'pS that grantees provide aS41.1t'ittlePSthat the projects %%ill notify and «ill obtain the n pin from par-

tl:t1:11114alis of ally UhtIllatICiptittbd Mi1101* SVI'ViCeS.111110 repurt- 111):11 These grantee s suggest that the parental notifi-cation otaare .tent tall he s.Vnrkahle
tith11114 sieVICPs are tvtitlirtql t() hroVide a araly

including- maternity counselim!. primary and pre-

1 1
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ventive health services, nutrition information and counseling, and
educational and vocational services. In addition to these core serv-
ices, grantees offer other services in an effort to minimize the ad-
verse consequences of adolescent pregnancy.

All pregnant adolescents receiving care services from these
projects receive counseling and information to help them decide
whether to parent the child or make plaits to have the child adopt-
ed. Adolescents who decide to keep their child receive the compre-
hensive care services outlined above; those who choose to make
adoption plans receive these and additional services to help them
carry out their decision.

The primary goal of the prevention services process is to deter-
mine which methods best encourage unmarried adolescents to post-
pone sexual activity and thereby reduce adolescent pregnancy.
These projects are offering and evaluating a range of prevention
services that. should attain this. Research findings suggest that pa-
rental communication about sexualit, leads adolescents to post-
pone early activity.

Since AFI. demonstration projects are 3- to 5-year model pro-
grams and are just beginning their second year of operation, the
final results are not available. However, grantees have provided
preliminary data for their first year of operation. These prelimi-
nary findings indicated that the projects are making considerable
progress.

After the projects collect several years of data and complete final
evaluations. we will have a better understanding of the factors that
contribute to differences in health outcomes for adolescent mothers
and their infants when comprehensive services are available,
versus those tier teenagers and their childrea nationwide.

Title XX requires that each individual project conduct an evalua-
t ion of services and establish a working relationship with colleges
or universities in its State to conduct these evaluations. In addition
to assessing the medical outcomes of pregnant teens and their in-
fittit. All. grantees offering care services are examining a number
of other program outcomes, many of which are listed in my state-
ment.

.\FI. has concentrated its research program on areas in which
comparatively little research has been done, as outlined again in
my complete statement. All of these projects are making progress,
And ...otnc have reported preliminary findings.

Research done in the seventies revealed that growing numbers of
tovaagers are sexually active before marriage. In 1971, approxi-
mately percent of adolescent females age 15 to 19 had engaged
in sexual relations; in 1979. that figure was up to percent. To
help fill the p in our knowledge and understanding, several AFL
:;rant, have been awarded. These projects are investigating many

dotrtninants of adolescent sexual relations, such as peer
and ,l.h<m)1s. but all are giving particular emphasis to the

rIde ot the fiimily. Researchers continue to find that the family
pid% cdral role in encouraging- adolescents to postpone sexual

It .11-, itept.ar, ,ince the early seventies that fewer pregnant
:Irt. placing their infants for adoption. The causes of this

(11Iint art rltit ttIl understood. and therefore tat.' AFL Program

12
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has supported several research projects on adoption. It has award-ed other research grants that look at services for pregnant teen-agers and adolescent parents:The researchers hope their study willindicate ways to improve services provided to pregnant adolescentsand adolescents who raise their children.
'When these model demonstration projects and research projectsare completed, the dissemination of the final results will takeplace. Interim findings that appear reliable will also be announced

on an ongoing basis. AFL research grantees are required to depositpublic use data tapes in a data archive within 18 months after theend of their study. In this manner, the data now collected will bereadily available to researchers and practitioners for additionalanalysis.
The AFL program has a major dissemination activity under way.It is sponsoring a data archive on adolescent pregnancy and preg-nancy prevention at the American Institutes for Research. As ofJanuary 1984, this data archive contained 17 processed and docu-mented data bases. There are an additional 27 data sets availablefor the archive, and we expect to complete processing of 17 of theseby September of this year.
Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify,and I and Mrs. Mecklenburg will be happy to answer any questionsthat you may have.
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Dr. Brandt.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Brandt follows:)

13
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STATIMINT y Ds. EDWARD N. BRANDT. JR.

Hr. Guiana aid Ambers of the Sub:airiness

t ma very pleased to be hers today to dismiss the Adolescent Featly Life CRIL)

Program authorised under title XX of the Public Health Service Aft.

Acompeniing me is NIS Marjory Necklenistrg, Deputy Assistant ilocretaty for

Population Affairs.

Adolescent pregnancy and early sexual activity continue to be serious problems

in the United States. Natality statistics for 1981 recently released by the

National Center for Health Statistics show that teenage pregnancy continues

to be associated with adverse health and social consequences in 1901,

approximately 527,000 babies were born to adolescents 19 to 19 years if age

aid over 9,800 were born to teens under 19 years of age. A larger percentage

of Wimp mothers began prenatal care later than older median did and

teenage mothers in 1981 also were sore likely than older nudists to have

baby with low birth weight.

The Adolescent Family Life Act wee enacted by Congress in 1981 to prevent

adolescent pregnancy by encouraging adolescents to postpone semual activity

aril to minimize tree adverse consequences for pregnant asoleacentsand their

children. The Adolescent Family Life Act also stresses the importance of

family involvement and the presentation of adoption as an option for pregnant

adolescents. The precram funds demonsroltion projects that offer care and

prevention serviette in different settings. Each model program has an

evaluation oceconcnt. After final evaluations haw been completed, local

communities will be able to adopt proven models. The AFL program also funds

reNtereh pro;ecta which will contribute to our knewledge of how to prevent

teenage precnanctes and their adverse consequences.

14
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The Department is reommmending that the Adolescent Family Life Program be

reauthorized for three years. As lag as premarital sexual activity and

adolescent pregnancy remain serious problems, the Federal Government will have

to play a pole in supporting
demonstration programs and research and

encouraging states to buplement pronnisodels of services. Reauthorization of

the AFL program will allcw currently funded program to complete their

pro3ects and evaluations.
Grantees will thus be able to provide extended

services and follcw-up to determine if pregnant adolescents and teenage

parents complete school or find jobs and to determine if prevention activities

provided to pre-teens and young adolescents lead to lower levels of teen

sexual activity and pregnancy. This extended follow-up will provide us with

more complete knowledge about
effective services and model programs in the

areas of adolescent pregnancy and pregnancy prevention. In the remainder of

my statement this morning, I would like to discuss current program activities

and preliminary results from model demonstration prolects and research

grants.

Current Activities

Funds were initially made availaole for the AFL program in late Fiscal Year

19132. Funds nave seen appropriated as follows: FY 1982--S10.9 million; FY

1983--513.4 million: and FY 1964--S14.9 million. .The Alt program is currently

funding 59 mocel demonstration pro;ects. Sixteen of these pro;ects offer

prevention services to noco-pregrant teens and their parerts, 30 after care

15
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services to pregnant adolescents and teenage parents, their infants, male

partners and family members, and 13 offer& combination of are and prevention

services. The Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Program (OAPP) is funding 16

research projects in the areas of premarital adolescent sexual relations,

adoption, and services for pregnant adolescents and teenage parents. In

addition, OAPP has awarded two research contracts, the first to create a data

archive and the second to conduct research on adolescent marriage.

Model Demonstration Projects

ey funding a variety of projects in different regions and with different

service delivery models, the AFL program will be able to identify effective

strategies and models for use by State and local service providers. Of the 59

demonstration projects, 44 are in health and social service agencies, 6 are in

hospitals, and 9 in universities or schools. Projects are located in rural as

well as urban aromas 34 in urban areas, 19 in rural areas and 6 in arms

where both urban and rural clients are served. The 59 projects are located in

39 states, the District of Columbia, and Guam. Demonstration projects offer

services in a variety of ways --in single sites, multiple sites, or through

linkage systems of misting community agencies. Still other projects use a

combination of linkage agreements and single or multiple sites. Twenty-eight

of the AFL model demonstration projects are located on single sites, ten on

wkatiple sites; "rs are linkages and 6 are a combihrtilmoof Seretmedelivery

models.

1 6
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llissadoleacent redly Lit* Act stresses the immune* of the family in the

prevention of adolescent sesual activity and pregnancy and in ameliorating the

consequences of adolescent pregnancy. AIL amid demonstration projects

encourage the involvement of the family Ina variety of ways. Grantees

offering cars services provide family ccunseling, involve parents and male

partners in prenatal sessions and provide infonesticeaboit adoption to

parents and male partners. The participation of family members in these and

other program activities with their adolescents is intended to dray upon the

strength of the family and enlist its support in coping with the Woodiate and

long team consequences of adolescent pregnancy. Grantees offering prevention

services provide family pommeling and have parents and adolescents attend

activities together and in some instances complete assignments jointly.

As part of the Act's emphasis on involving the family, titleA01:generally

requires that grantees provide assurances that the projects will notify and

will obtain the comment from parents or guardians of any unarancipated mince

requesting services. Initial reports from AIL grantees suggest that the

parental notification requirement can be workable. To facilitate

communication and to help pregnant adolescents talk with their parents

project staff use such techniques as role playing and comaaling.

Grantees of taring care services are required to provide a variety of core

411112thaillick4111AIIMMIN gaallgliage jejilLty and feevantive health services.

17
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nutrition infoonation and counseling, and educational and vocational services.

In addition to the core services, grantees offer other are services in an

effort to minimise the adverse consequences of adolescent pregnancy. To

mention a few examples: co.site day care facilities which both assist

adolescent mothers to complete their education and enable pregnant adolescents

and teenage parents to receive instruction in child rearing and infant

stimulation; a component that gives particular emphasis to employment training

and counseling in such areas as employermnployee communication skills, career

awareness, job search behavior, and supplementary job training; surrogate

gran:tooth:we to act as infotmal counselors and caregivers; and vocational

training for male partners to improve the educational outcomes and employment

prospects for adolescent fathers as well as adolescent wears.

All pregnant adolescents receiving care services from AFL projects receive

counseling and information to help them decide whether to parent the child or

make plans to have the child adopted. Adolescents who decide to keep their

child receive the comprehensive care services outlined above; those who choose

to make adoption plans receive these and additional services to help them

carry cut their decision. All AR. grantees offering care services provide

adoption ocunseling and referral to licensed adoption agencies to pregnant

adolescents who request these services. Certain projects also offer

additional services that present adoption as a positive option to pregnant

adolescents, their parents, and to teenagers and the community at large more

generally. For
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example, at one project, teenagers are offered a variety of perspectives on

adoption from people who have had personal experience with adoption such as

birth parents, adoptive parents, and adapt's& Other adoption activities

sponsored by AIL projects offering care services include peer support groups

for pregnant adolescents, adoption infocmation presented in prenatal Classes,

and a prograa of monied post-placement follow-up.

The primary goal of AIL projects offering prevention services is to deteamine

wh,ch methods best encourage unmarried miolescents to postpone sexual activity

and thereby reduce adolescent pregnancy. AIL projects are offering and

evaluating a range of prevention services that woad attain this. Rosen-Oh

findings suggest thae parental communication about sexuality leads adolescents

to postpone early sexual activity. But further studies are needed. In any

event, a nanber for projects offer classes and individual and family

counseling to help parents feel more comfortable aboubcommunicating with

their dhildren in general and about responsible sexual behavior and other

matters pertaining to sexuality in particular. In addition to working with

parents, a number of projects include decision-making curricula in their

program activities in order to help adolescents crake mature decisions

regarding sexual activity.

Since AFL demonstration projects are three to five-year model programa and

are rust beginning their Arwood itsazaf 4gatsr..ica. results of these

programs are not available. However, AFL grantees have provided preliminary

data for their first year of operation. These preliminary findings indicate

that the protects are making considerable progress.

19
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while researaters have found that pregnant adolescents and their newborns are

at greater risk than older mothers of experiencing health complications, most

teenagers and their infants receiving care services from AM programs

experienced healthy outcomes. Since data are preliminary, we cannot make

projections on impact at this time. However, after the projects collect

several years of data and complete final evaluations, we will have a better

understanding of the factors that contribute to differences in health OACCMOS

for mothers and their infants when comprehensive services are available versus

those for teenagers and their children nationwide.

Title XX requires that each individual project conduct an evaluation of

project services and establish a working relationship with colleges or

universities in its state to conduct these evaluations. In addition to

assessing medical outcomes of pregnant teens and their infants, AFL grantees

offering care services are examining other program OUt030046 For example, one

AFL protect, %each is providing services through a network of existing

community agencies, is comparing the status of groups of pregnant and

parenting clients in different tracks to deteomine the relative effectiveness

of different combinations of on-site and off-site health care, schooling, and

child care. Since prevention activities are offered in several foenats to

parents and teens together and in separate groups, the evaluation of a wide

variety of preventicn programs and models of service delivery will n

possible. In addition to these individual efforts, a cross - matting evaluation

design which measures the relative effectiveness of various service models is

being developed.

20
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Research

AFL has conoentrated its research program on areas in which comparatively

little . Arch has been don's the mama premarital adolescent soma/

activity, adoption, and services for pregnant teenagers and adolescent

parents. All of the researd% projects are making progress and saes have

reported preliminary findings. As with the damonstratice grants, AFL reward'

projects are multi-year efforts and final results will not be available until

the projects are =platten.

Research done in the 1970s revealed that grcwing numbers of teenagers are

sexually active before marriage. to 1971, approximately 29 percent of

adolescent females age IS to 19 had engaged in premarital sexual relaticnes in

1979, 46 percent. However, little was known about the causes of premarital

adolescent sexual activity or hoe it sight be prevented. To help fill the gip

in our knowledge, several AFL grants have been awarded. These projects are

investaptim many possible determinants of adolescent sexual relations, such

as peer groups and schools, but all are giving particular emphasis to the role

of the family. For example, Alt research projects are analysing data from

samples of teens and parents. Researchers are finding that the family plays a

central role in enccuraging ace:Ailments to postpone sexual activity.

21
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It appears since the early 1970s that fewer pregnant teenagers are placing

their infants for adoption. The causes of this decline are not wall

understood, and therefore, the ASL program has supported several research

projects an adoption. Three ot these adoption research projects focus on the

factors Which affect the adoption
decisionmaking process among different

population groups of unwed adolescent gathers. to another study, data from

national surveys of women in 1955, 1973, 1976, and 1982 will be analysed to

describe trends in the propensity to adapt Children and the charateristics of

adaptive Ai rents. This study will provide a basect knowledge about adoptive

pants which can be used to better infoos the Nato stout adoption. In

another study, researchers ire interviewing a sample pregnancy counselors

concerning their attituies and knowledge *boat adoption. Preliminary findings

from this project indicate that while most counselors believe that adoption is

advisable for adolescents, they kr..w vary little about adoption procedures.

The final cavort true this proiect will hap implications for practitioners in
the field.

be Alt program has awarded other research grants that lack at serviog.i for

pregnant teenagers and adolescent parents. One study is ccesperisj six cities

with successful comprehensive services with six cities which do not have those

services. Another study is describing the services available to ;regnant

teenagers in one city and the way they are being used by adolescents. A

project sponsored jointly by the AFL program and the National Institute at

Mental Health is examining ways to largrovet child rearing skills of adolesoent
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mothers. In one preliminary observation, the researctiers reported that the

immature adolescent mothers talk less to their babies and assume the baby's

actions are more motivated than they actually are. The munchers hope their

study will indicate rays to improve services provided to pregnant and

adolescents who raise their children.

Dissemination

alum the model demonstration projects and research projects are ccmpleted, the

disseaination of the final results will its place. Interim findings that

appear reliable will also be annoLnced on an ongoing basis. Plans for

dissemination include the use of cammunicatice channels such as professional

journals. public forums and mating', community newsletters, and the publics-

tions of state and local organisations which have an interest in adolescent

pregnancy, child rearing, and pregnancy prevention. Itt addition, AIL research

grantees are required to deposit public use data tapes in a data archive

within 18 months after the end of their study. In this manner, the data now

being collared will be readily available to researchet. and practitioners

for additional analysis.

The AM program has a major dissemination activity underway. The AIL program

is sponsor-41g a data archive on adolescent pregnancy and pregnancy prevention

at the hmtrican Institutes for Research. This archive provides researchers.

practitioners, administrators and phlicyeekors with easy access to large-scale

circa on important issues in the fields of adolescent pregnancy and pregnancy

prevention. As of January 1984, the data archive contained 17 processed and

documented data bases. Them ant an additional 27 data sat, available for the

archive, and we expect to cc Lets processing of 17 of the** by September

1984.

Them yrJu tyr the opportunity to testify and I will be happy to answer any

gwations that you may have.

23
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Senator 14:NroN. Dr. Brandt, would you describe how this pro-gram has interacted and had an impact on coordinating with otherFederal programs in reviewing ways to improve existing programsfor pregnant adolescents?
What role has the prevention program played in stimulatingether Federal efforts in this area, if anyand I welcome and solicitcomments from Mrs. Mecklenburg, as well as from Dr. Brandt, onany of these questions.
Dr. BRANDT. As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Office of Popula-tion Affairs has responsibility not only for the Adolescent FamilyLife Program, but also for the total Federal Family Planning Pro-gram.
In additiOn to that, the Public Health Service provides services toa number of beneficiaries, including the American Indians throughthe Indian Health Service, and through community health centers,all of which will benefit from the activities of these demonstrationprograms.
At the present time, we have begun a review of Federal policiesthroughout the Federal Government that in any way may affectthe grantees and the beneficiaries of this program, and we willhopefully be making modifications required to implement to thegreatest extent possible these findings.
Mrs. Mecklenburg, I am sure, will have additional comments.Mrs. MECKLENBURG. Senator, we meet with people in the FederalGovernment who have responsibility for programs such as Dr.Brandt has already mentioned, and additional programs such asmaternal and child health, the Office of Families Program, and theOffice of Human Development Services, who have responsibility forprograms in the area of special needs the adoptions program, inorder to see how we might best work with one another, understandeach other's programs, and coordinate our activities with one an-other inasmuch as possible.
I think that one of the strengths of this legislation is the factthat it is multidisciplinary. There are opportunities for many sec-tors of the Government and the private sector to work together inorder to solve this very important and serious problem.
Senator DENTori. I want to welcome cordially my friend fromIowa. the distinguished Senator Charles Grassley. I hope you had ahappy Easter, Senator.
Senator GHAsst.Ev. I did have a very happy Easter.
'The following was received for the record:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY
I mini pleased to out Senator Denton today and commend him for his initiativeaid leadership addressing one of the problems our society faces, that of adolescentregnany% .is we look toward the reauthorization of title XXAdolescent FamilyI Ile Deown-tration Project Act. I ant pleased to see that the emphasis of this pro-g arn is that of preventative efforts designed to educate families and adolescents sot11.0 responsible eecisions can he made.

I look tomari to hearing from the fine panel of witnesses we have here today.alxiut the various demonstration programs research initiated. I know in my ownirt Fort Dodge.. Iowa. the Lutheran Family Service which provides adoptionRV, deoloped numerous public wrvice. announcements for radio and televisionunder the AF1. Demonstration Program. Geared toward the pregnant adolescent.theme ads show that its OK and an act of real love to give a child fur adoption. theyshow adoptive family life as positive; address the fears of the pregnant adolescent.
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that giving up a child fur adoption is not abandoning or hating that child; another
ad addresses the needs and potential fears of the childhe may ask "Why was I

rejected?" The Lutheran Family Service believes strongly they provide a needed
service and has enjoyed the support and efforts of the administration. If I may
quote "Working for the admhastration has been 'par excellence.' "

Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding these hearings and for your untiring efforts
as chairman of this subcommittee. I lend my support and cosponsorship to what
would result in responsible legislation.

Senator Dzwrom. Can you tell the subcommittee briefly about
the grantees' experience with the parental consent and family in-
volvement requirement? Have you received reports on cases when
families have not been involved, as required by the law, and can
you provide us with examples of successful models family involve-
ment, after parental consent has occurred?

Dr. BRANDT. We can provide you with detailed descriptions of
some of these projects if you wish, Mr. Chairman. Reports from the
grantees so far suggest that the parental notification and consent
requirement is workable, and has posed relatively few problems.
Forty-four of the fifty grantees reported no problems at all in im-
plementation. Four grantees reported 8 percent of clients. who
were young people, who did not continue, and two grantees report-
ed 5 and 6 percent, respectively. So at this point in time, only six
projects have reported any people who did not pursue services due
to the parental consent requirement.

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. I would like to add that we have a number
of ways of involving the family in the programs offering care serv-
ices and prevention services. These models are being tested, and I
think it is very exciting to realize the variety of ways in which
families can become involved after the consent occurs.

I would like to just give you some general ideas of those methods
and any specific examples for any grantee, we would, of course, be
happy to provide for the record.

In the area of care services, we have grantees who are providing
family counseling, and who work with the entire family when they
see the serick.- problems that affect the teenager and the pregnan-
cy. The parents and male partners are encouraged to attend prena-
tal classes, and they do in many instances. Both the parents and
the male partners receive information about adoption in many of
our programs. Parents participate on advisory boards and are in-
volved in the development of curriculums in projects.

In- some of our programs, parents and adolescents attend classes
together in dealing with the area of sexuality. In some cases, they
receive separate classes, but they are encouraged to communicate
back and forth with one another about the subject matter, and ac-
tually may do homework assignments together.

We have parent and grandparent support groups in various
projects. The staff may contact family members in very many dif-
ferent ways to invite them into the program, and they may conduct
home visits and actually be present in the home situation in order
to help the adolescent and the family more effectively.

Supportive counseling is available to families on an ongoing
basis. Sometimes referrals are made when necessary to other spe-
cialized facilitiesfor example, they may be psychiatric facilities
where chemical evaluation and treatment can occur. All these
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types of family involvement occur among the various grantees of-
fering care services.

In the prevention area, the curricula often stress parental in-
volvement in family life and sex education of adolescents. These
projects strive to enhance the quality of family relationships in the
curriculum and in the teaching. They may have seminars for par-
ents and teens or meetings of parents. When children are taught in
a day school on a regular basis, the project staff will invite parents
to attend an evening meeting so they will have an opportunity to
talk with the parents about what their children are learning in the
classes. Often, these meeting are held in the evenings for the con-
venience of parents to encourage them to attend.

Overviews of the curriculum and other materials are sent by
mail to parents. There are presentations in the community, presen-
tations to PTA's and school boards, and group meetings with par-
ents whose children may not be affected by the problem yet, but
who certainly are interested in trying to prevent this with their
adolescents in the future.

Many of the schools where the curriculum has been presented,
have parent advisory groups; these groups provide the parents with
an opportunity to have very concentrated involvement in the pro-
gram.

These are some of the ways the AFL grantees are involving par-
ents I think it is going to be very exciting to see how interested
parents are and how their involvement can make a difference in
the outcome in this serious problem.

Senator DENTON. Thank you.
I think we have some distinguished guests here, whom I believe

deserve recognition. I am told that there are several members of
the Parliament of Thailand in the audience. How many of you are
herewould you please raise your hands?

We would like to extend a cordial welcome to you and thank you
very much for coming into our houses of legislation. You are won-
derful allies and friends, and we greet you.

The law requires decreasing Federal funds over 5 years for
projects. The State and community role will be essential in the con-
tinuation and success of ongoing AFL projects. What has been the
indication that there will be sufficient local financial support to
continue beyond the Federal funding? What has been the non-Fed-
eral response to date?

Dr. Human. Today, Mr. Chairman, at least in fiscal 1983, over 40
percent of total fundingand, just to be precise, 41 percent of the
total cost of these projectshave been borne by non - Federal funds,
including State funds, county and city funds, private nonprofit
f..nds, and foundation funds.

i think that that is an optimistic and positive showing, but I
think that we have to be optimistic that this program will contin-
ue. I think that most, or at least, many local areas, certainly
States, have been concerned about the issue of adolescent pregnan-
cy for some time. We know very well that adolescents becoming
pregnant tend to have a very high infant mortality rate, for exam-
ple. They have other adverse consequences both to their babies'
health and to theirs. Many public health workers have been trying
to find successful models that would allow them to first prevent ad-
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olescent pregnancy, and secondly, try to deal with the adolescent
who is pregnant in a way that will lead to the healthiest possible
outcome.

So I feel very optimistic that these programs that are successful,
that demonstrate a successful outcome, will be adopted by commu-
nities and by States as a method to meet this problem, and that
they will be continued.

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. Senator, I might add that another strength
of this program is the strong community involvement that is re-
quired, and not only in the area of funding. As Dr. Brandt has indi-
cated, each program must have a match from local funds; and 41
percent of the funds came from other than Federal sources. In ad-
dition to that factor, we have many grantees who are working with
multiple agencies in the community in which they exist. Some of
them are linkage projects, and they bring together agencies within
the community in order to deliver comprehensive and integrated
services.

So. by their very nature, these programs have already involved
the community. The firsthand experience of those agencies would
encourage them to have an ongoing commitment to see that those
services continue to be provided and available to pregnant adoles-
cents and to parents and children in the community.

So I think the program is well-designed to help make us feel opti-
mistic that programs will continue in the communities in which
they are started, and in fact, be picked up by other communities as
successful models.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Chairman.
Senator DforoN. Yes, Senator Grass ley.
Senator GRASSLEY. At this point, it might be good for me to bring

in another firm of interaction. If this has not already been dis-
cussed, then I will read it in the record so you do not have to
repeat yourself, but I was wondering along the same line to what
extent the Adolescent Family Life Program grantees interact and
work together with family planning grantees under title X.

Mrs. :MECKLENBURG. The AFL law does contain family planning
its part of the necessary care services. However, the law does not
allow the grantees to provide family planning services with title
XX funds, if the services can be paid for and are available from
other places in the community.

From all that we can tell, what is happening is that referral and
interaction are occurring between family planning service provid-
ers and our title XX programs and that seems to have been intend-
ed in the law.

Senator So, there is interaction then.
MN M rat. And referral, yes.
Dr iinvsari. In addition, Senator Grassley, I think agair that

%%hat m.e learn from the demonstration projects will be information
that will evtitinly he made available to title X grantees. and again,
-111(* t 1w majority of t X grants are now awarded to State
halth &part moms that, it seems to me, will allow a statewide ac-
two% the successful outcomes of these demonstration
prots So I think the real interaction will come in the future,
w V, t 4ain mor e. knowledge from these demonstration projects.
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Mrs. MEki.KNatnu:. Excuse me, Senator. I might add just one
thing that occurred to me, that some of our granteesthe one from
Pennsylvania comes to mindare actually title X grantees as well.
There are a number of health agencies, as Dr. Brandt has said,
who are recipients of the title X, as well as title XX, grant moneys.

Senator GRASSLEY. Is there any evidence of any friction between
the two groups, or any expression of unwillingness to cooperate,
that you know of

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. I think that many family planning people,
as well as people working in this program, would prefer to see
young female and young male adolescents refrain from being sexu-
ally active. And so, from that standpoint, I think there is a natural
base for these people in both of these programs to work together to
encourage postponement of sexual activity. I also believe that after
an adolescent has become pregnant, people in a variety of pro-
grams are concerned about the outcome of that pregnancy and
would like to see the healthiest delivery and outcome possible for
the mother and the baby.

Senator GRASSLEY. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
I gather from your last few at swers that the future, in terms of

fulfilling a recognized need for sexuality counselling and sex educa-
tion, with Government, through the Adolescent Family Life Pro-
gram, having provided seed money to begin to be the core or the
nucleus of an effort, and eventually the function and administra-
tion of those projects being turned over fully to the community,
looks optimistic. You are first getting the financial interest and
commitment, locally, and second, getting a functional interest,
which has been generally successful.

Is that generally true?
Dr. BRANnT. Yes, that i3 correct, Senator.
Senator Diorrox. In terms of community support for the Adoles-

cent Family Life ActI think you have already answered this
would you describe the experience with grantees efforts to involve
community, charitable, and religious organizations in the develop-
ment of programs as required by the law? There may be some ele-
ment 1' that question you would care to further elaborate.

Mrs. MEcm.KNatt(G. Well, one of the things that would he impor-
tant as tar as long term and ongoing provision of these services
will he to look at the policies at the State and local level which

have an impact on the delivery of these services. And one of
the things that we are planning to do is to take a look not only at
Federal, but also at State and local policies, to see what kinds of
policies he supportive or might hinder the efforts that we
have hewn in the title XX legislation.

Senator 1:vroN Would you briefly describe' the process used by
the Office of Population Affairs to solicit applications and to award
demonstration grants. ('an you tell us what the objective criteria
are"

Mrs Mvcsi.ENtitRi; The de miistration grant process in the
othri of Adolescent Pregnancy programs is quite similar to proce-
dure,- used in other programs that have a similar kind of mission.
An announcement is made in the Federal Register. informing the
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public that applications are being requested. In addition to this an-
nouncement, because we want to be sure that everyone possible
knows about the fact that we are soliciting applications, our office
sends a copy of that request for proposal when those applications
are open to every individual and organization who has requested
this information.

Then, an application kit, which contains the law, the actual
forms that are used, and instructions on how to apply, is sent to
every person who inquires as a result of hearing about the applica-
tions being opened. A professional review of all applications is
made. This review utilizes the objective criteria that are made
available to the applicant in either the request for application or
the application kit. It is very clear what the criteria will be, and
applicants are aware of what the objective criteria are prior to sub-
mitting their proposals.

The experts conducting the reviews are outside the office of the
Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs. Since a variety of serv-
ices and models is called for in this legislation, reviewers possess
relevant, but varied experience and expertise. Readers have exper-
tise in the fields of adolescent pregnancy prevention and care serv-
ices, youth services, family life, child and adolescent development,
day care, and related fields. They also represent the public and pri-
vate sectors, universities, voluntary organizations, and religious
and charitable institutions. The program director then utilizes the
scores and information from this professional review and the pub-
lished objective criteria to decide which applications are funded.
After the final decision is made, a notice of grant award is pre-
pared by the Grants Management Office and sent to each success-
ful applicant.

There are a number of objective criteria taken into consideration
during the grant review process. Some of the factors that are in-
cluded are the capacity of the applicant to provide the appropriate
services and evaluate the results; the project objectives and the
methods for achieving them; the innovativeness of the program ap-
proach, its worth for testing and replicability; its suitability to
measurement and evaluation; the population to be served, and the
usefulness for policymakers and service providers of the proposed
project and its potential for complementing the existing Adolescent
Family Life demonstration projects.

These are just a few of the published criteria that are utilized in
that review process.

Senator DENTON. How much difficulty did being unsure that you
would have an appropriation for the administration of the Adoles-
cent Family Life Act present you? Mrs. Mecklenburg, from your
point of view, as I recall, it was late in calendar 1982 before you
had word of appropriation. What impact did that have on your
planning and administration at a timc when you were just begin-
ning to implement the act?

MN MExi.ENtitRG. Well, one had to take into consideration the
it wit ion and look For a review process that was a good review

process, but that could he accomplished in the situation where we
did not know for certain whether we would be able to fund any
programs. In addition. we did not have a budget. so the Depart-
ment was very cooperative in helping Forward-fund us so that we
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could begin the review process, and then be able to be in a position
to award grants once the money was received, if it were to be re-
ceived. So we worked with the situation and were able, I think, to
conduct an excellent review process and be in a position to actually
award the grants and get the program well under way, even
though we had funding coming late in the fiscal year.

Dr. BRANDT. I think, Mr. Chairman, it is important to point out
at this stage and to thank many of the grantees, who had a great
deal of confidence that this activity would come to fruition and
funds would be made available, and actually went to work prepar-
ing grant requests. doing all the necessary work, without any real
assurance that anything would come from it. And I think that
those people are clearly committed to the concepts embodied in this
act, and demonstrated that very clearly by working hard before
they knew whether or not any of those plans would be carried out,
so that I think they deserve a great deal of gratitude and commen-
dation for their confidence in the system.

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. I have to agree. There were over 400 grant
applications, from people who were that concerned and that inter-
ested in the program. I think that is a real vote of confidence.

Senator DENTON. How does the Office of Adclescent Pregnancy
Programs monitor grantees for their adherence to the principal re-
quirements and restrictions of the law?

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. We use a variety of mechanisms to monitor
grantees routinely. Again, this is in keeping with the system used
in the Department in other programs. Each grantee has a project
officer, who is primarily responsible for monitoring both the
progress and the performance of each project. This includes moni-
toring the items included in the law, and all of the 0,ings that we
would be concerned with in an oversight capacity.

They use monitoring techniques such as phone calls, surveys,
written reports from the projects, grantee meetings, face-to-face
meetings with the grantee and the people working in the projects,
and site visits. Also, we review project material and other materi-
als in the office for their appropriateness and their usefulness in
the project.

If any potential problem is found in any area, complete informa-
tion regarding the issue is obtained from the grantee. It is impor-
tant to get all the information and get it accurately in this situa-
tion. Wt. then review the specifics of each situation. When neces-
sary. we consult with other units in the Departmentfor example
the Grants Policy Office or the general counsel. Then, when we
have some guidance to give the grantee, we are able then to tell
them what changes are required to ensure conformity with the law
01 policies of the Department. We communicate that to the grant-
es and work with them in order to get the changes that might be
requi red.

Senator l)i.:NrroN. Well, thank you very much. Unless Senator
Gass ley has any further questions, and unless either of you have
anything you would wish to add. I want to thank both of you for
your excellent testimony here this morning.

Senator GRASSLEY. My last question would be based upon the pre-
mimption that many of the organizations that would apply and re-
ceive grants and be demonstrating and researching in this area
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maybe previously V..11` conducting some work in this area, and
may philosophically he aligned. If that presumption is wrong, then
the basis of my question would 1w wrong. But to the extent to
which that may be a correct presumption, to what extent, then, is
the efforts of this gram directed toward new activity and an ex-
pansion of existio. activity that would not otherwise occur as a
result of a previous private sector determination to do these
t hi ngs?

Dr. BRAND. I think that it is larguly new activity, Senator. In
the first place we have, I think, 19 research grants, that clearly
were work that was not being, done, and that wii contribute.

I think the projects that were funded were selected by using the
criteria Mrs. Mecklenburg has already specified, one of which was
to pick those that had the most innovative approaches to trying to
Either' prevent adolescent pregnancy, on the one hand, or to care
for the adolescent teenagers, on the other hand.

Now, you are absolutely right that many of the people involved
in this program have been people who have been concerned with
this problem for some time, and have experience in dealing with
t he problems. and could bring that to bear in a totally organized
demonstration system, that will allow for appropriate evaluation
and allow for the kinds of modifications that may be mandated by
evaluation and that could then be adopted by other people who
may not have the same degree of experience and sophistication.

So I think what we are seeing is a new approach based upon old
principles and old experiences, if you will, that has allowed a focus
of attention and a focus of care that we probably would not have
seen without this program. My guess is we would not have seen it.

Senator CatAssi.Ky. Well, I appreciate that very much. I want to
sa,. that I know that Iowa's grantee in this area has enjoyed work-
ing with the administration on the things that they have set out to
do and hat you have OK'd their doing.

Let me just follow up, then. as kind of a preface to my last ques-
tion Did the administration, IRIS, or any other department in-
volvt d. make a survey of private sector involvement in this area
befOre we set out to request grant applications?

Dr. BRANDT. No; we did not do a formal survey. I think what we
did recognue. Senator, was that clearly, the number of adolescent
pgimilcit.s is growing. in spite of efforts that have been initiated
around the country to try to stem that increasing tide of pregnan-
cies. that the infant mortality rate due to tenage pregnancies was
high. and that something needed to be done, and therefore, it
looked like it required a new approach, at least a new look, at the
%% hod, problem So) that I do not think you would call what we had
.1%allabl to us a formal sUrVV,. around the country, but we did
11:1%, a lot of information about things that were going on and
about ...wile popible ideas

\111 KI_KNItl u ; Senator. 1 would like to COMITIVIlt on the fact
th.tt 1111H l.tr, .1 nth' VI prOLVilin, the precursor to this program.
%%hid) t4.1% people :eine experience in the whole area of adolescent

4.1:tiano% at the Federal level. The title VI program also commis-
..tompot national -turfy of teenage pregnancy programs around the
oinntr la1 ordr to ident if% the kinds of pr'ogr'ams that were being
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provided in %-arious communities. That study is completed, and we
would be happy to send you a copy.

Senator GRAsst.Ev. WWI that completed prior to our starting this
title XX program?

Mrs. MECKLENBURG. No; but the work was ongoing.
Senator GRANSLEY. So you did have a source of research avail-

able.
Mrs. MECKLENBURG. Some notion, anyway. And I wanted to com-

ment about your previous question. I think that one of the
strengths of tills program, is the evaluation component. What we
had seen around the country were a number of efforts that had
been undertaken in the area of adolescent pregnancy by service
providers. Many of them were attempting. very successfully, I
hope, to cope with that problem. But evaluation of their efforts was
not part of the program. It is very unusual for service providers to
have the opportunity to evaluate their results in a rigorous way. It
just does not occur without an emphasis that this program pre-
sents.

So. although we were aware, through the JRB study that was
commissioned, through knowledge obtained in title VI, and
through talking with foundations and people around the country,
that indeed there were efforts underway, there was no program to
look systematically at those efforts and to evaluate which ones
were going to intervene most successfully in this problem. So I
think that evaluation is one of the real strengths of the title XX
approach.

Senator GRASSLEY. OK. At this point in the program, where we
are ready for reauthorizationthat is the issue, to move aheadis
there anything that you have learned thus far that should not be
repeatedany negatives that would come out that you would say
are things that we have learned that we should notI do not know
how else to say it other than just to saywe will not repeat. I
mean, you have positive things you have talked about. I assume
that there is a large base of infbrmation that is still in question.
You are waiting for more research. But as we move into the third
year. is there anything you have learned that should not be repeat-
ed'

Mrs MECKLENBUta;. Well, Senator, the programs have actually
been functioning now for IS months. It is still a bit early, to know
m any definitive way, what works and what does not work. Experi-
ence in demonstration evaluation models would indicate that vou
need a longer period of time to get the services underway, to collect
client data, and then, to analyze that data.

Senator (4tAssi.Ev. So it is too early?
Mrs NIKI:I.ENIttItti. It is really too early. Now, obviously. one of

purposes of this program is not only to look at what does work,
but ids() what does not work. So we would expect to have some an-
-%%ers nn that side of the ledger.

Senati)r GRAssiy, Do you see any trends of what does not work?
Mrs MEcKI.ENBURG No: I think at this point. I can say that it

Appear- that the re,ults that we have gotten so far are vey posi-
tRe results. in general. But I must caution again and say that
the--4 findings are only peliminar, atld %ve could not make final
ja,IL.tments %t.
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Dr. BRANDT. I do think, Senator, though, that it is important to
emphasize that there have not been any glaring weaknesses that
have shown up at this stage of the game, and that gives us confi-
dence that the kinds of weaknesses and the kinds of problems that
we find are more likely to be subtle and amenabii. to change than
what sometimes happens in the early days of a new program.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you.
Senator DENTON. I am very appreciative of the thrust of Senator

Grass ley's question. I would ask if, considering the tardiness of the
1982 appropriations, and the fact that projects are no more than 18
months old, is it unusual for demonstration projects not to have de-
finitive evaluation results upon which to make firm statements to
serve as confidence factors for those who would reauthorize the
bill?

Dr. BRANDT. No, sir; not at all.
[Responses of Mrs. Mecklenburg to questions of Senator Denton

follows: I

3
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The Honorable Jeremiah Denton
United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 20SIO

Hear Senator Dentont

Office el Hsi Ametiers Secretive

to NNW,
Wsehypen DC 20J01

Thank you for your letter requesting responses ro questions roleted to
the Adolescent ?amity Life Act.

Enclosed as y'" requested are the responses for the written record.

I h..pe this le helpful. If I say be of further assistence, piece, let
se kr.w.

Sincerely yours.

) AMA. ma, 6-6-441
MarJor)P1. Mecklenburg
Deputy Ae.i Secretary

for Population Affairs
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1. qUIS1108: Please provide for the record the number of clients vho have
been served under the AFL Care project* and under the AFI
prevention projects.

ANSWER:

fare Clients: let Year Total 24,000
Pregnant adolescents, teen mothers 8,500
Infants 3,100
Male partners 1.800
Family members 10,600

Ptevention Clients: let Year Total
Parents
Adolescent Males
Adolescent Femal^s

35,000
8,500
10,100
16.400

Prevention-trained Counselors: 1st Year Total 4,300

/1 rob: rleae provide for the record a breakdown of funds expended for
prevention, rare, and research under the AFL program.

rare Projects

re:T.bination Projects - Care Services

Total - Care Services

$4,787,123

$2099,179

$6,886,102

Projerts $2,131,045

t br,tlon Projrts - Freventin Services $6213,.7.59

t.,tdt p.vntiin $3,364,804

$1,/42,716
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I. M1101i: What arc pair rat rant plants for coordinating the evaluation
projects of the grantees? how will the evaluation be able to
%%ow what has been "demonstrated" and what should be repliated?

ANsW1.41;

;irle r,quIres that each individul project is responsible for
moiLtaining, and evaluation detailed information about

It aprations and clients. These evslnntions are being completed
dirt, the al.-istance of faculty mytahers from a college or university
:n the tate where the AFL project is located. The Office .r

all,,kscccit Pregnancy Programs (UAPP) aiiroves the individual project
e%alnation plans, and (LAPP staff work tIth local evaluators whenever
se.c,sary. The office has awarded a .ntract to provide technical
adrance to the grantees in the area r evaluation. The office has
0," 1,.li -ted a series of workshops t%r the evaluators and project

in aaaltion. OAPP has awarded a contrart to develop a cross - rutting
..valuation .1.. .Agri. This design will analyse data from 43 projects
tteriog care services to pregnant and parenting adolescents. This
.rls-cutting evaluation will not duplicate analyses from individual
,v4hiAtin; by pooling data on the characteristics of clients,
.,.vies4 "blairlq) health and social outcomes for mother and child,
011 ..%.011Atl.il viii 'Jur the impact of different amounts and types
o f ,are .ervice on individual clients and on various subgroups of
(11,nts. Following the completion of the cross-cutting evaluation
loin in FY 1984, a national evaluation contract will be awarded for
11. ,i, 1. itiO.ment thin design.

Finally. a cluster evaluation metWology will bl utilized to

valiaty .:eve, a1 projects which share some common components of

nati,1-11 interest. A national vvaluatnr, under contract to OAPP,
4igo and conduct cluster evaluations on characteristics that

t to AFL projects have in common. By collecting data on these
.1,ata,teri,tics and relating them to mat, ones and other program data,
the nit ^Al aluator will be ahle to determine the effectiveness of
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Senator DENTON. Well, thank you very much, Dr. Brandt, and
thank you, Mrs. Mecklenburg, for your testimony this morning.

Senator DENTON. Our next witness is Sister Mary William Sulli-
van. I will tell you more about her as she approaches the table.

First, I would like to say for her and for all other witnesses, the
subcommittee has quite a few witnesses this morning, and there is
another hearing scheduled in this room at 2 p.m. Hopefully, we
will not have to tax our skill to get out of here before then. But in
the interest of time, I must irsist that the witnesses constrain their
overall remarks to 5 minutes. Your written testimony will be in-
cluded in the record in full, and I want to thank all of you in ad-
vance for your cooperation.

Sister Mary William Sullivan is the supervisor of Adoption and
Maternity Services at Catholic Family Services of Amarillo, TX.
She is accompanied by a young lady, Christy, who participated iv
the Catholic Family Services Care Project.

At this time, for reasons relatively obvious, I would ask the coop-
eration of the television cameras. If you have filmed Christy from
in the front of her, I would ask you not to show that film. I would
appreciate you filming her from behind. And the same request
would be made with regard to another young lady who will testify
later, Heather, who will testify with Mrs. Peggy Sanchez of the St.
Petersburg YWCA, and I trust the television people will cooperate.

I welcome you, Sister, and Christy, to Washington. And Sister
Mary Sullivan, if you have a prepared statement, we are ready to
receive it.

STATEMENT OF SISTER MARY WILLIAM SULLIVAN, SUPERVISOR
OF ADOPTION AM) MATERNITY SERVICES. CATHOLIC FAMILY
SERVICES, INC.. AMARILLO, TX, ACCOMPANIED BY CHRISTY,
PARTICIPANT IN CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES CARE PROJECT
Sister SULLIVAN. Thank you, Senator Denton.
We wish to express our gratitude for the opportunity to come

before the Subcommittee on Family and Human Services to tell
you the good news.

Our program really got underway, finally, December 1982, and
people from Texas do things in a big way, so we took on all three of
the different componentsthe sexual education for teenagers and
their parents. This has been very, very successful. We have had 263
sessions and 430 hours of work with 2,320 adolescents and their
parents, in various symposiums and workshops. It is quite interest-
ing, Senator. We find that the questions the young people pose at
the beginningthey write them on cardsare everything from
where do babies come from to very complicated questions concern-
ing babies, intercourse, sexuality, and so on.

In having these discussions and presenting this information in
which we use audiovisuals, as well as questions and answers, we
find these young people very often have a very lopsided attitude
and do not have complete information concerning this great power
and wonderful ability they have to express their sexuality.

They also have conferences and workshops with parents. The
parents have expressed overwhelmingly their feeling of total pow-
erlessness in the face of mass media, television, movies, and so on,
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and presenting sex as something that should be indulged in with-
out any sense of responsibility, but just a response to their own
feelinFs.

In evaluating these sessions, the parents have been really grate-
ful for the help they have received in communication with their
kids, as they say. And the young women who have participated in
the symposiums have expressed that they really feel better about
the fact that they do have a choice of being sexually active or not,
and they can make that choice, and they can state it.

Interestingly enough, the young men are often amazed at the
physiological phenomenon of pregnancy and childbirth. It seems
like we educate the young women to that, but not the young men.
And when the young men see this and realize that this is a part of
them and a part of what they have procreated, they stand in a
great deal of awe.

In this case, we have only just begun, because these one or two
sessions are not enough in dealing with these youngsters. They go
and they process it, and they talk it over, and they have to come
hack.

!laving these sessions with their peers is extremely important,
because that is very often where much of the pressure comes for
early sexual activity.

We feel that we need the opportunity for offering available cor-
rect information to young people and their parents, since their
major source of information now comes from mass media and R-
rated pictures, and offering opportunities to check old wives' tales
in a nonthreatening atmosphere, where the old stereotypes come
up, and these are dealt with in a very direct and honest and frank
way, and the open discussion of sexual matters in the company of
ones peers, as well as in the company of adults. Some of our ses-
sions have the youngsters and the parents apart, and then we
bring them together for the open discussion. And the more you can
do this, the more you get it out from behind the barn, and you
bring it out as something that can be discussed with great respect
and making them comfortable. We feel this is a great plus.

In addition, we now have 46 counties, and we are going to add 5
more. We have television spots, we have billboards. We give free
pregnancy testing. We have had 1S6 pregnant adolescent girls, 7n
percent of whom are under 15 years of age, and we have talked to
them and counseled with them. Their presenting problem, they
come to us most often with: "flow am I going to pay for this?" I
think that the whole thing that is brought up in terms of working
with Medicaid and working with other programs to assure good
prenatal care fin. these young women is extremely important, and
we work with h them on that.

We also offer counseling. When we say adoption is an option
and %VP have had those billboards aroundit is a loving option. It
ha, to he seen as an option. and options mean there are other
choices. so. the .young women have to have an opportunity to know
%.k hat those are. because they will live with those decisions the rest
in their lives We say to them, "Whatever decision you make is
hard, and let's look at the consequences.- In order to help them, we
have opened a maternity home for eight young women.
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To bring this all together, though, Senator, I feel that perhaps
the best way would beI have asked one of the young women who
has participated in our program to make a statement to you, and
hopefully, this will enflesh what we have just said.

Christy.
('musTY. I would like to talk about the care I personally received

from Catholic Family Service, Inc.
When I first went to Catholic Family Services, I wasn't at all for

adoption. and it took me up until I was almost due to realize that
adoption was a loving option.

I was assigned a caseworker my first visit. We talked a lot about
both options. She never pressured me on either one. I was told it
was my own choice.

Through her and Catholic Family Service, I wa:, placed in a
foster home because of problems my mother and I had. There, I
was able to think things through without pressure. I was part of a
stable family and treated with kindness and understanding. I felt
in a way I belonged. I loved them because they acted like I was
their daughter and not just a house guest.

I was provided with a doctor that saw to it that I had a healthy
baby and that I took care of myself. My caseworker always made
sure I was there for my appointments. The doctor's fee was taken
care of by ('atholic Family Service, because I was not able to.

I was given a counselor to talk to. He got to hear all of my prob-
lems. We talked once a week. He helped me weigh pros and cons
and also take a look at my options. He talked with my mother and
helped us see eye to eye. I was very grateful to have him, because
he helped me see myself' more clearly, and got me going in the
right direction.

When ('atholic Family Service Residence opened, I went there.
Everybody was like one big family. I made a lot of new friends and
was able to relax. Everybody treated everybody with respect and
kindness. There was always a shoulder or two to cry on, and your
own room, if you just. wanted to be alone. They were all so helpful
when I went into labor, it really meant a lot to me.

There are just a couple of more things I would like to say. First,
('atholic Family Service was the best adoption agency I could have
chosen They provided me with the best care ) sable and, thanks
to their loving kindness and understanding, I have a very healthy
baby and a strong mind that knows which direction to go from
here.

Thank you.
Senator lh:s.ros. Thank you. Sister Sullivan. and thank you,

Cina,t
!The prepared statement of Sister Sullivan fiillowsd
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We wish to express our gratitude to Senator Denton and

therCommittee on Family and Human Services for giving us the

opportunity to present our story. It is the story of young

people who are living in a world of sophisticated *sous'

mores with which they are bombarded constantly.

Catholic Family Service of Amarillo began its program

of Adolescent Pregnancy Care and Prevention in December, 1982.

Our first goal is "prevention of adolescent pregnancy and sup

port to adolescent parents." The objective states

the direction the program has taken in the sixteen

its operation "to find effective Means within the

more succintly

months of

context of

the family, of reaching adolescents before they become 'Mall,

active, in order to maximise the guidance and support available

to adolescents from parents and other family members, and

to promote self discipline and other prudent approaches to the

problem of adolescent premarital sexual relations, including
4

adolescent pregnancy." A curriculum in the form of workshops

and symposiums is offered to groups throughout the Panhandle

area. In preparation for this, staff members contact teachers,

ministers, persons who have a vested interest in working with

young people and their families.

Ametill0 filhills 79101 4195 1522 South Van &min
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Catholic Family Service has conducted 263 sessions, 436 hours of work

shops reaching 2,320 adolescents and parents.

The young participants were asked to writs any questions they had

regarding sex, sexuality, intercourse, pregnancy, etc., on card. The

questions are an enlightment in themeelvea:

"If you have an abortion, can you still have a baby later?"

"Where do babies come from?"

"What is oral sex?"

"Can man and woman have intercourse if she's pregnant?"

"If you have sex do a woman always have baby?"

"What happens it you are pregnant from a relative? Would your

baby be deformed or mental?"

"Is it wrong to get a girl pregnant and then leave without

telling her and letting her raise it by herself?"

Our presentations cover information, attitudes, and frank discussions of

"myths".

We also offer workshops for parents' groups. The parents are asked

to write their concerns on a card anonymously before the session begins.

Parental concerns are:

"The message they receive from TV sal songs on the radio is'sex

equals love' (that just not true). The songs don't mention the

consequences--divorce, sexually transmitted disease, danger to

a young mother and child."

"How much does my teenager know of and about sex? Is it correct

knowledge or is it incorrect knowledge?"

"Worried about too much TV. My son is sixteen and watches too much

TV."

-2-
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"I worry about other teenager* end their influence on my teenager

about sexual ideas."

In evaluating these sessions, the parents most frequently state that

"help with communicating with my kids" is the greatest benefit of the

discussions and presentations. Among the teenagers, the evaluations run

everywhere from "finding out the difference between sex and sexualtiy"

to "the neat feeling of a baby growing inside you and how beautiful

it is."

It is interesting to note that the greater majority of the young

women involved stet, their new awareness of "I have choice and can

control the expressions of my sexuality." The young men state a new

awareness of the physiological processes of pregnancy and birth. Having

the opportunity for open discussion with signgicant adults and with

their peers takes some of the "behind the barn" mystic out of the

truly beautiful and natural power that is theirs.

Along with our workshops and group sessions we run public service

announcements offering pregnancy testing, counseling, etc. We have many

unidentified callers who ask an unimaginable number of questions! The

staff doesn't pressure, but attempts to answer their questions honestly

and sensitively.

WE'VE ONLY JUST BEGUN! Each opportunity to presPnt materials and

discussions heightens our awareness of the great need for:

1) availability of correct information to young people and to
parents; the major source of information now comes from mass
media and R rated pictures.

2) offering opportunities to check out "old wives' tales" in
non-threating atmosphere;

3) open discussions about exual matters in the company of one's
peers.

-3-
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We see a need for the follow up contacts and sessions. It is just too

muchto cover in one or two sessions. Young people need to process in-

formation, feelings, attitudes. We are facing the Goliath of multi-

million dollar media presentations that communicate a distorted picture

of sexuality, its purposes, its rewards and its responsibilities. Our

young people have a right to correct information. We will offer follow

up sessions with some of the same groups as well as to meet with new

audiences. We see the need to offer individual counseling as part of

the sessions. Parent support groups are needed to help adults gain the

skills to discuss with their teenagers the facts and fictions about sex

and sexuality.

In addition, as word gets around the community(Catbolic Family

Service services forty-six counties in the Panhandle of Texas), more

inquiries are being made. Five more counties are being added to our

service area inJune. We are working on expanding our audio-visual

materials, brochures, bibliographies to meet the needs of the broader

and diverse community. We have printed and processed materials inSpanish

for the many Hispanic groups in the service area. We have presented our

program to staffs of juvenile detention facilites, health and education

groups, ministers and a variety of volunteer organizations.

Our second goal is "to promote adoption as an alternative for

adolescent parents." Social pressure and social acceptance have in-

creased the number of abortions performed on adolescents to an alarming

degree. As one young woman said, It looks like an easy way out, but

it isn't." When a young woolen chooses not to abort a child, there is

often pressure for her to keep the child and this forces her into the

1.,.owytion of early adulthood.

- 4-
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Young woman who choose to carry their child full term and place their

baby in the hands of a couple approved for adoption must make a decision

with as much freedom, information and support as possible. Over the pro-

gram period we have selected, and hopefully strategically placed, ten

billboards with the caption "Adoption Is A Loving Option ." During

the past sixteen months, we have counseled snd worked with 186 preg-

nant adolescent girls, 752 of whom are under 18 years of age, to help

them obtain good medical care. Croup sessions have been conducted to

deal with the reality of sexuality, pregnancy, child birth and care,

budgeting, career planning, etc.. We have met with 272 of the alleged

fathers in counseling. The reason for the non-involvement of many

alleged fathers is often:

"It's not my kid!"

"It's her problem. She should have taken care of herself."

"I can't support anybody!"

"I didn't even know her. I Just met her at a party and we

were drinking...."

We believe that it is imperative that each young mother (and father)

has the opportunity to be exposed to all the options for the child.

We provide these options through individual counseling, written material

group sessions and a living arrangement to enable the decision to be

made after all the options are looked at.

The third goal of the program is "to establish innovative, comr

prehenaive, integrated approaches in the delivery of care services for

pregnant adolescents, with primary emphasis on unmarried adolescents

who are seventeeP years of age and under. and for adolescent parents."

-S-
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The ethnic diversity of our adolescents has direited the way we present

material and the way we offer counseling. 15X are Black, 32X are

White, 53Z are Hispanic. 112 are under fifteen, 64% are fifteen to

seventeen, 257. are eighteen years of age. Our program provides assess-

ment and appropriate service plans for either prevention or pregnancy

services to the adolescents. Preganancy tests, counseling casework,

legal services, adoption services, pre and post-natal care, VD screening,

homemaker services, chile-care arrangements and family planning are

offered to these adolescents.

In working with pregnant young women, we find that many of them

need an opportunity away from their own home and parental ire, as

well as away from the pressure of their peers. On February 1, 1984,

we opened a maternity residence with the capapeity for eight young

mothers. The young women range from twelve to nineteen years of age.

The goal of the program is to provide a caring and nurturing milieu

for young women to allow them the support and freedom to make life

decisions for themselves and their child. One young woman stated, "I

realize now that I couldn't make a decision at home. Everyone tried to

be so kind and supportive, I guess I was drowning in love. I didn't

realize it until I came here t. the Residence and saw ) many kids whose

families had thrown them out and told them it was their problem. Now I

know my decision is right for my baby and me. The peace and privacy here

really helped."

There is close coordination of service agreements with many of the

health and education agencies in our immediate area. The cooperation

of these human service programa has been most encouraging and supportive.

As we move in to the next phase of our program, we are more aware of the

great need for the various facets of agencies, programs, and organizations

-6-
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which we are encompassing in our program with adolescents and their

families.

We at Catholic Family Service of Amarillo strongly urge the Committee

to approve the re-funding of the grant for the next three years in order

that the gains that have already been made will not be lost because

they have not been able to be reinforced by follow-up or extended to

others whom we had not been able to reach in so short a period. The

investment in the lives of this generation and of future generations

is in many ways priceless. Our young people and their children have

the right to the freedom of truth and responsibilities. They are not

getting either through such of our present day mass media presen tations.

But there is great hope.

Thank you for the opportunity to share the efforts and positive

results of our work. It is hard but it is so worthwhile.

-7-
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APPENDIX

TESTIMONY OF A PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

I would like to talk about the care I have
personallysrecatived from

Catholic Family Service, Inc.

When I first went to Catholic Family Service I wasn't at all for

adoption and it took me up until I was almost due to realist that

adoption was the loving option. I was assigned a caseworker my first

visit. We talked a lot about both options. She never pressured me on

either one. I was told it was my own choice.

Through her and Catholic Family Service, I was placed in foster home

because of problems my mother and I had. There I was able to think

things through without pressure. I was part of a stable family and

treated with kindness and understandine. I felt in a way I belonged,

I loved them because they acted like I was their daughter and not just a

house guest.

I was provided with a doctor that saw to it that I had a healthy baby

and that I took care of myself. My caseworker always made sure I was

there for my appointments. The doctor's fee was taken care of by C.F.S.

because I was not able to.

was given a counselor to talk to. He got to hear all my problems. We

talked once a week. He helped me weigh pros/cons and also take a look at

my options. He talked with my mother and helped us see eye to eye. I was

very grateful to have him because he helped me see myself more clearly

and got me going in the right direction.
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When the C.F.S. Residence opened, I went there. Everybody was like

one big family. I made lot of new friends and I was able to relax.

Everybody treated everybody with respect and kindness. There was always

a shoulder or two to cry on and your own room if you just wanted to be

alone. They were all so helpful when I went into labor, it really meant

a lot to me.

There is just a couple of more things I would like to say. First, C.F.S.

was the best adoption agency I could have chosen. They provided me

with the best care possible. And, thanks to their loving kindness and

understanding, I have a very healthy baby and a strong mind that knows

which direction to go from here.

Thank you.

4
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Senator I)I. :N'roN. At this point, I think it would be worth review-
ing some statistics which we have not previously mentioned. In
19$1, we know of 527,000 babies born to adolescents 15 to 19 years
of age. and over 9,600 born to teens under 15 years of age. When
you consider that 40 percent of the pregnancies of people in that
age group ended in abortion, you can just about double the 527,000
number to arrive at the number of conceptions of teenage, unmar-
ried people. Then, when you think that only 4 percent of the babies
who do survive to delivery are adopted, you begin to get a sense of
the importance of what Sister Mary Sullivan and Christy are deal-
ing with. She has, in her prepared statement, only one capitalized
sentence. She discusses the problem of adolescent pregnancy and
what they have been doing about it, and then she says, in capital
letters, "We have only just begun!" She then mentions some of the
factors that are causing this increase in sexual activity before mar-
riage which were emphasized by Dr. Brandt and the difference in
statistics between 1971 and the late 1970's. It is rather striking.
She mentions the mass media and R-rated pictures as being the
major source of information on sexuality, of the ideas transmitted
to young people, and of role models projected.

I noticed that there was a representative from New Republic
magazine here. The executive editor, I believe, Morton Kondracke,
suggested that our President contact Hollywood and see if he could
not do something about their propensity to oversex America. I
agree with the general meaning that he had. I am not sure that
what is being done is oversexing, but rather is mixing us up on sex.
I am not sure that the media's message increases our joy. I think
there is a large increase in pain and suffering, and perhaps, a for-
feiture of some love.

But in my job of trying to promote the general welfare, I would
be a hypocrite, were I not to note that I think there is something
that needs to be done, albeit voluntarily, not necessarily by legisla-
tion, but needs to be done to reverse the trend that what children
read and see in movies or on television communicates that the only
real fun sex is that which is outside of marriage. That is a lie, to
begin with, and second, it does not promote the general welfare, in
my view. I think something needs be done to reverse this trend, so
that the media would convey a message to the public that would
contribute to the pursuit of happiness of individuals and the sur-
vival of this Nation.

Christy. you mentioned that your mother and you had problems
and that as a result of the counseling provided to you by the Catho-
lic Family Service, the counselor was able to bring you and your
mother together and see eye to eye. This is something new to me. I
never thought about the counseling service being provided, which
gets the parent and child together on better terms than before.

Can you tell us a little more about how you and your family
Were able to work through a very trying situation?

citaisv Well, David, my counselorfirst he took my mother
and talked to her, and Own he got us both together. And there was
a lot 01 crying and tears and yelling and screaming. But through
him. he was able to get us both to sit down and talk to each other,
%Ouch we were not doing; we were not even on speaking terms
there for a while. And he--
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Sister SULLIVAN. We prayed a lot.
CHRISTY. Yes.
Sister SULLIVAN. They are cut out of the same cloth, Senator,

both of them, but underneath it all, there was a great desire for
unity, and they had to get some healing. So Dave would take one to
lunch, then take the other to lunch, and then they would get to-
gether and talk about it.

So we sat down, the caseworker, the counselor and myself, and
Christy's mother, and we were able to, between the two of them,
point out the things that they had that they did not want to lose,
and one was their love for each other, and also, to articulate their
fears.

The pregnancy was just one part of this. Pregnancy does nut just
come as an isolated thing. There are many other things, and that iswhy we think it is so important that the counseling is available,
not just around the pregnancy, but about the whole interpersonal
relationships of this young woman with the young man, with her
parents, and so on.

Christy and her mother are made alike, and they really do have
a wonderful streak in them, and they were able to overcome their
differences, so much so that her mother was there when she deliv-
ered, and that was a big help to Christy. So they both know a lot
Imre about themselves and about how important they are to each
other. But that was the counseling dimension that we would not
have had, if we had not had this grant.

Senator DENTON. Christy, you really made two decisions: one, to
c'. ry your baby to term rather than to abort, and second, to put

Laby up for adoption.
Cit:IISTY. Yes.
Senator DENTON. Would you sketch the steps or the rationale by

which you reached those two decisions? What were the important
stepping stones to the decision to carry your baby to term, and
then second, to put the baby up for adoption?

Cilium. Well, the first decision not to have an abortion was my
mother and I, neither one of us believe in it. So we went to Catho-
lic Family Service, and I was not for adoption, but I thought, well,
we will see what happens. And as time went by, I got to thinking
that I could not provide my baby with a stable home; I would not
be able to provide it with the care that it needed orI would be
able to provide it love, but that would be all I could give it was my
love. So I decided the best thing I could do for the baby was give it
a loving mother and father, and there, it would have a stable
home, clothes, food, plus all the love it could possibly have.

And when I delivered the baby. and I saw that baby, I was the
proudest mother in the world. I was so glad that I did not have the
abortion, because he was a beautiful baby.

And I know the adoptive parents now are as happy as they can
be because they have him, and I was able to give him to them for a
good reason and a good purpose.

Sister SUI,LIVAN. I can say this, Senator, that the day the child
was placed. I took a picture of him, and I thought a lot about it,
and I came home, and I said to Christy, "We placed your son
today And it was just a darling family, and I told her a couple of
the fun:iv little things, like when I called the mother, she kept
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screaming, and I told her to quit screaming so I could talk to her.
But then, I gave Christy the picture of this beautiful little boy, and
she cried. We both cried. And she said, "Sister Mary, these are not
tears of sorry, but they are tears of joy, because now, my little boty
will be loved and cared for, and that is the best I can do for him. '

And I will tell you, Senator, I felt about 2 inches tall.
Senator DENTON. Well, this is phenomenal, but I think it is cor-

rect, that when I was a youth, the percentage of those who kept
their children rather than put them up for adoption was the re-
verse of what it is now. And I must concur with you, Christy. I be-
lieve that in the vast majority of cases, although it would take tre-
mendous inner thought, I believe the correct decision in most cases
would be the one you made. And maybe it is a little out of place,
but there is an old expression that, "Gcwi writes straight with
crooked lines," and you might have come through such an experi-
ence.

We will, perhaps, submit questions to you in writing, and I want
to thank you very much for your testimony here this morning.

CHRISTY. Thank you.
Sister SULLIVAN. Thar1k you, Senator.
Senator DrwroN. Our next witness will be Ms. Peggy Sanchez.

She is the director of Project HELP, an Adolescent Family Life
Care Program at the YWCA in St. Petersburg, FL. She, too, is ac-
companied by a program recipient, and I will ask the cameras
again to remember to refrain from filming Heather's testimony
and not to film her from any angle except behind.

I am glad to see you both here this morning, and Ms. Sanchez, if
you have a statement, you are welcome at this time, and I would
ask you to keep it within 5 minutes.

STATF;MENT PEGCY SANCHEZ, DIRECTOR, PROJECT HELP,
YWCA. ST. PETERSBURG, FL, ACCOMPANIED BY HEATHER
DAVIS, PROGRAM PARTICIPANT

Ms. SArwitta. Thank you, Senator.
On behalf of our board, community agencies and pregnant and

parenting adolescents, I thank you for inviting the YWCA to testify
for the reauthorization of the Adolescent Family Life Act.

Adolescent pregnancy programs throughout the country are con-
fronted with the challenge of taking a devastating situation and
creating an atmosphere which is conducive to the needs of the
-egnant adolescent, the infant, and family members. However,

limited grant awards will not allow this challenge to be attained
when only a small portion of our youth and their families through-
out the country are currently receiving these services.

The reauthorization of the Adolescent Family Life Act is neces-ar in order to continue and to expand existing programs; to allow
tOr adequate' evaluation and dissemination of the effectiveness of
existing programs; to continue research in areas concerning adop-
tion and adolescent sexuality, and most importantly, to allow for
t he cunt in oat um of services to our country's pregnant and parent-
ing adolescents.

I Ai,h to briefly discuss the organization and structure of the
Prcut.ct HEI.I' Program to demonstrate that the Adolescent Family
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1,1k grantees are in fact successful in providing core services, se-curing necessary community support, and carrying out the intent
of the law.

Project HELP, which stands for Health, Education and Life
Skills for Pregnant Adolescents, is a community effort addressing
the efforts of pregnant and parenting adolescents and their fami-
lies in Pinellas County, FL. Project HELP has two sites, separated
by 3 miles. Combined sites provide services to 65 clients, ages 11
through 1S, for an average length of involvement of months. All
services except medical care are provided onsite at both centers.

Project HELP is a cooperative effort administered by the St.
Petersburg YWCA. It was funded and implemented under title VI
funds in 1981. Currently, the program is funded through the Ado-
lescent Family Life Act funds and multiple community agencies in-
cluding juvenile welfare board of Pinellas County, city of St. Pe-
tersburg, Pinellas County, and school board of Pinellas County.

The first component of the program is academic education. It
offers an alternative school at both centers which is staffed by five
certified teachers. Each teacher has no more than 15 students
which enables individualized instruction. The adolescent can par-
ticipate in this program and obtain all of the necessary credits for
high school graduation. All records, grades, and credits are trans-
ferable upon completion of the program.

The life skills component of the program is provided daily
through a combination of community agencies and project staff.
Onsite educational information is offered in such areas as child
abuse prevention, nutrition, adoption, sexually transmitted dis-
eases, responsible sexuality, parenting, consumer education, andcareer planning.

Counseling services, provided through an agreement with family
service centers. include individual, group, and family counseling.
The counselors monitor the client's progress, provide support and
guidance', and most importantly, act as an advocate for the adoles-
cent as she receives services in the community. Clinical supervision
is provided by a certified sex therapist.

The health services, including pregnancy testing, family plan-
ning. pre- and post-natal and pediatric care, are provided primarily
through the Pinellas County Health Department. Coordinated ef-
fort between Project HELP and the Improved Pregnancy Outcome
Program at the 'MINI department have resulted in the establish-ment of protocol which allows for all high-risk pregnant adoles-
cents to participate in the maternity clinic. In addition, Pinellas
County Health Department has incorporated into their computer
iii!!+nation necessary for the Project HELP staff to effbctively
monitor the clients' progress. Pregnancy outcome infbrmation is
.eadily available in this cooperative agreement.

['reparation tOr childbirth is taught weekly to clients, fathers of
the babies and family members. This service provides individual-
i/d instruction 011(1 guidance, with the realization that the average
,we. (It th, prup.(1.4 la.nt is only years.

Child cart' -ervices art' available at both centers for infants
under months of age. Since this service is not a bal..sitting pro-
gram, hut rather. a child care clinic, it provides an opportunity for
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adolescents to receive the support and reassurance in their new
role as parents.

A final component of the program is community education. Ap-
proximately 145 presentations have been offered by the project s
adolescent peer panel. Pregnant and parenting adolescents have
been trained with peer counseling techniques and successfully have
shared their personal experiences with over 3,000 youth and adults
throughout the community.

Upon completion of the program, the client returns back to the
home school w'th the necessary support services following. Follow-
up services are provided at 6, 12, and 24 months after completion of
the program.

Attached to the written testimony is a highlight of our evalua-
tion that was conducted in 1981 under the title VI funds and in
1982 under the title XX funds.

The Adolescent Family Life Act demonstrates the commitment
by Congress to provide comprehensive services by requiring all
grantees to provide such core services as previously described, and
in fact, our statistics show that 96 percent of our clients who re-
ceive these core services did not experience a second pregnancy
within a year.

At this time, I would like to introduce to you Heather, and when
she is through with her presentation, we would be happy to ad-
dress any questions.

Senator DENTON. Thank you, Ms. Sanchez.
Go ahead, Heather.
MATHER. As Peggy said, my name is Heather Davis, and I am 16

years old, and a mother. Justina, who is 16 months old, and I live
with my parents in Florida.

During my pregnancy and :3 months after, I attended Project
HELP. Project HELP did a lot for me in many different ways. I en-
joyed being around other pregnant girls, and it gave me a feeling of
belonging. I was uncomfortable at regular school, where I would
get a lot of unwanted looks and remarks. When I say Project HELP
did a lot for me, I know I speak for other girls, as well. Being
young and pregnant is scary, and you need a lot of self-confidence.
The workers at Project FIELP understand and help us to cope
better, as well as regain our self-confidence. We need more pro-
grams like Project HELP.

There' are so many young pregnant teenagers and so few pro-
grams. Half the teenagers do not know about the programs we
have today, and they drop out of school, which is not good for the
mother or the baby.

We also need public schools which will allow the mothers to
bring their babies. Mothers need a special bond with their babies,
and %%hen the mother is in school. it is hard to spend as much time
together as needed.

I now go to night school, because I value my days with Justina.
Just ina is happier being with me in the daytime and my parents at
night When she is happy. I am happy, too.

I am not saying teenage pregnancy is all right or good. But it is
happening more anal more. And since it has not been stopped, we
should at least do something to make sure these girls are getting
an education and proper health care. With schools like Project
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HELP, they would get their basic education, childbirth classes,
birth control, breastfeeding, caring for their baby, and much, much
more.

I learned a lot at Project HELP, and it has helped me to make
many important decisions. They talked to us about all our options
in keeping or giving up our babies. They spoke to me about adop-
tion, but as you can see, I kept my baby. Do not get me wrong, I
would not wish my worst enemy to be pregnant, but I made the
mistake of trying sex at a young age, and I feel it is not the baby's
fault, and she should not be punished. I would suggest adoption to
anyone that did not have the support of their parents or did not
feel they could handle it.

I know I made a mistake and I should have waited to be a
mother, but now I have learned from my mistake, and I will raise
my baby the best I can, with the help of my family and Project
HELP.

(The prepared statements of Ms. Sanchez and Ms. Davis follow:)
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My name is Peri, (..inrbez. I 4m Director of the Y.k.C.A. of St. Perersourrs

adolescent pregnancy program entitled Project H.E.L..

On behalf of out board, community agencies and pregnant and parenting

adolescents, 1 thank you fot inviting the Y.W.C.A. to testify for the re-

authorization of the Adolescent Family Life Act of 1981. We strongly endorse

that the Subcommittee give serious consideration to recommend the reauthorization

of this act,

Project H.F.L.P. (Health, Education, Life Skills and Prevention for

Pregnant Adolescents) is a community effort addressing the problems of pregnant

and parenting adolescents and their families in Pinellas County, Florida.

Adolescent pregnancy programs throughout the country are confronted with

the challenge of taking a devastating situation and creating an atmosphere

which is conducive to the needs of the pregnant adolescent, the infant, and

family members. However, limited grant awards will not allow this challenge

to he attained when only a small pnrtion of our youth and their families

throughout the country are currently receiving services.

The reauthorization of the Adolescent Family Life Act is necessary in

otder tot

1. (ontinoe ants expand existing programs.

I. Allow fot adequate evaluation and dissemination of the ^ffectivness

of exitinp nemonttation ptortams.

1. (e.tinoe reseatrh in areas concetninv adoption and adolescent sexuality.

An, mot impoitantly, to allow tot the continuation of setvices fut

(liorJW. pteynant and patenting adolescents.

/von prtes. has been made since tine original

Hp41r1. '.eti.icoo- and Fteenancy Prevention and Calk. A(1 of 147$ was

t ; i*"! %. ".,ii tt. pT trt .1%0 .1( 1.111 /ed 41,i't 0401 to adt.11.m rr.t

: .! ; ta. fl.nt 1:t tin s.ar I wl tt. not. .11eLuo .v.1 aft
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rni,T f.V4.11 .111011...f Wit t.t erlarry lerislation. With full firridinit of the Adolescent

Family Life Act (AFL) and adequate time, we will he able to establish the

background deal with the problem of adolescent pregnancy in years to come.

While the future of adolescent parents does appear overwhelmingly bleak,

it 1.. essential to emphasize that these young patents are not to be labeled

immoral or promiscuous, but rather as children who made a mistake and need

support in making the best possible decision
for themselves and their infants.

They do not need to be hidden away from public view, to drop out of school

or to become dependent on welfare. The opportunity to overcome these

obstacle-. is confronting us now. By accepting this challenge we can provide

opportunities which will alleviate the demoralizing results of a teenage

pregnancy both to the individual and society. Let's not forget that regardless

of our youth's physical ability to produce a child that these parents are yet

children themselves. So my request before you today is to reauthorize the

AFL, not with the intent of eliminating teenage pregnancy, but with a committ-

meet to alleviate the devastating consequences of a teenage pregnancy.

I wish to briefly discuss the organization and structure of the Project

H.F.I..P. program to demonstrate that Adolescent Family Life grantees are in

far sucressfnl in providing, cote services, securing necessary community

%%spirt and ate carrying out the intent of the law.

H.F.L.f. has two sites separated by 30 miler. Combined sites

1 rvt.1. vices to te. r limas, aces 11-18, for an average length of involve-

:1,1.r urt., all '.er vire... except medical rat e, e provided on site at

,4.t1 ,ehter.-

I r. t H. F .I.P. is a cootie!' at ive ef tot t admit, i stet ed by the St.. Pet ers -

`,aI l.h.r .A. It was flindd and implemented under Title VI funds in 1981.

' ., ' ' t I t t:' 1. flirvied t bl I, Adol....c t,' lamils 1 lit. An t

tr:11*!- F-iveni le " ht,aid of Finellas
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County, City of St. Petrtsbutg, Pinellas County, and School Board of Pinellas

County.

The academic education component of the program offers an alternative

school at both centers which is staffed by five certified teachers. Each

teacher has no more than 15 students which enables individualized instruction.

The adolescent can participate in this program and obtain all of the necessary

credits for high school graduation. All records, grades and credits are

transferable upon completion of the program.

Life skills education is provided daily through a combination of commmnity

agencies and Project staff. On site educational information is offered in

such areas as child abuse prevention, nutrition, adoption, sexually trans-

mitte disvases, responsible sexuality, parenting, consumer education and

career planning.

Counseling services, provided through Family Service Coasts, include

individual, group and family counseling. The counselors monitor the client's

progress, provide support and guidance and most importantly, act as an

advocate for the adolescent as she receives services in the community.

Clinical supervision is provided by a certified sex therapist.

Health services, including pregnancy testing, family planning, pre and

postnatal and pediatric care is provided primarily through Pinellas County

Health Department (FCHD). Coordinated efforts between Project H.E.L.P.and the

Improved Pregnancy Outcome Program at PCII) have resulted in the establish-

ment of a protocol which allows all high risk pregnant adolescents to parti-

cipate in the maternity clinic at PCHD. In addition, PCHD has incorporated

into their computer information necessary for the Project H.E.L.P. staff

to effectively monitor the clients' progress. Pregnancy outcome information

readily dreo.,,.itile through this cooperative agreement.

Frepatation fur childbirth is taught weekly to clients, fathers of the

!01e. and family memt4.1.s. Thi., service provides individualized instruction
-3-,
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and wildance with the ?edit/orlon that the average age of the Project's client

is only 15 years. The development of an understanding of childbi*th and

labor and delivery is essential in order to decrease the youthful fears

associated with childbirth.

(hild care services ate available at both centers for infants under 3

months of ape. Since this service is not a babysitting program, but rather

a child care clinic, it provides an opportunity for adolescents to receive

support and reassurance in their new roles as parents. The parents are

responsible for the feeding, changing, and necessary care of their infant.

All young mothers participate in an infant learning class which teaches

exercise and parenting techniques to stimulate the baby's growth.

A final component of the program is community education. Approximately

245 presentations have been offered by the Project's Adolescent Peer Panel.

Pregnant and parenting adolescents have been trained with peer counseling

techniques and successfully have shared their'peisonal experiences with 3,271

youth and adults. Through these intervention efforts, youths as young as

9 and 10 years of age can begin to develop a responsible attitude toward

adolescent sexuality.

Also under community education, support groups are available to teen

fathers, adolescents who have completed the program, and family members.

Upon completion of the program, a client arranges for child care, returns

to her home school/vocation training, and enrolls in a single parent counseling

proctors. Follow -up referral services are provided at 6, 12, and 24 months

after completion of the program.

Evaluations of the Project for 1981/82 and 1982/83 have been conducted

by the University of South Florida. Attached is an overview of the evaluation.

The Adolescent family Life Act demonstrates the committment by Congress

pto,.ide comprehensive services by requiring all grantees to provide such

-4-
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core services as previously described. And, in fact, our statistics show

that 96Z of our clients who received these core services did not experience

a second pregnancy within a year. This is significantly lower than the

national rate.

The Adolescent Family Life Act addresses the needs of the pregnant

adolescent, her infant and family. We have only begun to suggest various

approaches to resolve the problem. Quality evaluation and dissemination of

the results can only occur after adequate time has been allowed to fully

demonstrate the impact of existing programs.

On behalf of all pregnant and parenting adolescents, I urge you to

support the reauthorization of this vitally important legislation.

-
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Hello, my name is Heather Davis. I'm fifteen and a mother. Justina,

who is 16 months old, and I live with my parents. During my pregnancy and

three months after, I attended Project H.E.L.P.

Project H.E.L.P. did a lot for me in many different ways. I enjoyed

being around other pregnant girls. It gave me a feeling of belonging and I

was uncomfortable at regular school. I would get a lot of unwanted looks

and remarks. When I say Project H.E.L.P. did a lot for me, I know I speak

for other girls as well. Seine young and pregnant is scary. And you need

a lot of self-confidence. The workers at Project H.E.L.P. understand and

help us to cope better as well as regain our self-confidence. We need

more programs like Project H.E.L.P.

There are so many young pregnant teenagers and so few, programs. Half

the teenagers don't know about the programs we have and they drop out of

school, which isn't good for the mother or the baby, We also need public

schools that will allow the mothers to bring their babies. Mothers and

babies need a special bond and when the mother is still in school, it's

hard to spend as much time together as needed.

I now go to night school because I value my days with Justina. Justina's

happier being with me during the day and with my parents at night. When she's

happy. I'm happy, too. I'm not saying teenage pregnancy is all right or good.

Bur it's happening more and more. And since it hasn't been stopped, we should

at least do something o make sure these girls are getting an education and

r.per health care. And with schools like Project H.E.L.P., they would get

t10:t td1C education, childbirth classes, birth control, breast feeding,

caring, for their baby and much more.

I learned a lot at Project H.E.L.P. and it's helped me to make many

Ir14,1,410 dPri.,Ions. They talked to us about all our options in keeping or

rzr;:. up our LOIPs. They spoke to me about adoption, but as you can see,

rA tst! flutist vet me wrong, I wouldn't wish my worst enemy to be

G 0
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pregnant. but I made the mistake of trying sex at a young age. And I feel

it's not the baby's fault and she shouldn't be punished. I'd suggest

adoption to anyone that didn't have the support of their parents or didn't

feel they could handle it.

I know I made a mistake and I should have waited to be a mother. but

now I've learned from my mistake, and will raise my child the best I can with

the help of my family and project H.E.L.P.
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TOM 111101EN'S OMISTIAN ASSOCIATION

MELT N.E

In Fiscal Year 1162-1983, the YWCA - Project N.E.L.P. served 149 youths.
Project N.E.L.P. services were provided at two locations. St. Petersburg and
Clearwater. In 1981-1962, when 92 youths were served, services were only
provided in St. Petersburg. A program expansion to Clearwater in January of
063 resulted in a substantial increase in the number of youths served.

Of the 110 youths accepted by Project N.E.L.P. In 1982-11183, 31% were white
and 69% were minority. Youths 10-14 years of ale equaled 25% and youths 15-17
years equaled 75%. The majority of youths (77%) resided in families with an
annual income of less than $10,000. 68% of the youths were from South
Pinellas County and 32% were from North Pinellas County. 63% lived with only
One parent.

457 referrals of clients were mode to other community agencies. 401 or 811 of
the referrals were followed-up en.

71% of the youths terminated completed their case plans. Other reasons for
terminations included no longer eligible (12%) and lack of cooperation/
motivation (10%). The percentage of youths who completed their case plans in
1962-1963 increased by 20% over the previous year.

Volunteers rendered 819 hOurs in 1962-1963, an increase of 49% over 1981-11162.

The average length of stay for youths in Project N.E.L.P. was 6 months. The
average length of stay in 1961-1982 was I months.

An average waiting list of I youths was maintained during the year. An
average of 3 youths were on the waiting list in 1981-1982.

The average caseload of counseling staff increased from 28 In 1981-1982 to 46
in 1982-1913.

Project N.E.L.P., in 1962-1983, not or exceeded twenty-one of its twenty -three
measurable objectives and substantially met the two measurable objectives not
attained. The program's overall achievement of its objectives was excellent.

A monitoring visit was conducted on January 12, 1903. The primary strengths
of Project N.E.L.P. included:

1) Project N.E.L.P. wds viewed as being of high value to pregnant adoles-
cents and the Community;

2) Project N.E.L.P.'s approach to providing services to pregnant adolescents
was family oriented, and

3) Project 14.1.1..P. has demonstrated the positive effects of its services in
reducing repeat pregnancies (96% of youths who complete the program do
not become pregnant within twelve months of leaving the program).
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11816 11118113 C118151111811388CIAT1811 PIOACT

Title VI
1960-1981 1981-1982

0 ti 0 %

Title XX
1982-1983

0 ti

I Children Directly Served

Children by Race /Sex:

02 141

Whits Mole 0 00% 0 00%
White reale 29 32% 34 3111
Minority Nile 0 00% 0 00%
Minority female 43 081 74 6911

Children by Age:
0-4 0 001 0 00%
6-0 0 00% 0 0011
10-14 14 11$ 27 251
15-17 72 821 83 751

Children ly family biome:
Under 510,000/yr. 60 61% $5 77%
110,000-520.000/yr. 20 23% 22 20%
Over $20.000/yr. 7 011 3 035

Childree ly Residence:
South Pinellas Co. 110 100% 74 MI
North Pinellas Ce. 0 00% 35 321
Out-ef-County 0 00% 0 00%

0 Children From Single
Parent families 60 45% 611 6311

I Adults Directly Served 14/A 4/A

0 'mollies Directly Served 87 147

I Referrals To Other
Community Agencies 306 457

I Referrals Which Move Been
followed-Up 239 771 401 681

Clients Terminated Due To:
Completion of Case Hen 29 51% 52 71%
Other 28 491 21 26%

Approximate 0 Volunteer
hours Rendered 548 $19

Average 0 Clients On
Waiting list 3 9

Average Months in Program 11 months 6 months

Average Caseload of
Counseling Staff 28 48
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Senator DENT(iN Thank you. !leather. I certainly will not argue
with your decision, either. I agree with everything you said. And
you said, "I would suggest adoption to anyone who did not have the
support of their parents or did not feel they could handle it. I know
I made a mistake, and I should have waited to be a mother, but
now I have learned from my mistake, and I will raise my child the
best I can, with the help of my family and Project HELP."

Heather, how did you and your family work through this situa-
tion? }low and when did they indicate that they would cooperate in
helping you to raise your child and so on?

INATtoot. Well, for the first 7 months of my pregnancy, I was
mentally not aware of it; I refused to accept it. And the doctors
told me that because of my tension and not accepting that I was
pregnant. that ,Justina felt my tension and hid herself. But when
everybody found out that I was pregnant, it was acceptedevery-
body cried for the first couple of days, and my parents were disap-
pointed, as all parents would be if their young children get preg-
nant.

Nly mom my real motherleft when I was not even 2 years old,
so I know how it feels to wonder why and things like that. So that
is one of the great reasons why I did not give up my baby, because
I do not feel it is right unlesslike in Christy's case, she felt that
she did not have the support that she needed to raise her baby,
even though she does love her baby, which she always will, and she
will have a feeling for that baby.

Me. I guess that the greatest part was that I had the support of
my parents and my family, and going to Project HELP helped me
cope with it more and realize that since my parents were going to
help me. that I felt I would be able to raise that baby, and plus, my
parents said they would help me in any way possible, and that if I
could not raise the baby myself, that they would raise the baby for
me

Nly lather mostlybecause he raised five kids on his own when
in mother left -said that he raised his own kids, and if he has to,
he will raise his grandchildren, also. So he said that they would
help mf . any way possible.

And t asked me what would make me give up my baby, and I
said the only reason I would give up my baby is if they said that I
had to It r it I kept the baby. And the only reason I said that is
because I h %.e no other relatives in Florida. and I do not feel com-
fortable around my real mother, so really. they are the only family
I have. So I feel that if it would have come between my family
that. PS. I No% mild have given her up.

Senator So. part of the reasoning behind your decision
the thimur ell your mother. your real mother and you. parting

%%hen you wore quite young'
I If- FUER 1:11(A% int; how it feels to wonder why she left and

where -1w t, Hut I met my mother the first time when I was 1.1
uhf. and we really do not 144.1 along. and I do not like her.

When she tnund nut I was pregnant. she offered to raise my baby,
and it ninstly that she offered to rake my baby because she
tlt that h her raising my baby, it would take the place of her not
raisin:: me, tn tit -.ter and three brothers.
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Senator DioroN. Ms. Sanchez, I noted the statistic you men-
tioned and expressed your gratification aboutI think it was 96
percent of the young women who complete the program do not
become pregnant within 12 months of leaving the program, and
you stated explicitly that that is a good bit better than the national
statistics on similar situations.

How do you tend to account for that kind of a positive outcome?
Would you estimate why this is so in your program?

Ms. SANCHKZ. Our program does offer family planning education.
Obviously, we do not give the contraception at YWCA. However,
we do encourage an awareness and a responsibility.

Overwhelmingly, though, all of the girls are told that there is a
certain amount of responsibility that is involved that is not just a
matter of contraception. Abstinence is stressed in the program;
making the girls understand why they became sexually involved in
the first place.

A large percentage of our girls are from single-parent homes,
and oftentimes what these girls are telling us is that getting in-
volved sexually was their vehicle to obtain some type of affection
from, possibly, the missing male member in the family. I am not
saying that occurs for all girls. But that is something that has been
told to us by our clients.

So, through counseling, when we begin to address the reasons
why girls are becoming sexually active, we feel confident that they
also are taking more responsibility for their actions, which in
effect, most likely, is a result of the 96 percent not repeating the
pregnancy.

Senator DENTON. You mentioned the large proportion of adoles-
cents who become sexually active early who come from broken
homes. I feel lonely not only personally in having the only subcom-
mittee in the Senate which has the word "family" in it, but I feel
very lonely in terms of the task and the wherewithal one subcom-
mittee has to address the issue of the broken family. I consider the
broken family situation in the United States to beI can only use
the word you diddevastating, in its proportion in comparison to
any other era in this Nation. I do not blame women, men, or any
personal attributes for that. I do not know what the cause of it is. I
am the child of a broken home myself; it occurred when I was in
the seventh grade. We have had in this Family and Human Serv-
ices Subcommittee, fir your information, a series of hearings on
the broken family and we addressed such issues as what can be
done to improve the likelihood that young men and women will
form attitudes and lifestyles which promote the probability that
when they get married, they will have a stable marriage. I think
that is an extremely important question which needs to be ad-
drssed to a degree by Government. There are a number of policies
which the Government undertakes to impose upon the people of
this country. or a number of policies that they do not choose to
ittipo, tor enfi,rce in the Nation.

We have hooked into what it takes to eliminate as many of the
a.. possible for homilies to break up once they are formed,

and to give help to those after the homilies are broken up. It is ar sad task. but I must say it is a very necessary task. It is ex-
tremely unpotatot. as I mentioned earlier, in t he context of pro-
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moting the general welfare and permitting the pursuit of happiness
on the part of our people to the maximum degree possible.

What can you tell us about the practical effect of the restriction
on the use of AFL funds for abortion activities, counseling and re-
ferral?

Ms. SANCHEZ. Our program is filling a gap in service. It provides
services to those girls who have chosen to carry their pregnancies
to term.

We, in 3 years of operation, have yet to have one girl come to us,
asking for an abortion. I tend to feel that this can be explained pri-
marily through what Heather said earlier, that there is a long
denial period, and oftentimesHeather, in fact, found out she was
approximately 7 months along, which is too far along for an abor-
tion.

However, we do feel that it is important that the committee re-
ceive more information on the legal option of abortion, to deter-
mine if' the impact of this legislation has, in fact, prohibited any
service delivery to a pregnant adolescentagain, emphasizine. that
our program does not particularly have any concerns in Cie past,
and certainly in the present, we haw. not been confronted with
that particular problem.

I do wonder if there are adolescents out there who may be
coming to one of the adolescent pregnancy programs throughout
the country and not be able to get to the appropriate counselor be-
cause of the restriction.

Senator DENToN. Well, it was deliberately placed as an alterna-
tive, and if the parents and the child request that referral, they get
it

MS. SANHEZ. If the parent signs, right.
Senator DKNToN. Ms. Sanchez, can you tell me about the practi-

cal effect of the requirement for parental consent for the receipt of
services under your program. Has that requirement apparently de-
terred adolescents from seeking services, and have parents of ado-
lescents heen willing to participate in the program, as a general
rule'?

Ms. SANCHEZ. Again, from the statistics that I attached to our
testimony, you will see that the majority of the parents have par-
ticipated in the program. Most of the parents are coming to .1s very
grati.tul that there is a comprehensive program availal, in the
area, and most of them not only come to the required parent-child
conference, but they do follow up with the monthly meetings that
are offered.

We do not feel in any way that this requirement has in any way
prohibited -.ervices.

Senator DENTos Well. thank you very much, Ms. Sanchez. and
thank ynu. !feat her. for your testimony this morning.

SANCHEZ Thank you.
.11.114)1' I )ENT(iN I ask our next witness to come forward. Dr.

01,,o11 is a professor at Brigham Young Univer-
-.it N. in Primo. Ile i, the director of BYI.T's Adolescent Family

preention project
Senator liatch %as unable to be with us this morning. and I will

include in the record he. introduction of you. and I extend his
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apologies on his behalf. I know he would have liked to be here, Dr.
Olson.

Welcome, and if you have a statement, we would be delighted to
hear it at this time.

INTRODUCTION OF DR. TERRY OLSEN BY SENATOR HATCH

Senator HATCH. I am again honored to introduce Dr. Terrance
Olsen, a professor of family sciences at Brigham Young Universi-
ty, Prevo, UT and a grantee of the Adolescent Family Life Pro-
gram. Dr. Olsen's experience in the field of marriage and family
counse'ing dates back over 17 years. During that time he has
amassed an impressive set of credentials and devoted much of his
time to teachin* and research. He has published and lectured ex-
tensively on topics pertaining to the family, parenting, adolescence,
and education. Most recently, he has been implementing curricu-
lum in the Utah school systems which teach students how to assess
the moral and legal ramifications of behavior.

Dr. Olsen's work is critical to the issue of teenage sexuality. It
represents a truly scientific breathrough in the resolution of these
complex and important problems. I am proud that Dr. Olsen is a
fellow Utah citizen and I and the members of this subcommittee
welcome his comments and insights.

STATEMENT OF DR. TERRANCE D. OLSON, PROFESSOR, FAMILY
SCIENCES, BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY, PROVO, UT, AND DI-
RECTOR, ADOLESCENT FAMILY LIFE PREVENTION PROJECT
Dr. OLSON. Senator Denton, I welcome the opportunity to address

the subcommittee.
I will not Ind the written statement that I have already submit-

ted, but will summarize it in anticipation of some questions.
I will also submit for the record an article, just recently accepted

in a professional journal, which describes our project and gives
more extensive views of what our project is about. It is entitled
"Primary Prevention of Adolescent Pregnancy: Promoting Family
Involvement Through a School Curriculum." It has been accepted
for publication in the Journal of Primary Prevention, and I would
submit that in addition to the written statement that I have given
you.

Overall, the Adolescent Family Life Act of 1981 is a step forward
in addressing the problems of teenage pregnancy because it places
the family at the heart of prevention efforts. This is true whether
v c. are talking about offering prevention services or care services.

eenage pregnancy is seen as a tragedy by professionals and par-
ents alike. The Adolescent Family Life bill acknowledges the need
for ambulances at the bottom of the hill, while at the same time,
asking parents and society to consider constructing fences at the
top of the cliff and maintaining them with some commitment.

The Adolescent Family Life Act honors the historical and legal
tradition of limiting adolescents, as minors, from access to all the
rights granted adult citivens and protecting them from bearing full
adult responsibility for their behavior. This practice is a way of
protecting teenagers while they develop maturity socially, emotion-

6 7
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ally, physically, and morally, to participate responsibly in a democ-
racy.

Parental involvement is, again, central to this preparation, and
the AFLA helps parents be the fence builders, along with other
professionals, as you have noted.

I might say that once such legal parameters as acknowledging
that minors are minors are eroded, it becomes increasingly difficult
for parents, for social scientists, for legislators, to prevent problems
associated with teenage sexuality. Often, our teenagers are taught
that freedom of choice is an important gift that they have. But
there is not much truth to be told about freedom of choice, and
freedom of choice is no gift, if the choices do not matter. We cannot
help our teenagers by lining up all the available choices to them,
as if they were soap brands on the supermarket shelf, and as if it
did not matter which one they chose.

So the APIA takes a stand regarding the difference between
wise behavior and unwise behavior, responsible behavior and irre-
sponsible behavior. It offers prevention programs to teenagers that
stand where they need to stand, acknowledging that some decisions
are more destructive to the family and to the future of teenagers
than are some other choices.

In our own project, we try to bring some criteria to bear on show-
ing the difference between responsibility and irresponsibility. We
talk about the impact of a decision on the family. We talk about
decisions that would be in the best interests of the individuals in-
volved. In listening to the previous testimony about promoting
adoption, I thought of how we would discuss adoption with adoles-
cents in our project. We ask them to make decisions by examining
the best interests of the mother, the family of the mother, and the
potential adoptive parents. We have to bring those criteria to bear
in order to decide whether a decision is responsible or not.

The AFLA acknowledges that decisions by teenagers of ethical
import are usually made best when parents are involved, and it re-
stricts professionals from making decisions in the absence of par-
ents. The example here would be the restriction on abortion coun-
seling-.

I am a clinical member of the American Association for Marital
anti Family Therapy. I know that as a private counselor, if I were
seeing a teenagt r. a minor, and I counseled that minor toward
nhiirtion ithut parental involvement, I would not be an ethical
professional in my conduct. So I see the MIA's abortion restric-
tion as simply trying to honor ethieal professional practice of coun-
s(dors

The AFLA :ilso invites professionalsand this is a very impor-
tant part of the hill. Senator Dentonto pursue both obvious ave-
nu, tit pre\ention teena e pregnancy. which are to reduce teen-
.1:2,t ,toilld I ;10 IVO V :Uld 1)11)1110tV increased contraceptive use among
sxuall active teens As pointed out by Kurt Back. a social psy-
lioloLu-t at Duke l'iliversity in a recently published article, when
( )11 rt itNA the prevention literature regarding adolescent pregnan-
\ the option it ahstinence hi been neglected b.. profes-

,0)11.11.- /ill prvntlon !inteims. Back suggests that such
n:zt. r is a reflection of the personal values of professionals. This
I . tt),..unt41, professionals to quit neglecting that option and
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asks professionals both to provide for contraception where appro-
priate, but more fundamentally, to work on the dimension of teen-
age sexual activity which promotes the problem in the first place.

In our own project. how are we implementing the mandate of the
law? We teach a family centered curriculum in the public schools
of selected districts in three States. We do that to reach as many
teenagers from as many varying backgrounds as possible, and to
show that the ideas that we are promoting are, in fact, universal.
We try to link the School with the home in promoting a resolution
of the problems associated with teenage pregnancy.

Our researcher at Utah State University, Brent Miller, with a
peipost control group design, has already identified at least three
significant changes among students that take our curriculum, com-
wired to control group students who do not. No. 1, they report less
permissive attitudes toward premarital sexual relations than the
control group. No. 2, they report higher family strengths, which is
significant for us, because the research shows that if you put the
family central to prevention efforts, and if you involve a teenager
with the family, they are less likely to be involved with the prob-
lems associated with teenage sexual activity. That our students
across States are reporting higher family strengths than the con-
trol group. gives us hope that we are on the right track. No. 3, we
also have students reporting that they talk more with parents
about sexual values and beliefs. By involving them with parents,
we hope, hased on previous research, that we can reduce the inci-
deoce of adolescent pregnancy among those teenagers.

We have other information that affirms that which has been
found in previous research. Among other things, we know that
sexual activity increases as a person's academic performance de-
creases that is. students getting D's and E's report themselves as
sexually active. compared to those who report C grades and
above the majority of those students report they are not sexually
active

Teenagers who report that they have plans for the future report
very little sexual activity. And finally, if the age at which a female
hgins (Wing is postponed. the likelihood of her sexual activity is
reduced even when she is is and 19 years old.

I did nut pat as much attention to the lights, as I perhaps should
thik. ,u I ,ins nut sure that I have gone over time. Do you wish to
ask III' -.t ions. Snator')

DENTliN Yes. I du You were answering some of the
quest ion- in t testiu ony. and that is why I did not stop you.

'Me prepared statement of Dr. Olson f011ows:i
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Overall, the 19111 Adolescent Family Life Act (AFLA) is

a step forward in attempts to alleviate the problems associate

with teenage sexual involvement Although the AFLA acknowledges

the need for ambulances in the valley, it takes the bold step

of actually suggesting that it would be worthwhile to build

a fence on the edge of the Cliff And it doeS more it enlists

those most appropriately committed to protecting the young from

cliff - Hanging experiences -- parents

Tn. AFLA acknowledges the family as the most fundamental

and prudent socialiling agent available to teenagers, in contrast

to the many current cultural philosophies of sexuality that

OrJm7te .4nmise and sell-destructive sexual behavior among minors

:t attempts to restore an understanding of sexuality within

the context of the family The Dill Seeks to have families

reaisort :noir influence by becoming more involved and cmmittel

In the education of their Children It asks teenagers to examine

wore critically and responsibly the wisdom of having fences

In recognizing the power of family involvement in preventing

tee^ ealtn orooloma the AFLA ecroes similar approaches in

;reve :i3r 3f alconol and drug JOYS! (Cohen, 1982, Coleman,

.Cf intr. & Benson. 1982'
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The a't alio acknowledge% the realities and practical conse-

quences of children having children In recognizing the power

of family involvement in preventing teen health problems AFL,.

is wOrking nand-in-hand with similar approaches in the Alcohol

and the drug abuse prevention arena

It is not just that sexual activity among unmarried teenagers

is premature, rather, it is usually the individuals, themselves

who are "premature" or immature in their thinking about the

physical, emotional, social and moral consequences of such behavior

The consequences of immaturity are sometimes further fostered by

other immature acts that are often transmitted across generations

The cognitive and moral reasoning skills of adolescents

are still developing cPiaget, 1962, 1965, 1972, Kohlberg, 16661

This fact nas been long acknowledged in our legal system, in

that children, up to a specified age 110 is typical), are not

si,dweo '1411 access to the rights and responsaoilities of citizens

AS maien 11977, notes, "Children nave been excluded purposely

from full participation in democratic life " This exclusion

:s a way of preparing teenagers for the day when their moral

development and reasoning capacity is sufficient to grant them

full democratic rights mafen continues, "to abandon Children

Cpremature:y1 to their rights, not only ignores the real needs

zf tn* criloren, but also creates witnin adults the false expfctation

:AA: tney to,). can be -- or should be -- "liberated" from arduous

,f a Oarentdl and Community commitment to chtlO rearing-

:: 475.

2
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The bill, in advocating abstinence and other prudent approaches

to the problem of teenage pregnancy attends to develOpmental,

iegal, familial and social realities It takes a stand on high

ground, where most of society wants (and where most parents

want) to maintain a fence But it is not just a high moral

ground based upon one group's value preferences Virtually

all service groups and researchers working on the problem of

adolescent sexual involvement agree that the consequences of

such involvement -- not the tease of which Is single parenthood

-- can be disastrous for the lives and futures of our young

people as a society, we agree that adolescents are not yet

qualified for full participation in democratic affair, Vet,

when the legal system affirms a teenagers right to have access

to contraceptives, and excludes parents from the right to know

of such behavior, it is taking for granted that adolescents

nave a legs. right to engage in so* which is independent of

Family CanStraintS Or Of their Own legal Status as minors in

their decision of whether to contracept 11 there are practical,

developmental, societal and familial reasons for adolescents

1111 to be granted the Full rights and responsibilities of adulthood.

then why do the courts erase that historical, legal distinction

In tote ease of sexual behavior' Haw is it possible that an

adolescent who has not yet reached full capacity in thought,

th emotional maturity, social interaction, moral reasoning,

Possesses the sophistiCat 0 Capacity to make responsible

aDOut intercourse inC contraception'

3
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Anon tn1S erosion of legal commitment to the protection

of minors is linked to the many societal invitationS to teenagers

for sexual involvement, it poses major obstacles to tne parent,

social scientist, or legislator no wishes to undertake the

task of preventing problems so destructive to an adolescent's

future

If the issue IS prevention, of the problems associated with

Sexual activity. it is curious, even for pragmatists, to attack

tne symptoms of the prob.m (1 t teenage pregnancy, venereal

disease. etc ) and at the same time they seem to accept the

behavior wnt:n produces tnt Symptom (sexual intercourse among

unmarried mi^orsi as legitimate Back (19831 has documented

that tne approacn of a majority Of social scientists to solvin;

the problem of teenage pregnancy is limited to one model focusing

ex:14siveiy on contra:eption to tne exclusion of a scientific

4.tarnatt..f 'evnage pregnancy is a problem 1vP ootn to increased

ieva: f and insufficient COntraCeptian vet, al ter

esm.n.n3 tie prevention literature, Back comments, "we are

Strytt of the preponderance of research and application on tnt

second lactor -- the use of contraceptives, to the virtual eiC:uSI;n

Of tie first, tne increase of teenage, nonmarital intercourse-

; 2' As Cullman .080) also observed tnat

'"e 1:*'!..m that same would give to pecple. :riclua.rg
dl);esCOPts Have any sex experience you want, put
lin let oregnent or become Infected with venereal
7.SeiSe ' is eSSentli:ly denuManiling It implies
t'a: wP 301 rare what nappens to tre pSyCnOlOgica:
), SO:.a: pe,SOn aS long iS niS or ner prtsical OPOt:efn$
1: "...t c,roen SO:..ty ,0 4/

4
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such scientific myopia is not due solely to practical limi

tations in the culture, but reflects the values that researchers

themselves adhere to in choosing their avenues of intervention

Back further states

These values determine a perceptual scheme which can organize
the views of the researchers they define what is unchangeab:"
and what is changeable and subject to policy The wholehearted
acceptance of adolescent freedom, the recognition of adolescent
sexual needs and the general philosophy of selfrealization
nave set definite parameters OF the work on adolescent
pregnancy The result has been that Improved birtn
control 'Creation -- perhaps with some warnino about early
intercourse thrown in -- and incretcd availability of
services is the only viable policy tor reducing teenage
fertility Taking as an example, the Alan Guttmacner
Institute Report (19761, we see that practically all the
data refer to "sexually active teenagers," not to the COnoitiirS
in eniCh they become sexually active we also fins litt:e
research interest in the conditions of reduced intercourse,
a$ a fiance through recent studies (Zelmi:k II 081.
Fursteneerg LI Li , 1961) of teenage pregnancy reveliS
'063 D 4,

Suffi.e it to say, to draw the prevention line at pregnancy.

wi. ;n9 hOnOr lelal, soc;al aml ;it:1:11 ta,stra.'ti

^ e r. Our 4. Is

t a ;:.ehti ic ome grrtmermare, it is a va.re oee;erem.:e

:hat to late, haS not reduCed tme negative COrStOoeh:ei t^at

3Cect tre ,:..S of millidnS of Our yOuhg Oe00:e

rrt,hate:e. the Adolescent ramily Life es,:t loes mot a0andln

those eno 'i.e iirealy become sedirally imvo:ve3 ,it dcel pro.,:de

amc..1,:e, ,m :me valley,. Out it also take' se:o.s:. tme me;.e:te.:

" i,:.3."1 Se.,3I 4,-;n; tee-,

.-.ices :,ie el.:it)rs tl ." ;r;0.* W..

'; ASItat ::4"Pnt; ." 4,1 I. A ,11 A 3 7;
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cliff, and thus addresses the problems with a greater depth of
vision

I do not wish to Imply that the OAPP funding under this
law is a magic formula for success in curbing teenage pregnancy,
but it does not artificially restrict professionals to a focus
on Only one factor, contraceptive use, that Contributes to the

incidence of adlolescent pregnancy. It also invites professionals

to marshal' parental influence in attempts to solve the problem
This is a powerful contribution Of the AFLA, Since previous

research 1Chilman, 1990, Miller, 19Oii indicates that, in comparison
with sexually active peers, bath male and female adolescents

who had all experienced sexual relations

- had more open communicaiton with parents, especially
with fathers

- felt that tneir parents' discipline was more consistent

- were more likely to consider theMitlyel to be "A" Students

ee more likely tO think it will very important to their

parents for them to get good grades in school

- were more likely to h ,e plans to go on to college

- consi4ered themselves to be more religious

- felt more responsible to parents, society, and God For

their personal behavior

ere more itige:y to learn atiOut intercourse from their

OarentS

ere me liKelf to feel tnat ca educlitOo from parents

"'as dielJdte

6
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were more likely to think petting and intercourse before

marriage 41 wrong

were less likely to have close friends who had petted

and had coitus

Our particular prevention project funded by OAPP has produced

preliminary data which affirm that prevention programs which

reach out to parents Can succeed both in promoting family involve-

ment, and in changing attitudes Our project consists of the

delivery of a family-centeed public sChoOl curriculum (Wallace

& Olson, 19621 in selected school districts in three States

Data already collected in two Of the states by Brent Miller

of 'Ran State university, shows that students who receive the

curriculum the experimental group), as Compare* to the control

Troup. 'tiler in the fiillowing ways

.1) the/ nave less permissive attitudes toward premarital

le.

c t.ty report tnat parets tale to trem more row about

t'

seval values and beliefs

c. they report higher family strengths (trust, loyalty,

respect, etc )

.netner the increaSed family involvement and initial cnange

.rill continue will not oe clear until the longitudinal

.s cvAto.eted But tne curriculum already demonstrates

:osliCle to teav% Students a compremens,/p

.d° $'-v`s tn- A:Pat AewhiPos of nJman eAperlence

:Pter.4 of whi:h decistoni and peniv!cri
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as related to themselves, their families and Society It attempts

to teach minors now to prepare for the tr,v when they assume Full

legal and moral responsibility for their decisions and behavior

Our project has taught us that the ideas we are teaching,

whicn are unconventional when compared to standard family ill

curricula, are understandable to adolescents in some cil4S,

teachers have reported to us that even their most difficult

students come alive with the substance of our wore Yet, we
face limitations Our approach would be more powerful if it

were central to a given nigh sch JI curriculum and if its basic

ideas were 44ailable in required courses It may be that ideas
Su:N IS OwrS ShOuld 00 introduced earlier tnan high sChool

But. our program does require quality teachers committed to
learning. to tutoring logical thinking, and to promoting responsible

Oeh47.r in stud#Ats

appeo.icn of have peen LI;h9 is a OrOm;Sing

!..a: tea:nes 4100ut fsniitf .blues and individual

oelconsiellity it places responsibility on the individual

i^J ShOws how irresponsible behavior is a moral and ethical

1 Olson

":

a:ways aZCOmOInied by Self-J4StlfAii attitudes (warner

1981) 8y abandoning Such self-deceptions, teenagers
4,e, tnoTiseldeS frOm trt 'try circumstances and DeeaviOrS

4^.:^ 4,13 Or3my;;ite tn.? nogatIve COnSeVieriCOS ISSV:iated

g-'' cr '+*C.,? set,a. .m.0!flieAt

^F L:1. :14 .4re *..

*."1 i'Al.itP llla Cr:C21.'eS 4-Itn Pft!; 13Z4MiAt

3
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behavior or attitude change in adolescents l understand tnat

tne money is to go for actual delivery of programs and not for

extensive, nonintervention research, however, primary prevention

programs 1.13 not nave a captive audiences already defined by

a specific symptom Therefore, ways must De found lo obtain

data from a population only hypothetically at risk for pregnancy

There are creative ways of obtaining such date, but it is a

time-consuming longitudinal process The 5 percent budget limitation

on research associated with prevention projects is inadequate

for SuCn responsible data collection

Finally Senator Denton, i know you nave taken considerable

:r.t;:iSM AS cnairman of this subcommittee and as author of

tete Ad.liescerit Family Life Bill, for Considering alternative

lolvt.3h to the problems of teenage sexual involvement and teenage

Orepa':. nave encouraged us to look at neglected prevention

hi/e dared to consider that prevention of unwise

,f4.a. .".3,emeAt can Of a most Olie:Clie iwoach 1 then

fcr 0. common sense and courage 1 believe the evidence

ac:vmvIstir) that will prove you have been on the right track

A.. alang
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Senator DsoN_ I appreciate some of your comments which
dealt with my own motives and so on.

Dr. OLsoN. I might say that my project is a prevention only
project, and that means that the audience is a little bit different
than the audience for care services people. The people coming to
our classes, of course, do not have any symptom to define them,
and therefime. the kind of material we deliver makes the assump-
tion that while they are at risk for pregnancy, it does not take for
granted that they will become sexually involved.

Senator DENToN. You make the interesting point that, "Primary
prevention programs do not have a captive audience already de-
fined by a specific symptom," and therefore, that research efforts
are doubly difficult. Taxpayers as well as Senators like to see and
understand results of dollars spent on Federal programs that pro-
mote the general welfare, so in layman's terms, would you care to
explain how we might find creative ways of obtaining more and
better research data on prevention programs?

Dr. Ot.soN. That refers to the fact that ultimately, I and other
grantees in the prevention area have got to show the way in which
our project actually reduced the incidence of adolescent pregnancy.
There are no records easily available in school districts or in clinics
that can document whether or not somebody in a public school pro-
gram like ours has received services for pregnancy. That means
that we must get the data from the source, which is the teenager
or the parents of that teenager. There is something ethically chal-
lenging about going to a group of 1.1-year-olds or 15-year-olds, who
you do not know regarding their sexual activity, and beginning to
ask them questions like, "Are you pregnant?" It is different to ask
the parents that question, and even the research question I just
noted that might he asked of teenagers must be done with parental
consent

So already. our data collection group is restricted from that
which a care services project has. A care services project, in the
moment t hat they are treating a pregnant teenager I assume,.ob-
tains permission for research data collection with that population.
liut with a prevention group, especially a control group of students
lr she public arena, who have never seen or heard of usall they
a doing is filling out questionnaireswe must be very cautious
not to violate sensitivities of parents, and not, in our attempts to
promote involvement to solve this problem. actually create
ttr(Atient- the nature of the questions we ask.

So. one of the creative ways we art' gathering data is to do mail-
tu both teentigers and parents, but with their consent, and

t nen to du the extensive followup necessary to get the percentage
11111111-t. that allows us to liae reliable data. If we only get 30 per -

t lit it(n'II'-I IiI a 111a11Ied (ILWStillnnail'. we can hardly draw the
l.11ltl I ciinclu-don, we would like to. Most of our early data collee-
ns))) 1. dun, Itl the classroom. and therefore. we have 1(H) percent

to our h;,eline and our beginning collection is excellent.
hut to billow ,ruin to yVill'S to document their future

tii11o%1111 PrIVi:llitA 1.:1% is an interesting challenge.
\%,,,,. itoliz to widitako that

I hownvr. that mo. have organi/ed a project %%1101 is
mark it-wit out (it a IA If' what we are doing is worth-
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statistics that deal with the relationship betwee, school grades and
likelihood of sexual activity?

Dr. OLSON. Yes, we would be happy to do that.
[The following we.s received for the record:
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School Background and Achievement

The school-related
comparisons of adolescents who had and had not

experienced intercourse are displayed in Table 11. With the exception

of participation in extracurricular activities and vocational education
classes, all of the items included in this section of the interview
were effective

discriminators between those who had and had not

experienced intercourse. This was true for both males and females
in a theoretically

consistent way.

S
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Table 11

SCHOOL-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS OF ADOLESCENTS
WHO HAVE AND HAVE NOT HAO COITAL EXPERIENCE

Interview Response

Female Male
Had Not Had

Coitus Coitus

(n -76) (n=86)

Had
Coitus

(n=22)

Not Rad
Coitus

(n1,68)

Percent Seniors 62.7% 47.7% 68.2% 47.1%

In same grade as age mates 72.4% 86.0% 63.6% 85.0%

Consider self "A" student 21.1% 38.4% 4.5% 30.9%

GrA Is reflect abilities
very well 11.1% 26.7% 4.5% 23.5%

Very important .o parents to
get good grades 52.0% 64,0% 54.5% 64.2%

Lots of Jx-racurricular
activity

schools net my personal
needs very well

28.0%

18.2%

47.7%

37.2%

50.0%

17.1%

48.5%

25.0%

Now taking Vocational
Education course(s) 60.5% 46.5% 27.3% 32.0%.

?'an to go to college 32.4% 65.5% 33.3% 55.2%

86
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Roughly two-thirds of those who were sexually experienced were

seniors, as compared to about half of those wno were abstinent.

Eighty-five percent of those who had not had intercourse were in the

same grade as their age mates, compared to only 72 and 63 percent of

the sexually active females and males respectively. This was not

particularly surprising for the girls because some of them had become

mothers and were more likely to have fallen behind in school. How-

ever, the grade-level discrepancy was even more pronounced for the

sexually experienced boys, only 3 of whom were ed. Admittedly

the numbers are small, but 6 of the 22 (27%) sexually experienced

males were behind their grade level in school; 20 percent of the

girls who had experienced intercourse were behind their grade level.

The item asking students to appraise their academic standard rein-

forces the grade level finding above. The proportion of sexually

active females who considered themselves "A" students (21%) was about

half of the abstinent girls (38%), and only one sexually active boy

out of 22 considered himself an "A" student as compared to about one

Out of three among the sexually abstinent peers.

:n a similarly consistent way, both sexually active females

nd mates were less likely to report that their grades reflected

their abilities well, and that it was very important to their parents

that they get good grades in ,00l. Consistently with expectations

for both sexes, sexually ac 4e adolescents were also less likely to

sal that schools had met tneir personal needs well and that they

planned to 0 on to college. The lower percenta

0(

ge of sexually
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experienced females planning to go to college might be considered

an artifact of there being mothers in this group. However, an

almost identical pattern was present among the male students, few of

whom were married. The sex differences that appear in the lower

involvement of girls in extracurricular activities and the greater

percentage taking vocational education courses are, however, likely

to be attributable to motherhood.

In summary, more consistent across sex than any area or domain

yet analyzed. the school background and achievement of adolescents

clearly differentiates between those who have and have not experienkt !

sexual intercourse. It is evident that outstanding Students, male

or female, are much less likely to become involved in early sexual

intercourse a- pregnancy.
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Senator DENtN Excuse MI' Pll'itSP continue.
OLsos. We are particularly interested in the response of ado-

lescents to our teachings about the meaning of their decisions to
the family across generationsthat is, more of the teenagers
report that they understand the family implications of sex. They
report. in responding to vignettes that we write for them to ana-
lyze, a kind ot. moral sensibility that some research indicates ado-
lescents do not possess.

We have found that adolescents have an ability to respond intu-
itively to their felt understanding of what is responsible or not,
whether they are able to formally state it as an adult would or not.

Senator DioroN. From your personal experience, could you com-
ment on the grant process and the administration of the Adoles-
cent Family Life Demonstration Program under the Deputy Assist-
ant Secretary for Population Al Mks?

1)r. OLsoN. Well. we were funded in October of 1952 and renewed
in October of 19S8. We submit reports semiannually and annually,
and the Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs has been helpful
III .viitching us refine our program. When we have noted problems
with it, they have said, -Have you thought of solutions?" And we
have worked with them to iron out practical delivery problems of
our program

The review of grants is done by professional peer review, I
aSSIthie, and I am not privy to the actual decisionmaking process,
hut have been appreciative of the support both practically, techni-
cally and academically since we have received the grant.

Senator DENToN. Well. thank you very much, Dr. Olson.
We appreciate very much your testimony today, sir.
Dr 01.:4()N Thank you.
Setritor In.:NtoN. Our next witness will be Dr. Marion Howard,

and I will ask her to come forward.
Dr Iloward is an associate professor in the Department of Oh-

and G.necology at Emory University in Atlanta. GA, and
-he direct, an Adolescent Family Life Prevention Program.

We welcome you today, Dr. floward. and ask you for any state-
hich you care to give. remembering that we ail. trying to

k% fun 7, minutes
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What happens to life expectations of young people when there
are no jobs for them: when, even if they graduate from high school,
their likelihood of finding meaningful employment leading to well-
paid careers is absent?

Is it the social climate of today's society which seems to deeply
involved in sexuality? Advertisements, books. provocative maga-
zines, films, music and television programs have an enormous
amount of sexual content.

Is it ignorance. lack of awareness? Most studies seem to show
that knowledge alone does not change behavior.

I work in a hospital where doctors and nurses smoke. Can we
assume just because we give young people reproductive facts that
that is sufficient to help them control their reproductive behavior?

Is the problem how we view parenthood or are acting as parents?[s the problem that we have no role for youth in a technological
societ in which unskilled, untrained labor is not needed?

Is the problem that biological maturity has outstripped psychoso-
t'ial maturity? One hundred years ago, young people became fertile
around the age of 17, and this nearly coincided with the age of
marriage Currently. the average age of fertility is 121/2.

Is it the fact that many of our youth have low self-esteem and
needs that they feel can be solved by sexual behavior?

is it the need for more and better services for youth, lower stu-
dent teacher' rat ios, more recreation, more Wilily planning or sexeducation.'

ratil ttite a- the answers to these and other questions
become clear. we need to try a variety of approaches to try to
reduce the numbers of young people who become pregnant prem.Intel\

The reit. of -tinadating and supporting a variety of innovative
Hrts to !educe teenage pregnancy while maintaining traditional ef-
turts that have been helpful in this direction is best tilled by theh't (feral Ciovirona.nt The legislation under study for renewal atthi- hearing. although designed primarily to help those whobe( lune pregnant at a young age. can play an important role in.

-rek the knoA ledge that will enable us to do a better job ofprefnt -..ach prf.1411.1tia.
I fht...1 .1 Lund% planning program in which we see 1,2 no sexual-

nge 17 and younger each year. This is the
(;lady Teen Services Program at Grady Memorial Hospital.

hi, t..to tiad- 01 the %ming people we serve hart' already had a
111, iw.widei have ne\er been pregnant :\ --cent research

.!ia% ihat are %en. -.uccessfal in help:tig these young
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techniques will achieve the ultimate goal of reducing teenage preg-
nancy.

This series does not replace sex education. Sex education is also
needed because no one operates intelligently in a vacuum. Howev-
er, we feel this series provides a realistic addition to available teen-
age pregnancy prevention efforts. Over SO percent of the young
people we surveyed in our family planning clinic for sexually
active teens wanted more information on how to say "No" without
hurting the other person's feelings.

We are indeed pleased that the Federal Government is willing to
support a variety of efforts in the area of teenage pregnancy pre-
vention, including such approaches as helping young people resist
social and peer pressures so that they can indeed postpone sexual
involvement, which we feel is very inappropriate for young adoles-
cents.

Senator DKNoN. There are some articles in the St. Louis Post
Dispatch referring to you and your program. One dated March 26,
19s1. There is an article in the Atlanta Constitution, dated June27, 1tKi There is some material here from your brochures.

If you have no objection, I would like to include these in the
record of our hearing.

Dr. llownko. I have no objection.
Senator DvroN. Without objection, for the record, from Sena-

tors, they will }s so included.
}The tidloiNing was received for the record:I
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SExUAL INVOLVEMENT
A PPEVENTION PPOGPAM FOP ADOLESCENTS 13-15 YEMPS OF AGE

by Marion Howard, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Gynecology and
Obstetrics

Emory University School of
Med.cine

Atlanta, Georgia

Pre,!ention of teenage pregnancy Is a complex issue with
no simplistic solution. We must ask ourselves hard questions
and come up with difficult answers.

Indeed teenage pregnancy max be a consequence of some
other problem that we as a society arc facing. Whit could
the problem be-')

Is the problem the changes in ialues and beliefs that
in.ludes Marriage; divorce; re-evaluation of women s roles.
iots, and responsibilities; family life, selual behavior

Is the problem the economic situation in our nation and
Our city what happens to /ife eYpectations of y:.ung people
nen there ,re no lobs for them. When e'en if they graduate

nigh sc..W. Ph, tial nc.cid of their finding meaningful
empl-..meat leading cc '4401-paid careers is absent'

Is . the social climate of today s socirte F.eems
s, dew, n..01.,tbd ridiiertiaementl books.
cir o"oc k t , -e magazine! mu s c and tt 1 e" 2. on V oco imS
Piait or. ef.QrM-Dt amount of Seull content.

:: i%jr,ra're. lock ct atiareness.:' Host studei tc.

kfA,Ielge alone doe! not CheriCie beha".or, oc.rr

r. 4 r..-:z .t4. docors Inc roJriel smoke. assume

'.: aj:-t oung peop'e repr,Aucti e *11,
,Je. hem te.' -e
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Is the problem that biological maturity has outstripped
psYcho/aocial maturity' A hundred Years ago, young people
became fertile around the age of 17 and this nearly coincided
with the age of marriage. Currently, the average age of
fertility is 12.5.

Is tt the fact that many of our youth have low self-esteem
and needs that they feel can be solved b sexual behavior'

Is it the need for more and better services for Youth.
lower student teacher ratios, more recreation, more finite
Planning and, or se.< education'

Until such time as the answers to these any other
ouostionS become clear, we need to try a varlet of
approaches to try to reduce the numbers of young people who
become pregnant prematurely. The role of stimulating and
supporting a ariety of innovative efforts to reduce teenage
pregnancy while maintaining traditional efforts that ha-e
been helpful in this direction is best filled be the Federal
Government. The legislation under study for renewal at this
hearing although designed primarily to help those who become
Pregnant at a young age can play an important role in helping
seep the knowledge that will enable us to do a better job of
preventing such pregnancies.

I d,rect a family planning program in which we see 1.249
$e,uall. inuolued Young people age 17 and rounger each
year. rnit is the Emory/Grady Teen Soruices Progrim at Or 1.J.
MVMOr.11 HOSpitil. ).1 two-thirds of the oung people we
saire ha.)e alread had a !Dab... The remainder ha..e neer been
pregnant. 44 recent research Stud* shows that me are
s14creili,11 ,n helping these foung Peorie prelient preonanz..
follOm-up Study of Our ,oung Patients shokit1 !hi it much

ears later Close to 81.1% preonanc. iree. This
was le both those who had hid one at 001

re.e, be Iv'. precirt,nr, Tes.reeore 65,J rid +writ.
01. 3 "It'll r0t. .h reJucing tetnasie

He.me.tr. rc. etrc-ri 1,
F,rhfrt tn*.r. eta 24her .e /rc1

tot result 'Pr.:"
ie r.en.e cther noeie-1,
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sqd,ee o t.ose 'actors which influence Young people's
yaluei.ittudes and behowiors %how that in 1960 parents,

peers and teachers were the primary ihlfuenceS on outh.
Tole. 1980J peers have replaced parents as the number one
source. Parents are number two. The media has replaced
te.chers .% the third most importance source.

Hence helping youth cope with influences of peers and the

media is in important key to reducing teenage pregnant..

In i4tlanto GPOT9la a series entitled Postponing Sexual
lroicilement has been dr./eloped to help Young people resist

pressures to become sexually involved before they are road?

#,Jr involveMoht. The series is designed to provide
people with tools to help them bridge the gap between

their p.sical development and their cognitiue ability to

handie the implications of such development.

The aim of this series IS to present information regarding
the general nature of relationships. sources of soc.tal
pressure influencing sexual behaviors and assertive re-',..msets

whi,h teens can use in peer pressure situations. This
knowledge and theie skills should help young teens deal with
piot.lem situat,ons so that they can postpone $01cuai1

invot..ortiont until a time when thee are better able to make

decisions have a long range impact on their lives.

Is a ft-riot' part series - each of the four
sessions is oho 4nd a half hours in length. The first

session on social pressure contains information anti exercises

relating to social pressure. Thr session promotes
understanding of whr some teens might become sexually
iro,01ed to meet i'arious needs. It includes information on

how sucJi needs could be better met in other ways.

Cr, peer pressure presents information and
rel4inr4 to peer pressures. This session promotes

..,derstoni.Jng o+ pressures in group situations and on a

.ne-to-one bas, s.

T- r.rd session presents information ing exorcises
telapmd ur.adem sol-.ng. This session promotes
.)ersfiir,j n,;1 of wae4 try ioov at limiting expressions of
pr.., col affection, It provides guidance in handling
I ++,,:ul sitiJations.
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tP+ n4I is a reinforcement session on Wilily new
sIs, It ncludes a re.ew of siills and provides
(4CPC,rt-init;r5 for additional skills priiCtiCe. This session IS
e',! tk-tr 4. months after the first three sessions.

$'7,1 granted b. the Office of eidolescent
V..o:irame. 750 volunteers are beirg trained to

prof.n. rq iert4.1 tO vOqth *9. 11-15 with the goal of
,:t,so to t..00:100 voljah in rseorgia bi the end of 1986.
!..ipp,eirt activities will help create supoort for Iris-

preliured se itl decision-making and encourage eung people
o :;sL- .ne ie.ual in..olerrient.

:Arental in,olvoment component of the Postponing Sexual
I 4mert Edurst.cnal Series allows parents to receive a

the se. les so that they can reinforce
'/u'.g teenager s learning euperiences.

r-e'd test results of the series showed Young people found
P. 1i-ries to either be e(trtmelv helpful or very helpful.

the state-wide dissemination effort will
.tg.h,r or not building a broad climate of commuinitY

,up:ort elor.g with providing trained volunteers to reach
ee,..agers .ith specific skill-building techniques aimed at

trem no to sexual involvement will achieve the
,jit:mae r.t reducing teenage pregnancy.

'1'1,1 series dots not replace se. education. Sex education
11%, reeded because noose operates inteltgentl In a

However. we feel this series provides a realistic
aidtior to a..e.lable teenage pregnancy prevention efforts.

results of a random sample survey conducted on the
our family planning clinic prior to our

le e'.1.gmero the Postponing Sexual Involvement Series
".4 the main pieces of information Such :oung

:$* how to Sle no without hurting the other
I .tile of the Dung people Iridlcated

*n r.P.1 and it was the most frequentle checked item of
r,e ,St of information items we

I .%

Oeased the Federal Government is willing to
arle.. e44:rs .n the area of teenage pre. nanc,

1'. #,':.f r.-1u0,h,4 eureh approaches As Postponing Sexual
eti.e
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St. L'1,11.5 Post-Dispatch (Mo.); 3-26-84

Teen Pregnancy Prevention Plan
Winning Notice Around Notion

By Ellen Fut lerman
Vise foil D.lootch hlat

The etfeciaeneet of a teen age
prcELency pre. ernon proeram in the St
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Awe *Ion of 'come 1 carom lot to imin
tatai prix ra *min OHM nanonride

Alma 100 reorevni,lrs Of the league
met for t folds, teilliffeAre. hCO

r....nay at lb. d nlora Marriott
r/*Ilanq Hotel They rime li Wes 10
*pesters deerribe the rldespreid
problem of hen age pregnancy and Marl
about Tee' Obueaeli. Tie program hat
*acceded IN 'plods. Me number Of
I en age pregaoclel la St Laois awl
briped klolemeett 1141114 big scioel
ben.

l'oder the program. about 125 bisk
school sod middle 'duel MadmitS la
gra.ps of 23 meet tome a Seel of five
e.'und vioilt Dvicusaloa imam usually
rntor on nor I Pewee as burnan ItilaallrY.
dr.4 mind eopioymenl opportunities

Tie program Is nom operating at
thAboci and (octal hip ybools. al Me
C.egel Com:rosily School. our McKinley
Hien Sr hool aadst rnia mho and Tanning
rt.. idle Vbvrll Parur,pand at the 0.45
tk. v...1 ...el can g *theca credit.

Pict. 011 IMO Mutt perform at load
tzree soon each tech of volvnteer wort
in n -mop ba,es. It:modals and day earl
'melt

-11:tal math Ibis program sort so sell
that the liberate participating bile!

en. ^..oir red. manse for the first time.
peer v4port and s.pport Isom as *dull
lac.::tator' rho ovelees Ibe Irogram.
ta:d lane Pane, a ronsunam rill tat
C.... ',au Fa.r.osina The foundanoo. IS
v mu to the luolor trope of St Louie
and lot St to sthooi sriern. prOvidell
r,..neytid Tree fn.trtarl

'.hr added that may participants
ed cure ties rut the people they
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'They pews to reame Mal preaporong
;ere na.zd and n.ancing alga ithool wig
alior him to or r,rripltati more rite their
lines %he %mit
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'collie theft opltoas. 'el soap for

and rvnuff the, tomtit
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the tream Nom in IVO al elongate

kr fue l 'Moot Initrar0 n Pregram.
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St tout. *thece an todependetil

evalualkka Of Teen OuUttlell done In 1512
Illjtetrelter Wk Louis University

-Tabbed progra irsiefirramiy
reduCed pregoaney tales *moot IU
particrpaals is well is increased Inc
!likelihood Mal IIS parnripahts scum
complete hip cIoot

A Junior league spokeswoman said
local teepee interested 111 waning pool
Tern Outreach programs could submit an
application to be meet le *teat
&Ie.' me and e.gli leagues so be
seietied. aid Oily will get la-depth
training and help la eStabltsli the program
In nun communilist

la the St Lows area, abOul one la 11
lemmas girls Wheat! prelate,.
'wordlist to i Elealortli FlOiRditIOR study
made !slime. la 911.1111 number lotaled
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and their children. ruitides and family
mitahtliry

She Named 1041171 valve!.
nere set is surnamed in the media and
Oteoice It common aS eontnbutnglo Ile
problem of tee. age pregnancy.

'Young people Ill see 300.000
advertisements by tat tima Ohl graduate
from hip wawa. said 11 Howard
'WM Of these adverasements have
sensed overtones. and lbeIl often Peony
sea asking enfant Or manipulative

*Studief hive 14055 that 1111, leer.
asp, atcli 04 IN Or in the moat's or see
la adverthementa ,1 1,15 Melt
Pee n:meters mI OIL'

She said to Atlas% that a (eoliths of 27
commuolty coupe bad begun tie 'Let's
Tilt Campaign Mkt RtSpOesibit
parenthood; which has proven sweessfw
is decreasing reeags pregnancies Ihert
Ste said Uhl program Delped parents lb
talk is thou (ultimo show Wee stsboltry
sad raponshiepaceotaced.

Out el Mat plovsm, as tdoratIonal
sent.' oa 'How To Say No* was developed
to 0.10 youal people 'mut prresunts Ia
her tone settially illeolired before they
ere reedy /or Intl lavOlaimest.

"Ve /Wad that SO percent of lerualty
active Iron then in our area caroled to
Mons hoe to say so arilloul aurtraii the
other person's feelings." she said

1\c Ane-

1-1,4.) peo3e L..)
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'Teaching 1.i:.howtci say .`no
...

Program aims at .curbing teen .pregnancy rate

By Eliza Paschal{
. . . .
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LETS TA LK L.
TALK I.ErSTAL WHY?1,FTS TA LK mrs v v
TALK 1,14:TS TA 1,K Lt. Fight out of every ten boys has sex
LETS TALK 1,143"S TA I while still in their teens. One

,K LET'S TA 1,K LETS t.
',XS TA LK LETS TA LK 1.%.out

of every eight girls in

N.K1:1,3"STALK 'Ars TAU% Georgia becomes
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Senator DKNTON. I understand, Dr. Howard, that you have, inpast presentations, used an analogy comparing drivers' education
in the schools to illustrate the shortcomings of some sex education
programs in the schools.

Could you review that concept of yours for us today, please?
Dr. HOWARD. I think the analogy that you are referring to was astatement that was one time made that being against sex educationis like being against driver education. You assume that there willbe more accidents on the roadway.
However, there was a study done in Michigan a number of yearsago in which, after driver education was instituted, there were

more accidents on the roadway. I want to say that I am a firm be-
liever in sex education. What happened in Michigan I believe, wasthat after the institutioning of the driver education, parents feltthat when their children passed that course, they could relinquishall their duties and responsibilities to assure that that youngperson knew how to drive, was maturely responsible and able todrive, had the necessary qualifications. In general, parents mayhave taken more trouble to assess such attributes before the driver
education course.

I think it would be unfortunate if we instituted sex education
programs in which the child came home and said, "I have had sexeducation," and the parents, therefore, assumed that they did nothave to talk to their child about their values, that they did not
have to talk to their child about their religious beliefs, that they
did not have to talk to their child about what they wanted for their
child,, what their expectations were.

I think that certainly parents have a very, very important role toplay in helping the child arrive at appropriate decisions. The analo-gy that I made was that we should not institute programs that
would somehow indicate to parents that they no longer have their
important role to fill.

Senator DKNToN. In an article in the St. Louis Post Dispatch, youwere recorded as saying:
Young pople »ill sp. .1oloan advertisements by the time they graduate from

high school Mans' 01 these advertisements have sexual overtones and they often
sho%e sex as being hostile and manipulative.

In your experience counselling teenagers, you obviously encoun-
ter those who feel pressured to become sexually active and youmentioned the so percent who ask questions about how to say no
without hurting the feelings of someone.

But have. you also encountered those who have exhibited nega-i-e attitudes towards sex to the unusual kinds of stimuli you men.
tioneer In othor words. could some teenagers be affected by the
hostility, manipulation message in a way that would cause, in one
extreme, a fear of sex or at least more commonly present interfer-
ence regarding their ability to have normal interaction with those
of IlU opposite sex. perhaps in courtship or even in marriage?

llowAten. Well, there are some studies that show that young
people who watch afternoon soaps on television, fine example. tend
tai Irntly overt st i mate t amount of sex iimong unmarried people.
.end :,'rent 11 1.111der0Stinlate the amount of sex among marriedpeople

loll
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That seems to give tr; evidence that what they see does color
their perceptions of reality, and the fact that they really do not see
reality I think is a real concern to all of us.

Senator DENTON. How can or do you try to deal with those nega-
tive feelings and fears or their attitudes toward those role models,
programs. and so on?

Dr. How Atm Well, basically what we help them do is look at the
messages they are receiving from society about sex and help them
examine those messages: the macho man or the liberated woman
with liberation being associated with being sexually freelook at
where those pressures are coming from and begin to see that those
are not accurate perceptions of really what exists.

Senator DENTotst. Thank you very much for your perceptive, in
my view, testimony. It has been a very valuable testimony, Dr.
Howard.

Our next witness is Dr. Edmund V. Mech. I will ask him to come
forward. He is a professor at the University of Illinois. He is the
recipient of an API, research grant and has examined the orienta-
tions of pregnancy counselors toward adoption.

STATEMENT OF' EDMUND V. NIECII, PH.D., PROFESSOR. UNIVER-
SITY OF' ILLINOIS, DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL, WORK. URBANA, II.

Dr. MEcii. Mr. Chairman, thank you for providing an opportuni-
ty to discuss our research on counselor attitudes toward adoption.
A longer statement has been submitted for the record. I would like
to highlight some of the main points.

Senator DENTON. Your statement will be included in the record
as if read, without objection.

Dr. 3,1Keit. This study was based on the premise that much could
be learned about adoption attitudes from persons who provide
counseling services for pregnant adolescents. We were interested in
mainly three areas.

One. attitude of the counselor toward adoption. Second, knowl-
edge of counselor about adoption, and third, actionthe willing-
ness of counselors to take action on the adoption option in the
counseling sit uat;on.

Accordingly three questions were raised. One, what attitudes do
ounselors have about adoption? Second, how accurate is their in-

formation? And third. what are the main techniques they use?
One hundred and thirty-two counselors in WI agencies through-

out Illinois were selected on a sampling basis. This group reported
!.,1.1.% mg approximately 19,000 pregnant adolescents during calendar
year I9,2

Kich coun.elor was interviewed for approximately 1 to 1'2 hours
.10(1 ansNyered questions in a number of intent~ related to adoption.
The main results were

(hie. counselors s.ere far more positive toward adoption than
t he1, %%ere about parenting as an option for adolescents. Counselors
1)4.111.1,4t the parenting option to be the least desirable.. Despite
T !wit. personal beliefs about the risks associated with adolescent
parenting. in actual practice counselors tended to support adoles-
celt ilectsimis to parent.
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Second, counselor responses to questions about adoption were
highly variable and very uncertain. Less than one in three counsel-
ors reported having a high degree of confidence in the accuracy of
their adoption information.

Third, nearly 75 percent of the counselors identified the neutral
approach as the most effective method with adolescents and
cated this method as being closest to their approacb,

The main element in the neutral approach is t attempt to be
objective, to give information only, and to try not to influence the
adolescent for or against any one option.

The following observations are offered. First, counselors are es-
sentially positive about adoption. For most counselors, adoption is
clearly preferable to adolescent parenting.

Adoption appeals to counselors probably because adoption in-
creases the chances of providing a stable and permanent home for
the child and serves as a form of prevention against the risks of
adolescent parenting.

Having a positive attitude toward adoption is one condition
which counselors must meet in order for effective counseling to
occur. Counselors earn high marks in this area.

Second, the area of adoption knowledge was quite another
matter. Courmelor information about adoption is too often inaccu-
rate. Given the present state of the art, there is little guarantee
that adolescents receive credible adoption information.

Counselors lack accurate information about adoption and are un-
likely to have the knowledge to answer routine questions with in-
formed confidence.

Third, another condition for adoption counseling to occur is that
counselors must make reasonable efforts to insure that adoption re-
ceives equitable consideration in the decision process.

If one believes that the best service delivery system is one that
ofThrs adolescent parents and the child a wide range of options that
can benefit both parties, adoption clearly does not command its fair
share of the market.

Is counseling neutrality really the best method for conveying the
adoption option to adolescents? I am convinced this is an issue
worthy of serious debate. It was encouraging to learn that counsel-
or attitudes toward adoption are essentially positi, However,
counselors appear unsure as to whether a potential market exists
even if they were to give increased emphasis to adoption in their
counseling.

The research component of the Adolescent Family Life Act has
much to offi.r in terms of contributing knowledge that can lead to
improved adoption counseling. For example, it is important to de-
termine how counselors and adolescent clients can be helped best
to weigh alternatives and in the process to consider the best inter-
ests t he child as well as those of the mother.

Another area in which research is important is that of determin-
nw receptivity levels of adolescents toward adoption planning. Cur-
rnt programs are based on the assumption that nearly all adoles-
cnts are willing and able with enough support to assume parental
re,-pon,ihility Limited adolescent interest in adoption i3 now taken
as a given There has been No objective attempt to determine from
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the adolescents themselves the conditions under which they might
consider making an adoption plan.

If adoption planning is to gain ground among adolescents, then
such an effort may be vital. Mr. Chairman, this concludes my oral
presentation. Thank you for the opportunity to appear before this
subcommittee.

As a grantee under the Adolescent Family Life Act, I hope this
information is useful to your subcommittee. I will be happy to
answer any questions that you might have.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Mech follows :J
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STATEMENT

of

Edmund V. Mech

I am Edmund V. Mech, Professor, School of Social Work,

University of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign.

Mr. Chairman: Thank you for providing an opportunity for

me to appear today to describe our research on the

"Orientations of Pregnancy Counselors Toward Adoption."

This project was conducted by the University of Illinois

at Urbana-Champaign under a grant from the Office of Adoles-

cent Pregnancy Programs. Our investigation was based on the

premise that much could be learned about the status of adop-

tion planning from persons who actually provide counseling

services for pregnant adolescents. Pregnancy counselors

have contact with large numbers of adolescents, their families,

and significant others. Moreover, counselors are aware of the

values and concerns about adolescent pregnancy that exist in

the communities they serve. Pregnancy counselors are in posi-

tions of potential influence; not in terms of actually making

de,:isions for clients, but in terms of making certain that

adolvf.x.mts are provided equitable information on options

such as adoption as a basis for arriving at an informed
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Our study attempted to learn about the state-of-the

art of pregnancy counseling with special emphasis on counselor

views toward the adoption alternative. Among the questions

posed for investigation were: (1) What attitudes and beliefs

do counselors have about adoption as a plauiible alternative

for pregnant teens? (2) What knowledge and information do

counselors have about adoption? and (3) What are the main prac-

tices and procedures used by counselors in serving pregnant

teens? Counselors throughout the'state of Illinois were

selected on a sampling basis. Ninety-four facilities serving

pregnant teens were in the sample. The sample included coun-

selors from social service as well as health facilities. All

geographic regions in Illinois were represented. Interviews

have been completed with 132 counselors, data analysis is in

the final stage, and a technical project report is in prepara-

tion.

Intormation was collected from the 94 sample facilities

on selected characteristics of counselors and adolescent

clients. Pregnancy counselors ar by no means a homogeneous

iuup. Highlights from our charact-ristics data provides a

p.?r:pective on the composition of th$: counselor sample in terms

of ..ducation, numbers of adolescents served, workload patterns

t.4Ard t" counsolot'clii?nt ration, accncv poliries on
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co.ms.lor qualifications, and counselor perceptions of

val.les and attitudes toward adoption.

(a) FAucatipn of Counselors. The majority of

counselors were college graduates. Approx-

imately half had completed a masters degree.

Howeqer, the backgrounds of counselors varied widely

with respect to area of educational special-

ization. Specializations included anthro-

pology, journalism, nursing, biology, psych-

ololy, art, social work, real estate, public

re1itions, and home economics.

(b) Adolescents Served. Counselors reported

,wrvinn nearly 19,000 pregnant teens during

Qalendar year 19H2. Of this number, nearly

Ali were served in health facilities. Only

15 in 100 were served in social service type

fa.ilities. Nearly 3/4 of adolescents served

wore classified as either low income or

asistance recipients. Counselor

.estimates of options chosen were available

for 16,565 pregnant teens. Of this number,

ao,).:t. 'WA chose to parent a child, 46% chose

to terminlr the pregnanry, and 4i made an

li,p.ion (,l In. However for the teens who

-.1rried their :hilJ to term (N = 8,J80), 92%

...tio:so to pircnt, ini Rs M3410 in adoptinn plan.
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(c) Staffing Patterns. The ratio of pregnant

teens served to number of counselors per

aqency varied from a low of 12:1 for social

service agencies, to a high of 116:1 for

health agencies.

(d) Counselor Qualifications. Overall, only 55%

of the agencies reported having special quali-

fications for pregnancy counseling. Many health

facilities lacked special requirements for

counselors, especially agencies with high

client to counselor ratios (i.e. 100:1).

(d) Community Attitudes Toward Adoption. Agencies

wr .asked to take as a reference point the

community area which they serve and to judge

the extent to which that community was favor-

ab14!, unfavorable, or neutral toward adoption

as an option for pregnant teens. Adoption

received overall ratings of 35% favorable,

4( unfavorable, and 25% neutral. By far

the lowest leVel of favorable ratings toward

(About 20i) were noted in the health-

floilities. The perceptions of

hIltn re)ardinq community attitudes

d'it i tdof.,i.ln are vita since in Illinois

t !:.11th fa.:ilities that serve more

0! t!lf pr,qr.tnt teer.S. TheretOre.
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agency perceptions of levels of community

acceptance of adoption are likely to have

an effect on whether or not adoption is dis-

cussed, as well as on how adoption is pre-

sented.

With respect to our project, a summary of results is

provided for three questions considered central to the study.

First, what attitudes and beliefs do counselors have about

adoption? second, what information do counselors have about

adoption and how accurate is their information? Third, what

are typical practices and procedures used in the counseling

process?

The "ideal" counseling equation for adoption requires

meeting three conditions: la) Positive counselor orientations

toward adoption planning ar; a plausible alternative for

adolescents, (b) Information about adoption that is factually

sound and which equips counselors with a knowledge base suffi-

cient to handle routine questions with informed confidence,

and (c) A capacity to enyaqe in "active" counseling with

adolescent clients sufficient to ensure that adoption re-

c(.Lve:: 2luitable consideration in the decision process.

Cf;;ential re:;u1t for our three core questions are summarized

al follows:

%:VESTION ONE

0.1t;w: Belio.f!; do rounselor3 have about Adopt ion?

1 .1' attitudes toward acbiption were studied two

W. ;:; IV! .1:;+? of a 100 item Co,,nselor Orientation
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Inventory., and (2) A series of case vignettes depicting

pregnant adolescents. For each vignette counselors were

asked to make a choice between all combinations of options,

taken two at a time. Patenting, adoptione and abortion were

the three options used with each vignette. The 100 item Coun-

selor Orientation Inventory, consisted of 34 adoption items,

38 parenting items, and 28 abortion items. Counselors were

far more positive toward adoption and abortion as options

than about parenting for adolescents. The level of positive

counselor support for each of three options was - adoption-

74i, abortion -72i, and parenting-51i. Counselors consider

the parenting option as undesirable for adolescents, and in

terms of attitudes conveyed in the inventory indicate that

adoption in preferable option. Results derived from a

separate paired-comparison analysis of counselor responses

to adolencent vinettes supports the Counselor Orientation

Inventory data.

Expresqnd in terms of mean cumulated point scores for

th vtnttel, counselor preference for each of three options

jioptt(.n-27 points, abortion-24 points, and parenting -8

In Alioct, coun31ors preferred adoption (and abortion)

t ) Itenti%) deo:.:ive marlin. The low point score

11 !- pareelini soi)ent» that as a groap, counselors

).) 111. c.)-!1...tt )(1 tt. 1, parenting offer: ) delirat.l

f u,wvr, dr..ott 2t:,,n31 beAtofs

I t, I wt!. tI !.. tr , to tot : 11 oract
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counselors paradoxically stand up as firm supporters of

adolescent decisions to parent.

Despite general agreement among counselors that

adoption is preferable to parenting for most adolescents,

many variations were noted in counselor attitude toward

specific adoption issues.

Percentage distribtitions of counselor responses to

each of 34 adoption items are summarized in Table 1. Infor-

mation is given for all counselors (N 1321, and separately

for white counselors (N 99), and for non-white counselors

(N 33). Examples of differences in attitude and belief

are:

(1) Relatively few counselors believe that

pregnant teens want information about adop-

tion. The fairly low counselor expectation

of receptivity among pregnant teens for

adoption information probably influences

counselors in presenting adoption as an

alternative.

(2) A noticeable percentage of counselors

"belivve that placing a child for adoption

creates a lifetime of worry, pain, and

guilt for th., birth mosr.
( 3) .:(3 ; :11.1roly .11v idi.<1 r..-

larding the effectivenoss of apen-r..cor,15
1.011 .tes .t 5 1 meth° of ,m.-0 ir punt atio1.!s-
,nr , tn 1)t) :1111.
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(4) Counselors are not agreed about whether

adoption is presented as an alternative,

or whether adolescents are provided an

opportunity tc consider adoption against

other optior

(5) Many counseLc....s fail to make a distinction

between agency adoptions, and adoptions

arranged privately by lawyers or doctors.

QUESTION TWO

What inforration do counselors have about adoption?

Counselor responses to information type questions about

adoption were characterized by varying degrees of uncertainty.

Over a series of 10 items, uncertainty ranged from 9% to 32%.

Variations were even larger when counselor's responses were

analyzed separately with respect to social service or health

facility. For example, in response to item 9 (Table 2) "My

doctor said he could handle the adoption for me and that I

wouldn't have to go through an agency, is this legal in

Illinois ?" Twenty-nine percent were uncertain or answered

don't know, another 19% responded "No," the remaining 52i

an;wered "Ye;;." Nearly 40% of counselors in health settings

were liuncettain." Table 2 summarizes counselor responses to

10 questions about adoption asked by a pregnant teen

(hypothetic11 case). Overall, less than 1 in 3 counselors

rel,utted hivinq a "high" degree of confidence in the

accuracy of their inforation about adoption. Moreover, nearly

41A of the counselors in health settings reported having a low

ol c'ulftdnoo in the accuracy of information about adoption.
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QUESTION THREE

FINIEstypicalcounselor practices with pregnant adolescents?

Counselors were asked to judge which of three counseling

approaches were (a) most effective with pregnant teens (b) least

effective, with pregnant teens and (c) which approach came

closest to the method used by the counselor. The three approaches

were designated Neutral, Active, and Supportive.

The Neutral approach was described as "counselor is mostly

neutral, objective and professional; dispenses information but

does not try to influence client for or against any option."

The Active approach was described as "counselor assumes an

active and directive part in attempting to influence client to-

ward the option counselor thinks is in client's best interest."

The Supportive approach was described as "counselor tries to

support any decision a client makes, even when a counselor is gen-

uinely concerned that a particular decision might be a mistake

for a client." Overall, 75% of the counselors identified the

neutral approach as the most effective with teenagers. The

approach designated as least effective by a wide majority of the

co mselors was the active/directive style. Nearly 7 in 10 coun-

selors chose neutral as the method closest to their approach.

TA,1 i !;ummarizes for white and non - white counselors their pre-

ft.r..nc.1 for ,each of three approaches.

The main ifference was that non-white counselors were

::11t!-J1; le.;s f:orAble toward the neutral style than were white
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counselor:;. Overall, neutral (non-directive) and supportive

approaches characterize the practice of most pregnancy counselors,

and are identifi-d Is the preferred methods, irrespective of type

or level of education, race, or service setting. Although there

Is a sliqht tendency among non-white counselors toward using direc-

tive (active) approaches, by and large, the principle of client

self-determinism is dominant among pregnancy counselors. Direc-

tive methods, are viewed as unworkable and unacceptable.

The following summary observations are offered:

Counselor Attitude Toward Adoption

1. Counselors are ess*ntially positive about adoption.

For must counselors adoption is clearly preferable to

adolescent parenting. Even though adoption is not

synonymous with pregnancy prevention, adoption appeals

to counselors in the sense that it constitutes a form

of prevention against the risks of adolescent parenting,

for the child as well as for the birth mother.

2. Counselor knowledge about adoption

Counselor information about adoption is inconsistent and

if; too often inaccurate. Given the presert state-of-the

art of pregnancy counseling, there is little assurance

.lhdoseent3 uniformly receive

jc :rat adoption information. Information deficiencies

with reflpect to adoption are most likely to occur in

health settings. However, if counselors sensed a "demand"

trim adoltsoents for adoption informatioN the situation

pt4,n4117 UP remedied through traditional traiDIA*
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3. Counselor Prcctices

Counselor adherence to a neutral non-directive, and essen-

tially "value-free" style,seems insufficient to stimulate

adolescent clients to consider adoption. Counselor neu-

trality (or perhaps reluctance) places much of the burden

on the adolescent to indicate interest in discussing

adoption. There may be concern among counselors that a

neutral procedure of initiating discussion of adoption

with adolescent clients would be threatening, invite

resistance i.nd impair the counselors ability to help.

4. Counselor Expectations for Adoption

Preparation of adolescents parenting has ',merged as

the focal point for service delivery. Health facilities

and social agencies are now geared to the expectations

that fully 95% of the adolescents who Larry a child to

term will decide on the parenting option. Most counselors

take the absence of overt adolescent interest in adoption

as given, and proceed on the assumption that all teens are

willng to accept the parent and indeed are entitled

to do so without question or interference from state or

omanity agencies. ?s a consequence, most counselors

bavr- low expectations for adoption, assume a passive

attiJde toward adoption, and discuss adoption only if

,-lienr asks. The strategy of placing the burden on

.ne aolescent client assumes that adolescents who do

n ipenly ask about adoption are not interested (ot

adoption, in not have que-ations about
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adoption, or have not been thinking about adoption.

The meager evidence available suggests that many preg-

nant adolescents give some thought to adoption, and can

cite persons they know who are adopted, or had adopted

a child. The need exists for objective evidence on this

topic.

'. Future Directions

It was encouraging to learn that counselor attitudes

toward the adoption option are essentially positive.

The term "positive" is used in a pragmatic sense, and

ret..rs only to adoption as a comparative alternative

with respect to other options, such as adolescent

parenting. Counselors work in the context of a con-

sumer model, and are sensitive to the "market" so to

f:peak - that is the options that are utilized by

adolescents and supported by friends, families and

communities. By virtue of their interview responses,

counselors have expressed an inclination to encourage

adolescents to consider the adoption alternative.

However, the, appear unsure as to the potential "market"

for placing increaned emphasis on adoption planning.

The ri:tlear(h component of the Adolescent Family Life

At barely net...Itched the surface in terms of know -

1... t t.,il 1irnl rolated to optimiing the adoption

alternative. :ieveral directions appear to have research

merlt;
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a) research to determine how counselors can

help adolescents to look at the adoption

alternative as one that may he in the best

interest of the chi'd, as well an for the

mother.

b) experimentation in the controlled use of media

in programs designed to heighten community

awareness of adoption as a positive approach

to family building. That is, large scale

("saturation") use of TV, radio, magazine,

films and so on to help inform and shape

community opinion about adoption, with the

loal of achieving a more receptive and

"normalizing" community environment for

adoption. Stanford University, for example,

l.as done exemplary research in studying the

effects of mass communication techniques on

ct.injing community tehavior with respect to

tt orovntion of heart disease.

ci research in needed to determine the receptivity

l,v01%; of .tdolo....cents toward adoption planning.

i-it-d 11-$1...:cent interest in .idoption i n taken

$ .r rent prorAmn tro on th

r ir sr

I.. -41t!. ..:o.;0% :noort)

. ' : ' :% 7' it :
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on this topic would be useful to pregnancy coun-

selors, especially those in health settings. Our

group at the University of Illinois is conducting

exploratory research on the topic of "Measuring

Adolescent Receptivity Toward Adoption Planning."

It is our intent to develop a measuring device

that can be used in counseling facilities on a

large scale basis. We began our research with

a 20 item scale to measure receptivity toward

adoption planning. Based on preliminary data

from 302 adolescent mothers and pregnant adoles-

cents we have narrowed our item cluster down to

five (5) factors selected by adolescents as im-

portant pre-conditions in order for them to con-

sider making an adoption plan.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks. I want to

convey to you and to members of the subcommittee my aopreciation

for the opportunity to share information about our adoption research.

As a grantee under the Adolescent Family Life Act I hope this in-

formation is useful to your committee. I will he happy to answer

an; 1Jeattclw; that you mtlht have.
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES

TABLE 1 - ORIENTATIONS OF PREGNANCY COUNSELORS TOWARD ADOPTION

TABLE 2 - COUNSELOR RESPONSES TO TEN QUESTIONS FROM AN
ADOLESCENT CLIENT ABOUT ADOPTION (HYPOTHETICAL CASE)

TABLE i - PREFERENCES FOR EACH OF THREE APPROACHES TO
COUNSELING ADOLESCENTS AS EXPRESSED BY WHITE
AND NON-WHITE COUNSELORS
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TABLE I

ORIENTATIONS OF PREGNANCY COUNSELORS TOWARD ADOPTION

ADOPTION ITEM

COUNSELOR RESPONSES
ALL COUNSELORS 'WMlik COUMORS NONWHITE COUNSELOR

ONLY 040
I DIS- 1 CIS-

I AGREE AGREE I AGREE AGREE I

Teens want adoption
information

Private adoptions are
as loud as agency
adoptions.

i Pregnant teens under
16 should consider
an adoption plan.

4 Adoption information
in..;11 1, trqaltPd in
ill r..n prowimn.

If Teen finds she can't
le a good parent an
adoption plan should
be eonsideru.l.

Alen, LOS are the most
.rite on7c of

..1..p.iun information.

Pregnant teens do not
see adoption As desir-
able.

n. Friends and family of
tund are usually neg-
ative about adoption.

t*,nselors aulally pre-
nnt 14OptIOR to a key

ill,. 411,..111 414..
wilt t!On'S only

is a last resort.

dclopti%..n Li ..;on-
.tirei the :,Iny'n
! .11 b.t ;Iron
1 't1 " t 4.1..

LI. 1.

22 78 23 77

23 77 20 80

81 19 90 10

96 4 97 3

87 li 90 10

88 12 90 JO

84 16 85 15

75 25 76 24

60 40 62 38

5 95 1 99

an 12 66 14
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AGREE
% D1S-
AGREE!

78 22

33 17

55 4$

91 9

79 21

85 15

02 18

73 27

55 45

15 85

77 21
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TAHLE 1

ORIENTATLUNS OF PREGNANCY COUNSELORS TOWARD ADOPTION

COUNSELOR RESPONSES

AcoPTIuN ITEM

ALL COUNSELORS WHITE COUNSELORS
ONLY

NONWHITE COUNIELO
ONjiY

AGREE
t
Aug;i AGREE

A

AGREE 4 AGREE
A 01S-
AGREE

upen adoption Is mure
attractive to teens. 51 49 55 45 39 61

F.rr...leS of teens have
Lite. information

shoat adoption. 1 99 a 98 0 100

44, Counselors see adopt/on
as more destiable than
abortion. 45 S5 41 54 58 42

15. .1u..nselors hove adequst
information about adop-
tion. 67 33 65 35 73 27

1b.
4.:eunstelors dislike some
otiv placin a child for
adoption. 25 75 23 77 30 70

Adopted vnt/ltn are
unnappy 5 95 1 99 18 62

. . Peep/0 in this communit
pleter adoption over
aortlen. 43 57 47 53 30 70

Teens who make an adop-
tion plan are sortally
and emottonally /Mtn-

S 95 3 97 12 SS

Maxint an adoption plan
crlt,ts i Ittettme of
wot:i anl pain for the
U1ttn uwther. 21 79 16 84 33 77

FQ!.ter plA:emvnt3 ore
4Do.t the sAgle as
aJopttve pla.:erents.

e Teens who make an adop-
tuAl plan will regret
this dectsten in
ltte.

9

21

91

79

7

15

93

85

15

39

SS

61

i
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TABLE 1

ORIENTATIONS OF PREGNANCY COUNSELORS TOWARD ADOPTION

ADOPTION ITEM

Adoptive couples usuall
favor their biological
child over their adop-
tive child.

14. Adoptive families help
society by taking in
homeless children.

Teens should be dis-
couraged from an adop-
tion plan because they
will later think they
made a mistake.

I. most people question
how a mother can make
an adoption plan after
giving birth to the
child.

s ; . Counselors sr..:1q
refer to a licensed
placement agency rather
than provide the infor-
mation themselves.

tn. Most pregnant teens
want counselors to give
them information about
adoption.

zi),:ner or later a birth
motner will look for the
.n114 placed for adop-
t-ion.

:erns who make 4n adop-
tion plan are usually
rat..re in reasoning and
te:ision

Adc.plon Jsually works
fur most

125

COUNSELOR RESPONSES
ALL COUNSELORS WHITE COUNSELORS

Ot(L
NONwnITE Calms Zisca

DIS -
AGREEIAGREE

DIS-
AGREE AGREE

DIR..
AallE11

10 90 9 91 12 ss

69 31 66 34 76 24

5 95 1 99 15 85

78 22 20 73 27

72 28 73 27 70 30

53 47 55 45 48 52

14 86 10 90 27 73

75 25 79 21 64 36

88 12 92 8 76 24
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TABLE 1

ORIENTATIONS or PREGNANCY COUNSELORS TOWARD ADOPTION

ADOPTION ITEM

COUNSELOR RESPONSE
ALL COUNSELORS WRIVENSLIMPINTTE COflASELC

II AGREE
I DIS-
AGREE

ONLY ONLY
11 -
AGUE11 AGREE

1 DIS--

AGREE t AGREE

Adoption is a risky opt
ion because it has
t.ndesirable effects ,n
the birth mother and
the child placed. 12

34. when a 15 year old preg
nant teen says .1f I'm
going to be pregnant
for 9 months I' going
to keep ay baby.° The
counselor should go
along with her wishes. 44

is. A 11,:qnst.d placement
agency is the beet
source of adoption
information. 90

48 9

56 42

10 90

91

58

10
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TABLE 2

COUNSELOR RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ABOUT

ADOPTION 'mom A PREGNANT TEEN (HYPOTHETICAL CASE)

Question from
Pregnant Teens

Will I be told whether or
not my child is actually
placed for adoption?"'

2. "Will an agency tell me what
the adoptive family is like?"

3. "Will I be able to visit my
child after he /she is adopted?"

4. "Will I be able to meet and
talk to the family that wants
to adopt before I actually make
a decision*"

5. "Does my boyfriend have any rights
to the child if I make a final de-
cision about adoption?"

6. "It I choose adoption will all
of my medical expenses be paid?"

"If I hoose adoption will I
ho notified when the decree is
final?"

1.

S. "If I choose adoption and go
through an agency will the hos-
pital expenses be paid?"

'My doctor said he could handle
the adoption for me and that I

wouldn't hay, to go through an
agency. Is this legal in
Illinois.-

"If 1 choose to make an adoption
plan will I have a chance to
Chang" my mind before the place-
ment is final?"

127

Counselor Response

"Yes" "No" "Uncertain/
Don't Know

81.7% 5.3% 13%

80.2% 7.8% 12.2%

2.3% 83.1% 14.6%

13.0% 82.8% 24.4%

89.5% 15.3% 15.2%

49.8% 18.3% 32.1%

58.3% 16.7% 25.0%

56.1% 11.4% 32.8%

52.3% 18.9% 28.8%

75.8% 15.21 9.1%
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TABLE

Preferences for each of Three

Approaches to Counseling Adolescents

as Expressed by White and Non-White

Counselors

Perceived
Utility of
Method

Most Effective

Least Effective

Method used
by Courvielor

Counseling Approach

Neutral Active Supportive
White 72% 8% 20%
Non-white 771 71 161

White 61 701 161
Non-white 191 651 16%

White 72% 91 191

Non-white
57% 20% 231
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Senator 14:NroN. I assure. you, Dr. Mech, that it is useful andquite newly informative to me. I am impressed particularly by yourrather firm conclusion that the knowledge of counselors regardingadoption is relatively low. That seems to be one of your firmest
conclusions.

You said in the written statement, "If counselors sensed ademand from adolescents for adoption information, the situation
could probably be remedied through traditional training channels."
Lacking that, what would you suggest? It seems that you are infer-ring that since there is not a demand from adolescents for adoption
information, you cannot train the counselors to know more aboutadoption.

Dr. Mi.:cm There are two approaches I think.you can take, maybemore. The one I am looking at is I do not think counselors aregoing tG be as receptive to training if they do not think there is amarket for it.
In fact, that is probably one reason that adoption is not beingutilized. Counselors are not as up on adoption information as onecould expect. They do not think there is receptivity from themarket; hence it is not usable to them.
To give training in the absence of some convincing evidence thatthere is a market I think would be useful. They should have it, butI do not think they are connected to it now.
Senator DENTON. I guess implicit in what you say is that there isreally a market for adoption in that there are a great number ofpotential adoptive parents waiting to realize their desire, but in theother sense, the teenagers do not demand from the counselors in-formation in that direction because it is not their own disposition.I conclude that you are in favor of doing something about filling

that knowledge gap on the part of counselors and that they should
know more about adoption.

Dr. Wen. Well, it seems somewhat clear to me that counselors
are hesitant about checking out whether the adolescent client is in-terested in adoption. In other words, the burden is on the adoles-cent client to come in and open it up.

My point is that if we had more information through the re-search part of the Adolescent Family Life Act that this might be alogical area because counselors are very aware of the market, Sen-ator. In a sense they think they know wilt t their communities be-
lieve and they also think they know what the adolescents believe,
and they think they most want to take the parenting option.

Senator DENTON. In your written testimony you also have this
statement. "The level of positive counselor support for each of thethree' options was adoption, 74 percent; abortion, 72 percent; andparenting. :-)1 percent,' which to me is an interesting set of per-centages.

You state in the progress report submitted to the Office of Ado-
lescent Pregnancy Programs that 25 to 40 percent of pregnancycounselors believe that placing a child for adoption results in a We-
1 ime of pain, worry. and guilt for the mother.

Do any of the counselors that you interviewed seem to have the
satm perception about abortion?

Dr. NIEcti. Yes. The point I think I was trying to make is thisthat the' counselors see options other than parenting as being the
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more desirable route. In other words, they are definitely not for the
adolescent parenting option. They are all for prevention.

Senator DENTON. Do you feel that the Adolescent Family Life
Programs as they presently exist can help to reverse some of these
perceptions about adoption or are you emphasizing that perhaps
of course, you do not know all the research projects that we have
going, but certainly you have made a good suggestionbut do you
feel that as they presently exist these programs might help reverse
some of the perceptions about adoption?

Dr. MECH. Yes.
Senator DENTON. Well, that has certainly been the intent of the

author of the bill. We will study very carefully what you have sub-
mitted. It is most interesting and relevant. You have broken up
your statistics by race and teens and the counselor responses to dif-
ferent questions. You even have the counselor's perceptions of most
effective and least effective methods respecting the neutral method,
the active method, and the supportive method. We value your find-
ings and shall be corresponeiag with you and thank you very much
for your testimony this morning, Dr. Mech.

Dr. MECH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DENTON. Our final witnessand I want to thank her for

her patience; she is not least though she is lastDr. Janet Hardy,
the Director of Children and Youth Program, at Johns Hopkins
University in Baltimore.

She, too, is the recipient of an Adolescent Family Life research
grant and has examined the use by pregnant adolescents of re-
sources in the community. I want to thank you for coming today,
Dr. Hardy, and again, for your patience.

Please begin.

STATEMENT OF JANET HARDY, M.D.. DIRECTOR, CHILDREN AND
YOUTH PROGRAM, JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL, BALTIMORE, MD

Dr. HARDY. Senator Denton, thank you very much for inviting
me. It has been interesting to listen to the people who came ahead
of me.

I have been requested to talk particularly about the current re-
search project that you have just mentioned. It is in line with com-
ments made by Dr. Brandt and Mrs. Mecklenburg this morning
about the importance of evaluating the effectiveness of the kind of
care that adolescents receive, not only the effectiveness but also
the cost and ultimately the cost benefits of the use of various re-
sources available to the young mothers and their infants from
public and private agencies as well as from the young fathers, fam-
ilies. and friends.

We are measuring effectiveness in terms of both the immediate
pregnancy outcome and longer range outcomes of the young
mother and child. Included among these outcomes are those of the
pregnancy itself. the subsequent health of mothers, of infants, the
completion of education. marriage and separation and divorce, the
occurrence of subsequent pregnancy and its resolution, employ-
ment. income. welfare dependency, and also the child's develop-

the 15-month period of followup in the study.
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We are also looking at the reasons for timely use and nonuse of
various services and barriers to obtaining services such as prenatal
care, for instance.

The research subjects represent a stratified random sample of all
births to women under 18 years, in Baltimore in 1983, and thus it
covers a range of social classes and both black and white families.

After an elaborate informed consent process, the young mothers
are interviewed at :3 months and 15 months after delivery to deter-
mine the outcomes, the resources and the barriers.

The study, because it is based on a random sample of all births,
can provide objective, unbiased examination of the problems of ado-
lescent pregnancy and the effectiveness and costs of various levels
and types of service which provide care, including services that
have been provided at Hopkins.

The preliminary results from interviews with black adolescents,
and this is because there were many more black adolescents than
white and so we had a sufficient number of interviews to work
with, :3 months after delivery make the following points:

About 89 percent of the girls were not using contraception when
they became pregnant though many of them had been sexually
active for months before they became pregnant. Those girls who re-
ceived care in the hospital-based comprehensive programs, of which
there are two in Baltimore, had fewer complications of pregnancy,
fewer C-sections, and considerably fewer low birth weight infants,
and these three problems all add greatly to the cost of care. In my
view, comprehensive programs are effective because they offer a
range of needed services, because of individual case management
with followup, and because of health, family planning, parenting,
and ch. d care education offered. I would like to make two or three
comments about testimony presented this morning, if I may. One is
that I am sure the subcommittee-

Senator DENTON. Since your time is up on your statement, I will
consider this, in all fairness to the others, as an answer to the
question, "Do you have any comments about the testimony offered
before you this morning.?"

Dr. HARDY. Thank you for bailing me out.
I am sure the subcommittee is aware that there are many differ-

ent populations of pregnant, parenting, and sexually active adoles-
cents in the United States and that their management requires
rather different approaches.

The special needs of black, poor, inner-city adolescents did not
seem to be mentioned very much this morning, though they make
up a very large portion of the cost of the problem.

I think that was the main point that I saw. You have been
asking people if they would like to see the legislation changed in
any way. You are right on target in terms of family involvement.
That is very important. but I would rather see the legislation urge
family involvement rather than mandate it.

One of the findings from our resource use study was that a
number of girls did not seek prenatal care and did not seek contra-
ceptive services before they got pregnant because they were afraid
their families would Lind out, and they were afraid of family retri-
bution.
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Our experience with a pregnancy prevention program has shown
that half of the girls who come request confidentiality at the first
visit, out after the educational process has taken place and, by the
time they come back a . nonth later, most of them have talked with
their parents and the mandating really is not necessary.

Thank you.
The prepared statement of Dr. Hardy and responses to questions

of Senator Denton follow:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JANET B. HARDY

-i-

The testimony to be offered on this occasion comes from more than 10 years
e xiecience with adolescent pregnancy, patenting and pregnancy prevention at the
Joon) Hopkins Hospital. During that period over 3,000 pregnant girls under Id
years of age have received care in a special adolescent pregnancy program and
some 1'300 mother-child pairs have been enrolled in the intensive three year fol-
I.W-A, program which provides continuing primary and preventive twalth care for

rg,thers and children, an extensive health And parenting educational cum -.u-
..,.c 44 ?sy:hos,..lal support with referral to community agencies for other netcled
servi.r.

Baltimore has the dubious dinstinction of having the highest rate of adoles-
.e.t i-regnancy, female he.:Jed. single parent families and sexually transmitteu
heels, or any city ut its size in the country. Se. Table 1 for estimated colts.

The informatwn provided in this testimony ,:trots from service oriented
.eseat.n in several relate) areas:

I. :ne cost - effectiveness of providing comprehensive services tv pregnant
1. I r ii e;:t i i 1J.'les_er.ts:

Pre :Any prevention:

1. The st.ly cf several handred parents of seventh graders st a lar4e.
.aniar niin u,nicl t) determine their knowledge of and attitudes with rest e:t

t. nartilqe. Leir.,JuLtion and contraception, their communication with their zhil-
u re:. ab...t these issues and tneir attitudes toward 6424 education in the schcx1S;

4. kesear:h involvini the fre4aemIr of sexually transmitted disease in
rep-int non-pejnant adoles-ents,

5. Reseat_n in;:lving resource use by prernant and parenting adolescents.

F brie.` introchictiJn, tindingS from each area will be briefly

Aga.s.cits l' and under accounted for approximately 20% of first birtns in
oi:-tm,re City in lid: an.: mothers less than years accounted for -lit or rust
c.r'ns. eimty-tive per.rr.t of aAirlescent births were out A well. .:X.
vt.etien:e m st were anplanneA and many ar,wanted.

A:ir,x17)ite.y half of baltaoie's adolescent mothers do rat ftnisn rit4h
s. n. :1. ln e.:crimi:: climate. teenaged mothers who fail to finish s h..:
ni..e a very diificilt time slpporting themselves and their children. Mo..re and
':.Cis it the erban Institute have determined that wamen who were teenaged

is 1.nt m,re than, ha: : the :amities receiving AFDC. In aaaiti:-n.

lip; m.rners an$ ?hell --111:1ren more tten have health problems and tautly
aor

):r sta.iies indizate that the mildren ut adoles:ents are at parti,:alar rise
:evei:pmental delay. s,hool taliure and repetitIon or the ad ileszent ireinan.y
.e. Cirrently, amnq tne 11,;Ja0 o,r Last balttmJre children enrolled tne

.n1L!totl 41.4 Y-4th Xs, ,d% have m:Jthers who had their tits!
Liin is t 'eirl tier. ah.at 4) as in iiles.ent. A ani ieliminaiy esti-

s t t the telr.4ncy : :.d the :List year after bLIth is
Coe t3Die whi.J1 t ws.
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TABLE. I

A :tellminary and rough estimate of average costs far adc.lescent pregnancy care
m.tner and Intant for one year post-natally in Baltimore.

r TRIAL CARE

..%mrrehe:sive prenatal case. 10 visits X $90 each $ 900
x-toys, lab work, et..:.)

Labor Ilia dellvery: normal delivery S900 (d0°)
c...esarean section $1,200 (201)

f-st-:atal hosttal care:
normal dellvery, mother and child $1,300
C. section (7 Jays) mother and 4.;h111 $2,000

1/C fir Pregnant girl ($32.70 X 7 months)

940

1,440

.29

7%AfAL

well baby iediatric C414 6 visits at $3071sit 160

.41-k ht.i Are - 4 visits at 200

gaterLal oatpelefit lsits - 4 at $30 visit 120

Mtternal st-k care - 4 visits at $100 vlsit 400

vaymeNts ($.30 month X 12 months) 2,763

. -1 stamrs - for baby ($2%; month X 12 m. -stns)

. t family day :are ($7.10;day X 110 Jays) 1.1:4

$d,d15

Tr.ere were 1,470 births t. qtrls of 17 years ant belaw th SJ:tUrriOre in
032 for a total ..t $12.95a,0',0.

fp..res reeattn a Jill& in LAI. )1 0:0_4,),
t!fttt spe-tal educatt.mal services, sin)le parent social services, jtentle

and protective serires, foster care, aaoption services, reveited [.re)-
Llny 10%/year), maternal Illness and ;:ttild illness regatrinq hosittal
:htll nelect And abAse, neonatal :!art- for low btithwettht Lhtants

.) t.

..t1 Pi'lie% y: le x 12 m.-nths1 =
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Cast-Ltiectiveness of Comprehensive Adolescent Pregnancy Programs

The Johns Hopkins Adolescent Pregnancy and Parenting Program began 10 years
Lit, and nos served As a model hospital based comprehensive program, the need for
medical car. serving as the entry point. In addition to medical care, emphasis
Is placed on the importance of health, nutrition, pregnancy and parenting educa-
tion presented in a group discussion, values clarification format to encourage
learning through participation and the development of adolescent responsibility.
Individual coonse:ing of adolescents and family members is also provided and a
so,ial worker assures referral to community agencies for needed services. The
her] t.1 ..-smplete one's education is stressed. Many young fathers attend educe-

it...ups and counseling sessions. Between 300-400 adolescents deliver
earn year.

After iv1Lwery. about (J-ui of the young mothers and their infants, the
m.:st high risk and youngest motners, enroll in the Tewn.ied Clint: iTAC) for
f,11 w-ip. The clinic provides continuing primary and preventive health care

rrnels an4 Infants (and a few fathers). For three years after birth health,
abl parenting education are emphasized. A social worker provides

ar.a acerral for services.

Y ;lig mothers and infants who are not enrolled :n TAC are enrolled in the
H-pkins and Yn.th Protram, a similar but less intense service or referred

other coMMunity leSoas..es. Abut 1200 mother-child pairs are currently
enr-lied in ?AC.

:( iterizeJ data bases facilitate program monitoring and evaluation.
Similar adolescents delivered at Johns Hopkins but receiving prenatal and follow-

sre in ,tier programs have served as comparison groups for evaluation studies.
Data from two separate evaluation studies are presented.

The first evaluation was carried out using births in 1976-77 with mothers
aLs i:.:ants followed 24 months. The data are shown in Tables 2-5 (pages 2a.

&.t only was the sepcial program effective in improving the health
1.11es,:ent mothers a ;.J children, reducing the frequency of early repeat

and in helping girls graduate from, high school as compared with controls,
it was highly cost-effective. The program costs. over and above routine medical
-Ire _sits, were 577) per mother-child paid for the pregnancy and the two year
:, w-ip as compared witn averted costs (cost savings as compared with the

exi.eaien..:e of controls) of $1.440 - in 1979 dollars.

The sec.ni evaluation study was carried out using births in 1979 and 1980.
The zumpairS.)r. group was the Hopkins Comprehensive Care Clint: which also pro-
q::el preLatal ,-;are and follow-op medical care for mothers and babies separately,
i..er io;ivery. This program had no frmal edacational curriculum ana s' cia1
servi e was available only on a crisis basis. Community linkages were less
e:!e.tive. ti,Ltheless, it was similar t.a many comriehensive programs.

The res.lts df tnrs evaluation. which did not include welfare support are
w! in tab.es :di4es 13 triso4gh 2h).
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frecuency of Complications of Pregnancy. Labor and Delivery

in 466 Black HAC and 1004 Other Black Adolescents

Delivered at Johns Hopkins. 1976 and 1977

t.s I.; s A: : Pro.] aft

CONDITION HAC (nw466)
Percent

OTHERS (n-1004)
Percent

Prenatal

Preeclampsia
Toxemia 5.7 12.1"

Pyeenephritis, UTI 8.0 15.6"
Neuro-psychiatric 0.8 2.5"
Venereal. Disease 7.9 10.6

Height (60 in. and below) . 18.9 13.6

Weight gain (10 lbs. or less) 9.7 8.6
More than 12 prenatal visits 15.2 25.5 . .

Labor and Delivery
Cesarean section 11.7 14.7
Cervical laceration 2.8 4.2

13;ecnancv Outcome

Smilnirth 0.63 1.3"
Neonatal death 1.1 3.3"
Perinatal death 1.7 4.7"
Short gestation

(less than 37 wks.)
11.6 14.7'

Eirthweight below 2500 gas. 14.7 14.7

Res:Jsmtson 11.9 15.2'

p < .001

13
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FOLLOW-UP:

JOHNS HOPKINS ADOLESCENT PROQRAA

FIRST EVALUATION

L14 ZATFN
A7te

PERCLAT
OThEITIAL

30.5

CJmp. 1:th gade 42.1 20.6

'1APilED 19.5 10.9

41.:XARE GEPENOUT 4b.0 60.0

V. LA WDRKED 76.$ 52.1

CILD
. ;.; m.-!her at LI:ht m).5 437.0

p; 1 ;.. mctner In aay 443.7 74.5

trier In day 29.3 14.43

I-ILAT FRE:NANCY
nnnthe 7.5 21.0

L. .4 montns 25.0

DIFFERENT FATHERS 42..9

MEZI...AL CARE: MOTHER
:2.0 39.1

Amb4IAtory 35.0 45.7

easily Plannln; 9o.7 65.2

Never aced F.F. 1.3 11.1

MEDICAL CARE: CHILD
All umm4nitaeLons 91.43 435.1

HcApItallzed .4.7 33.3

A2LRAGE NO. AC:..TE VISITS I 4.2 6.1

- Te!4;e1 C1inx: for aloleszent mothers ar....1 1:.tants.

'0 net tAt: ru.tners And infants referred out to commanity clint..s .Family
i.it.;..; 401 well. baby
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JOHNS HOPKINS ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
Incremental Costs Incurred (1S7! Dollars)

FIRST EVAWATION

PRENATAL RUM

Social seivICe
Psychological/et:1MM WWI screening
Educational program

DELIVERY

Special nursing cafe

FOLLOWUP PROGRAM sw
Postpartum visit
Maternal health and family planning 12S

Child health, social service, education VS
$771

Noviese wow WI soft 620.00

JOHNS HOPKINS ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
Incremental Cost enelitm2 Years e

/ AST EVALUATION

=171VIN
Reduction in emergency services (Child)

Reduction In hospitalimition (child)

Reduction in Reeplteltzetion (mother)

Reduction in Caesarean section

REDUCTION IN WELFARE
Differential probability of welfare
cost of 111120/year

REDUCTION IN REPEAT PREGNANCY COST
Dithentiai probability of repeat
pregnancy

Number

2 visits

I day

2 days

.21

.13

Ispeeted
Cid

Averled

MOO

160

170

so

SIN
750

lee

isms

. .sees sr.: t..1*eJ 4,11 it is 4: the 1.c .a; JI .:441$
. I !.I .:S IS ;1: r.! ;:. tL.. 4-1 .
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THE JOHNS HOPKINS ADOLESCENT PROGRAM: PREGNANCY VARIABLES

1979-1981

Prior Pregnancy:
Abortions

Births

Weeks Gestation:
At registration

Z12 weeks

Gonorrhea

Lowest het.. mm. 32.50

Nct. 430 cm. (anemia) 10.9

Toxemia 3.5

Weight gain 28.89

No. pernatal visits* 9.22

JHAPP 744 Others no 744

Nun Percent leaf Percent P.

11.6

7.4

17.30

15.9

7.9

*Does not include diagnostic visit

17.04

31.82

23.47

11.67

11.4 ns

10.3 ns

ns

17.8 ns

5.4 ns

.0(11

15.6 <.002

5.9 <.02

4.0001

<.006

THE JOHNS HOPKINS ADOLESCENT PROGRAM: LABOR AND DELIVERY

1979-1981 JHAPP no 744 Others n 744

Cestation age. wks.

Oestation.Z36 wks.

04. Section

C. Section,Z14 yrs.

P.R O.M. >12 hrs.

139

Mean Percent Mean Percent P.

38.48 38.41 ns

18.6 21.5 ns

17.1 19.5 ns

1.7 <.04
3.3 S.5 <.02
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SECOND EVALUATION

THE JOHNS HOPKINS ADOLESCENT PROGRAM: FETAL OUTCOME

1979-1981
JHAPP no, 744

Mean Percent

Others

Mean

nal 744

Percent P.

Birthweright, ems. 3083 3031 ns .

<2500 ems. 9.9 16.4 4.0006
<1500 ems. 1.9 3.9 <.024*

Apgar, 1 min. 7.67 7.68 <.03
5 min. 8.61 8.71 <.04

Z6 at 5 sin. 4.0 6.7 (02
Congenital
malformation* 4.9 7.0 ns

Stillbirth 1.2 1.0 ns

Neonatal death 0.4 1.2 (.08
Hospital days 4.9 6.0 <.05
*Also includes minor malformations

". Masa are high cost indicators.
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:N;AT:V:7 UTILIZATION or ADOLESCENT MOTHERS. BY YEAR AND CLINIC

JHAPP CCCC
N n ) N it

-_et tee :* 'Alcwtr,
69 59

One or tore adelsoions
Ono or pore pregnancy-

21 (30.4) 28 (47.5) 14.05

rolsood admissions 16 (23.2) 19 (32.2) N.S.

Ono or more admissions not
related to presonney 6 ( 9.7) 11 (14.7) 115.10

Xenia Surber of Oat-Patient Illness - Related Visits Node by Children is
Hit ?trot Two Tears of Lilo, by Clinic

CI _:!e Site

JIM?
ni =0 (te71CCCC-4)

TAC/CCCC $.4 12.4

Other 0.9 0.3

All Clinics 6.3 12.7

Inpatient Utilisation of Children by Year of Life an4 Clint%

AAP? CCCC

ire or More Admissions N n (2) N it (2)

:ft First Year of Life 268 21 (7.9) 231 25 (10.0) N.S.

!ri Second Year of Lift 197 3 (1.5) 172 6 ( 3-5) N.S.

'Third Year of Life 69 8 (11.6) 59 6 (10.2) N.S.

%rat Three Years
of Life 69 12 (17.4) 59 9 (15.3) )L$.
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Completeness of Well Child Core and Irmsuaisstion Status of Childres
is First Two Tears of Life, hi Clinic

Proportion of Children Ravin&

:RAPP CCCC
(..104)

a well Child Visit At:

2 weeks ($1.7)1 (11.1) pq.02
2 months (11.1) (97.2)
4 mouths (11.1) (92.3)
6 mouths (94.1) ($6.3) pc.05

1 mouths (91A) (76.0) p4.003
12 mouths (13.1) (79.1) pe.001

IS mouths (13.5) (71.1)
11 youths (90.7) (74.0) 114.01

21 *oaths (77.3) Not Required
24 months (12.1) (36.7) p4.001

Troportioa of Children
Who Missed: .

No well child visits (60.1) (31.7)
Ous well child visit (26.6) (27.9)

Two well child visits ( 7.2) (19.2)

Three or tour well child visits ( 5.2) (21.2)

!loportioa %In All Immunizetioas
Required is First Two Tears of Life (11.4) (74.0) p4.003

. week visit in JKAPP prior to 1980.

? visit excliled. This visit was not required in the CCCC program.)
!....7..red in :HAFT prior to 1980.
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170:4 :I Reported Sources f locomist the Ilmief the Interview, b C1SmSs

IHArr r, c

p41.02

Onn.Source a
..9.-

10

2

3

3

16

2

7

66

Respondent's Employment

Unemployment Compensation

Husband's Employment

Father of the Baby

Respondent's Parent(*)

Other Relatives

Social Security

Department of Social
Servtces

13 (15.6)

0 ( - )

1 ( 1.2)

16 (15.3)

13 (13.1)

2 ( 2.4)

3 ( 3.7)

71 (16.6)

(11.5)

( 2.6)

( 3.6)

( 6.0)

(15.0)

( 2.4)

( 1.3)

(76.6)

.-.es 1 LI-.:orne are not mutually exclusive.

CDST-EFFECT :': E:J.SS

Program Different* la Per farelles Chars** fer Selected Serviese
1

lervice Difference is Chaves
(CCCCninus .7110?)

Birth lospitalisatiou i 397.

Hospitalisations - child 22.

Hospitalisations - mother 261.

Largeney Services - mother SO.

Out-Patient illness use - child 143.

Well child care - 66.

Wet Difference $ 647.

4 ;et-atal petted and the first two years fllowtng birth of the lndex child.
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In summary. these results are similar to or better than those of the first
evaluation. The frequency of low birchweight infants in JHAPP girls had fallen
:Lam 14.44 in 1977 to 9.9%, while the frequency of low birthweight in the Cow
trenensive are Clinic remained at 16.4%, probably related in part to the average
weight gain in pregnancy of almost 30 pounds for JHAPP as compared with an aver-
ate of 2) pounds in CCC. Good weight gain reflects the availability of WIC and
other food and nutrition education.

This evaluation also demonstrated the unproved health of mothers and infants
in JHAPP in the three years after birth as compared with those in CCC. These
imitoved outcomes resulted in a cost savings of $847 per mother-child pair.

Preirtancry_preveitil,n

A privately funded. three-year.combined research and service demonstration
pr...gram is being carried out in a large senior high school and an equally large
;r1k-a high iabcut 1600 students in all) close to Johns Hopkins. Classroom

family living and sex education and individual and small group counseling is
:airied out by a social worker and nurse practitioner assigned in the mornings
to ea.h school. The same staff work in a "store front" clinic in the afternoons.
atudehts from tne schools may drop in for educational groups, educational movies.
slimes and counseling after school and by appointment for family planning services.
There are abK,ut 200 visits per month of which 140 are for family planning ser-
vizes. It is of interest that as many boys as girls come from the junior high -
but only about 15% of boys from the senior high.

Frxn this program we have learned that:

a. 50% of 7th graders have had intercourse at least once.

b. 13% of junior high females have been pregnant at least once.

c. there was initially little information and many misconceptions about
sexuality among students.

I. the program led to unproved knowledge and significantly improved contra-
teptive use among the sexually active students after one year.

C. after one year. there was a reduction in the number of abortions reported
by the 'cadence - it was too soon to tell about births.

t. students reported little communication from parents about puberty,
sexuality, etc.

a federally supported st.idy of parents of 7th graders. by means of an
interview conducted at home, indicated that parents knew almost as

about these issues as their children. Only 12% had sufficient
isa ,rmation to protect their own fertility. These parents overwhelmingly
ota) supported sex education in the schools.

r.. 5)% of students requested at the first family planning visit that it be
kept confidential but after two to three months most had told their
v.rents about it. A small percentage feared severe retribution and
were .1.tble to tell parents.
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itrally,Trarismitted Disease LSTDIO

Studies of the frequency of STD* among pregnant and
non-pregnant but sexually

active adolescents attending Johns Hopkins' programs tndt..ete extraordinarily

high frequencies of these gynecological infecttofis.
During pregnancy, 12% had

ionorrhosa, 37% had Chlaymdla
trachomatts, 34% had trichomonas. and 37% candia

..)11 sulture. Non-pre nant girls had Similar frequencies of gonorrhoea, and only

slightly lower frequencies of other infections. These infections may have

serious ccnsequences for the infants, who are infected during birth and for the

mtners health at later points in time. They add considerably to the overall

-vv.* adolescent pregnancy and childbearing.

BesJar:e se by Pregnant and Parenting AdolesceLts

Preliminary findings from this study of a randomly selected sample of sd,..les-

zents, felivering a baby In 1903 in Baltimore, clearly indicate that those

en.win to receive care in a comprehensive program have more favorable

.mes than those who receive care in community hospitals or {10s or no care

at all. Undoubtedly, because of fewer costly health problems and more effective

pteventim subsequent 1.regnanctes, overall costs will be considerably less for

mother -child pairs receiving comprehensive care. However. the study is not yet

.mpiete a/ spe,ifi, costs have not yet been addressed.

A -py of a presentation by Anne Duggan, Pro)ect Director, provi,iing

iLd preliminary results
iAl.pendix 1/.
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1, Introduction

Let se begin by oaring I emgrateful for this opportunity to acquaint you with the

methods and current activity of three year study vs are conducting with the

Velttmore City Wealth Department.
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Janet S. Hardy, M.D., P.I.

APPENDIX I

FAILURES IX *mum WILIZAUCM

Anne I. Duna*

s5.3TED AT A SYMPOSIUM ON ADOLESCENT PAL :NANCY
De.embet 14ni

As you know, Baltimore City is a community with established comprehensive adolescent

pregnancy programs as well se special programs within the school system and numerous

public and privets health and social services agencies. Even se, evidence suggests

that on a city -wide basis, substsatlal Numbers of adolescent mother. are not re-

ceiving needed services. What is not known is the extent to which pregnant and

parenting adolescents are unaware of available resources, are reluctant or unable

to use them, or when they do see them. fail to achieve the fell expected benefits.

Our study addresses this issue by examining the availability, accessibility, coos -
ination and use of services for pregnant and parenting adolescents in Baltimore.

(Slide 11 The major objectives of the study aver to measure the scope and costa

of existing resources, to identity barriers impeding access to needed services, and
to identify the high risk sub-groups for whom services need to be provided. Where

adolescent mothers are being reached, the seedy will identify factors associated
with lureaawi risk of not achieving expected benefits.

The study's theoretical framework is shown in slide 2. This model is based upon

that used by Aday and Anderson in their studies of access to medical care. It in-

corporates b'th delivery system and population characteristics as factors influencing

utilisation . services. The study is comprised sf two distinct data collection

efforts. nu Nona is a survey of the medical, educational and social service pro-
grans and kLencies within the City, and the second is population-based survey of

girls 17 or Ic -a who give birth in the City in 1963. While the resource survey
focuses on two of the framework' major components, that is, policy and character-
istics of the delivery system, the population -based survey furnishes information on

the three remaining components, that is, characteristics of the population at risk,
consumer satisfaction, and service use.

Today. I will begin by describing the study methods for first the resource survey
and then the population-based survey. Following this, I will give a simple example

of how the study data will be used, by sharing with you some of the information
gathered thus far in our interviews with the adolescent mothers.

11. Resource Survey Methods

In a broad , the resources available to pregnant and parenting adolescents can

be categorised as "institutional" and "individual ". Institutional resources refers

to the network of medical, educational and social service programs and policies.

Individual resources are those available from the adolescent's family, friends and

neighbors. while individual resources are examined in the population survey, the

institutional network is the focus of the resource survey.
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The 'ceps of the resource survey is delised se all Saltimere City agonise an pro-
grams providing on it more of the envies shown in Slide 3. Per the most pert,
these ere the services most essential sr desirable felt prasnast fed personas ad-
olescents, se tiniest*, by their dengnatios as "cote" and "'septennial" services
is the Title fl $fliSt pressen.

tdentillesties of romances began with a review of sloe 'noting envies directories,
swell as that publiahad by the health end Velure Conseil. free then, the isitial
felbotift0 last use developed end distributed to Sophie, Adolescent Pressen, staff
for 'WINO and unification. Over the past twe soothe, our money silafilost4If hoe
telephosed sr not with reptesentives of virtually all of the 250 ideetified re -
00Mrree. Mar olopktIVOS were to further raise the rooftree list, to %form sites
of our study end their Vele to it, sad to Identify within each sits the individual
who is beat Ole to complete the Purvey emeetionnaire.

The money itself hostas this math sad is expected to teatime. through January.
Seth resource is asked to complete a sin Me montlemealre that ewers the noes
displayed is Slide 4. Wham the survey is completed, we hope to be able to describe
the existing service system is detail, particularly the criteria that Wise who
is eligible to receive sonless at sec% type of pro$7421, sad the ways in which re-
sources cootdiaate their services through derma referral *Trueness'.

111. terdminatuftjavy_lottgli

The populations -based survey loess In March et this yea. The study population is
defind as all Saltiness City residents age 17 es lose who gone birth is 1943.
from this group, approximenly ere- third, or 430 nelescents, is selected namely
for !stardom. The study 'mole is stratified an the mother's age st delivery,
roes sod mean of liens children, since these chereeterntice nay well !attuned
her Mewing@ et she access to needed service*. To snore sufficient MOW' In
each stratum, disproportional eempliag is used. for example. eels, 1141 City birth
statistics, we prejset that approximately $0 white adolescents will sive birth at
age 13 es less is 1901. from this group, we ars selecting 1004, sr 011 SO Sirls.
On the ethos head, we estimate that slightly woe 400 17 year old black edelsceste
with no ether living childree will give birth this year. ?rem these, we age ran-
demly selecting 131 few a sample else of 40.

Duties the course of the study, each selected adolescent maims is interviewed twice--
first St shout 3 months postpartum sad spin at 15 soothe postpartum. le the first
interview, we solicit 1040fOitiOn 011 characteristics of the adolescent that may
influence hat access till resource, Including household eannitios, SOC10 -*conceit

*coitus, previous resource use, perceived seed for specific services and availability
of noontime free family sod friemds. In addition, we question the adolescent re-
sardine the types of services she has received, the sites at which they were obtained,
her reasons fir SellfetfaM each site, and her oetifecties with the services received.
for each service met received, the adolesc ent is asked whether she wanted the service,
whether and where she tried to get it, snd the reasons she tailed to get it. finally.
the interview gathers information on outcomes associated with service receipt Of non-
receipt. including complication diarist; pregoaecy an at delivery, use of entree'''.
Lives, educational goals and achievement, and Ledicaters it financial independence.

The IS-month postpartum interview parallels the first to that it feces.. on the types
of services desired, sought and obtained in the prior year, their source and the
reasons for selecting each source. In addition, we will examine the adolescent's
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weal activity ad see of eseerseeptives, bit edoestlemal sad volatiseel esperieme,
eeettemie ad social mobility. ?Molly, the laterview will be weed to assess
she child's development end ...dial history. is wallas the role if the child's
lather ever the past year.

IV. Aerate

low 1 would like to share with lee very seelleinary leek it aims of abet we have
loused teem a potties el the aisle later/level to date. 'palliest'', blest ad-
eleeteets who save birth is /sneer, throws% April of this yaw, ad have 0 Ow
living sbildros. Ise total, Si delesseet la this breed *stormy were *sleeted for
Wiest'. la the study. Ot these, 73, ee Of* were isearriewed. Comporiees et re -

spsedeets sod nott-sespendeate with reused to domegraphie sad melted variables
eesteined is birth sertitleates revealed se ieeldisase ditteremess MMus the two
groups. 4111de 3) rev the mist pert, the girls interviewed are very mesh like
these Corncribsd is the Swapper's retest series em the bresbiows et the black family
la the city. As shwa is the gilds, the girls teed to came from bieblysebile.
large howeeholde heeded by s teals. Sell of the veopeodamts had awed it hit
elms is the pest live years, and se -tittb had sewed see we me times sloes they
lamed they were present. ilme-tiftb et the hessabeld bare sight or MSS members.
Pearly $02 if the girls live fa howeehold heeded by tousle. The cyclical mature
if edeleaseat peogemey is dememeteted by the ago if the rospomdent' either at the
time et bet fleet birth. Is them -hefted et eve Geese, the 'atonal grandmother
was a tesseges wham she bob her first eltildi la bell st sloe eSS4, Ski, like her
daughter, wee 17 yews et age en yeemger. The sammis elates if the resposiasts'
households is reflected la the lopleyeset states at their embers. Is early halt
if the households, se see is empleyed, seed is 37.52, SO seas is 11100la twit -time.
Over four -fifth. if the bevaholds ate dependent em polite assistance.

Hewes today's eeeteresee hos smeared ee esepeheasivo edeleseent propane, it
sense appropriate be mesas' the pivotal series of those dwelled is Sorb a program
VOISIN thee. she received their premats1 ears teem ether sites. Mg tobjactive is sot

to erosion duttaitive widows* that earelleeet is a esepreitensiv 440140rest pres
saucy program lads to better outcome tee the young Botha sod her child, but
rather to give you a simple illostratioe if has study data earn be said to deeribe
the says is which ewe city's parenting edelseeset use eke system et responses avail-
able, sad the eneseewences if Weems matures of resource wee. dime adolseeet
pregeseey preemie strive to identity aed meet their ellemte special odeestiowsl
sad social service seeds, we will leek set wily at the medical aspects of pressarry,
but oleo et the weepsedents' ability to obtain seeded had stile gnomes, her
esteeming skills, academie course, sod methel et child care.

Is this sample et 73, two 14 year old respemdeets received as prenatal este. Is both

ineteacee, the reap...dein denied beteg aver that she we. pf0411414 until AOrtly
before delivery. Of the remaining 71 cases, 24 were welled in either the Welkin,
Adolescent Pregnancy Program, or that offered at the University of *stylist/. the

remaining A/ eases received their prenatal care at *thee sites.

Slide 6 displays the respoedeots' household characteristics by site et prematel
ears. The two groups are rmasrliebly Silas in all but two respects. A lesser
proportion it adolescent prcgaeocy program enrollees come tree households hooded
by female and dependent wean essistsece tram the Departmeat if foetal Senate*.
I should note also that eioleseent pregram garotte** MI slightly miser: et delivery
this those who received their etre elsewhere, the MS. sgs 01 the tie group Ming
1S.2 end Me years. respectively. All if these differences would plate the ad-
olescent progress aural's.. at higher risk et the adverse ceesequencee if early

thildbesriee.

4 8
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Slide 7 displays our floatage with solar/ to selected aspens of the odelsecomes
prenatal . Girls Garotted is em adolescent pregassay prestos tended to Wain
their prenatal care earlier. Only oat-sighth at those is as edolegaset program
Hien prenatal core in their third trimmer, se opposed to ever eon quarter of
those receiving ears free other site. As might be ospected, these is adolescatt
programs overesed slightly nor. presume' viola,. While stealer rates of high blood
pressor., pre-ocleepois sad oclompsia were feast is the two group., &early twice as
e asy girls receivimg preset:1 cars Meta. as adolescent redraft reported being
told they had anomie than did these hiss adolescent program. Similerly, the rots
of keepttaliestioe &rims pregnancy we over twice as high ter girls receiving care
outside an sdelsocent program, their rats few consorts. @settee vas these times
that of adolescent program enrollees, sad their childrem were mere likely to be
ef low birthweight. Nome of the childrem berm to odelsoceat proves aerates. re-
quired !suasive cars services at birth; 3, er 4.51 of those bets to girls is the
other stoup did require 1114011 services. the differost rates ter caesarian incites
o re net refloctod is the mothers' sad children.' lemsell of lespitaliSatims at birth,
which ors similes for the two groups.

(Slide I) The difference to rats. for somata daring pregmemey may well be esseciated
with the respoodamte ability to obtain seeded food. As shown is the slide, 0417
4.22 of the sdelescost program sarelless reverted Mentos difficulty setting the food
they needed while prosaism. Pearly 15I of the girls melded prenatal ears from
other sites had difficulty elesiming food; $.52 had such difficulty although they
were VIC ricipisets, aid as additional 1.4$ Wfts met enrolled to WIC.

A major objective of adolescome programa is to provide inetruction is }Wails%
skills. Slide 1 displays the peeper:tile of girls is each group vie reported they
Ilt recoats inotructiose se part of their primmest oars. Is every imetemee, girls
receiving prenatal cars outeple am adolescent program were less likely this their
adolescent program counterparts to have received isstructies. The differsece is
met striking with regard to instructies is the ispowesoce of interacting with an
infant. Mere 75.22 of adolescent program emrelleos recoiled receiving such is-
motets., as opposed to only 35.31 of these welled in ether proem..

Of course. see of the ;major cossequeeces of proposey is its impact ea the ad-
olescent's sodomite Minis.. (Slide 10) Weedy .11 of the girls is this 'maple
more itemise; school when they learned they were prosiest. Of these enrolled in
o n adolescent program, oily 0.71 dropped wt of school because of their pregnancy.
Mans those receiving preoetst cars at ether sites, the dropout fete due to preg-
nancy was 22.02. Adolescent program enrolls.. were slightly sore likely to for
to the squat school. At the time of the interview, .early ell edelesceet program
enrollees hod either completed their pleased schooling 401 Were attending school.
In the other stoup, IS.A2 wore is school or had completed their schooling.

Often, the adolescent mother feels unable to pursue educational and vocstioaal
pursuits because oho must core for her child. (Slide 11) Of the girls we inter-
viewed, marked differences is child cars orrensamemes were widest by sits of
prenotel care. Aeons adolescent proses. eorolless, one quarter reported they took
Curs of their child at home at the ties of the interview. Is the comparison group,
over two-fifths were caring for their child it lane. Adoleseeot program enrollment
wss associated with scooter use of the State's day care home services.

When shod .bout their plena for as, tore, lees this St of program enrollees, versus
nearly one-fifth of those receiving core it other sit.., stated they would prefer
to care for their children themselves one year from now. Adolescent prairie un-
roll... were twit. SO likely to cite a day cars home as the preferred method of day
care at that time.
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Is awry, the preliminary !Indians pretreated here illustrate hoe a difference In
reimmirtil use for prenatal care is reflected set oely In medical outcomes, but else
is the adolescent's use of ether resources, pooh as the WIC presrmm, the Paquin
School, end licensed day care homes, Vials I oust underscore that these are only
preliminary findings, I hope you have liaised some understanding of the objectives,
teethed' and potential value of this study of haw adolescence use the spot of
resources eve Liable in laltimere City, end the health, educational and social
cessequesces of different petters, of resource use.

15o
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STUDY OBJECTIVES

Slide 1

To measure the scope and costs of existing resources for

pregnant and parenting adolescents

To identify barriers impeding access to needed services

To identify the high risk sub-groups for wham services
need to be provided

To identify factors associated with increased risk of not

achieving expected benefits of services

Slide 2

FRAMEWORK FOR THE STUDY OF ACCESS TO MEDICAL,

EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES

z
CHARACTERISTICS Of
THE DELIVERY SYSTEM

POLICY

Financing
Education
Manpower

Organisation

Resources:
Volume
Distribution

Organization:

Entry
Structure 1

CHARACTERISTICS OF

POPULATION-AT-RISK

Predisposing: Mutable,

lwmutable
Enabling: Mutable,

Immutable
Need: Perceived,

Evaluated

uTILIZATION OF SERVICES CONSUMER SATISFACTION
44,

Type

Site
Purpose

Time Interval

Convenience
Coordination

Costs
Quality of Service
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SERVICES FOR PREGNANT ANO PARENTING ADOLESCENTS

Family Planning Contraceptives

Sea Education

Pregnancy Testing

Pregnancy Option Counseling

Adoption Placement

Abortion

Prenatal Care

Nutrition Counseling

Velereal Disease Screening
and Treatment

Slide 3

Residential/Maternity Nome

Parenting Skills Education

Mental Health Counseling
for the Adolescent and
Family MeMbers

Pediatric Core

Child Day Cars

Academic Education and
Vocational Training

Employment Counseling

Financial Assistance,
Including Food and Housing

Slide 4

ORGANIZATIONAL CHMAITERISTICS EXAMINED

. IN THE RESOURCE SURVEY.

Sponsorship and Funding Sources

Goals and Objectives

Target Population and Population Served

Personnel --- Types, Numbers, Qualifications

Tyoes of Services Offered and Quantity of Each

Linkages and Referral Arrangements with Other Pviources

Access Characteristics:

Location, Hours of Operation, Transportation,

Accomodations for Children Accompanying Parents,

Telephone Access, Appointment System

eligibility Criteria, C-it of Services to Recipients
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Slide 5

RESPOICENT HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS,

(H 73)

2+ Residences In the Pest Five Years 52.1%

2+ Residences Since Learned Pregnant 214%

Eight or More Household Members 20.0

Female Head of Household 80.8%

Respondent's Mother first Gave Birth
at Age 17 or Younger 49.2%

No Household HOMIAPS employed 47.9%

No Household Members Deployed Full Time 57.5%

Receiving Assistance from OBS 84.9%

Slide 6

RESPONDENT HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS BY SOURCE OF PRENATAL CARE,

Adolescent

PJ12:vrTIrMirain
Other
OFE;

(11 24) (n 47)

2+ Residences In Past Five Years 50.0* 55.3%

2+ Residences Since Learned Pregnant 25.0% 21.3%

Eight or More Household Members 20.8% 19.1%

Female Head of Housemaid 91.7% 70.2%

Respondent's Mother First Gave
girth at Age 17 or Younger 45.0% 51.3*

No MousehOld Members Employed 50.0% 46.8%

No Household members Employed
Full Time 58.3% 57.4%

Receiving Assists :e from DSS 91.7% 80.9%
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Slide 7

CHARACTERISTICS or PREGNANCY AND DELIVERY BY SITE OF PRENATAL CARE

Adolescent Other
Pregnancy Program Source

(n 24) (m 47)

Trimester When Prenatal Cars Sagan

First 33.3% 311.8%

Second 54.2% 39.1%
Third 12.5% 26.1%*

Mean Rumba of Prenatal Visits 9.8 visits $.3 visits

Complications of Pregnancy

Anemia 12.5% 25.5%
Hypertension 20.$* 19.6%

Pre-eclampsia or Ecianpsia 4.2% 4.5%

Mother Admitted to Hospital
During Pregnancy 8.3% 19.6 %'

Caesarian Section 4.2% 13.0%.

eirthwelght Less Than 2500 Grams 4.2% 14.9%*

Child AfissItted to Intensive Cars
Unit Following Birth 0.0% MI "

Mean Length of Stay of Mother
at Delivery 3.9 days 3.6 days

mean Length of Stay of Infant
at Birth 3.6 days 4.2 days'

'Ir.i. :ate characteristics which are likely to materially increase costs.
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Slidell

RESPONDENTS' ABILITY TO OBTAIN NEEDED F000 WILE PREGNANT,
BY SITE OF PRENATAL CARE

Adolescent Other
Pregnancy Program Source

(n 24) (n 47)

Had Difficulty Obtaining Needed Food 4.2% 14.9%

On WIC 4.2% 84%
Not on WIC 0.02 6.44

Always Able to Obtain Needed Food 95.8% 85.1%

On $11C 87.52 53.2%

Not on WIC 8.9% 91.9*

Slide 9

PROPORTION OF RESPONDENTS RECEIVING PARENTING SKILLS INSTRUCTION
AS PART OF PRENATAL CARE

Adolescent
Pregnancy Program

Other
Source

(n 24) (n 47)

Now to dress baby 66.7% 53.2%

Now to tell If baby Is sick 70.82 63.9%

Now to take baby's temperature 70.9% 69.91

Importance of holding, touching
and talking to baby 79.2% 554%

Now to make the house safe for
baby 66.7% 57.4%

Mow and what to feed baby 83.3% 70.2%

Breast feeding 67.5% 76.6*
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I ode 10

ACADEMIC COURSE OF RESPONDENTS ENROLLED IN SCHOOL WHEN PREGNANCY DIAGNOSED,

ST SITE OF PRENATAL CARE

Dropped out of school become of

Adolescent
Pregnancy Program

Other
Source

(n 0 23) (n o 41)

Pregnancy 8.7% 22.0%

Transferred to Laurence G. Paquin
Junior/Senior Nigh School 56.S% 48.8%

Attending school or completed
Planned schooling at time of
Interview 95.6% 85.4*

Slid. 11

CURRENT AND PLANNED CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENTS

SY SITE OF PRENATAL CARE

Primary Care2iver at Time of Interview

Adolescent
Pregnancy Program

Other

Source

(n 24) (a ID 47)

Respondent, at home 25.0% 42.6%

Respondent, at school 4.2% 0.0%

Relative 54.2% 48.9%

Day Care time 16.7% 8.5%

Preferred Method of Child Care When
Child is One Year Old

Respondent. at home 4.2% 18.2%

Relative 62.5% 66.0%

Day Care Home or Center 25.0% 12.S%

Uncertain 8.7% 2.1%
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The joluts Hopkins Hospital
hdden and Youth human'

Janet H Kum. %AO( It ()rte. for

.11 :ermiat. hehtot.

34 0.140 o Hart ff 3:e
.;.1 .1.1 ,n,3 33,7114,11 AVetsw,
114. t .1

r

August 1104

; rn, I. ( t,3 know that your AFL Dill. S.26112, was passed by the
. A, I .....it. and 1.0leettlily ,)11 QS was to reauthorization. Your

...-I. irl i..tr.c.. have made a ma lot contr rbution, please keep i_ashing
t !iir vs., r.lp in this important area. I was pleased to learn that
101u tautly r:lastur..) has been added as a specific target in recent leg's-

1 t wt . ;: t1.41 the funding for the MCH Block grant, An increase in
s f g - 8. -1 r..7 ..t.ild health has been direly needed. Thank you Lot

it 111"; t .

, ; ; ,,,,t 1.'41 Irrony jef:t f)t 4. the Subentiesittee on Family and
1t- . I 14;11 .13, aver your quest inns.

:. i 1.t 1. :roe the .tutelar High 3:hool are indeed alarming. They

...A ;... ,.. rtt I.y 1..111: In Utilt,t schools which include a more diverse
1;1.1. n.. 1 hope that the goals of the Adolescent Family Life

hay- the uni.act by gott my parents and children talking. How-

3.3..-ms.1v.8s they are not enongh. Services, particularly contraceptive
ti r.-nur,,1 Jr.ci these need to be easily accessible and afford-

,: 3.., r?,rniin I dm craiVInCed that the payment of even Sue or

::3 i i ' rl! ,) ensure compliance.

*.s. It. It- ,.t t oat t tegne visit s to parent s in our inner-city area. These

... 1 a . r.i I lie!, ir. 'ital.., at.d 7. :he purpose is to provide
!....? :.81 ; I;p1Ing pregnar.cy anal sexual ly transmitted disease

:. irI I s t'' tali/ with their children about these

-it :: it tt attempt 8.83 .let parer.te to enroll their children for Cart

; '.f ; nei:t.. :enter
: t ;,J 171"1....t.lt 11.7.f11,11 .1hQUI repro-

! .. 1 , I.is et.t !. of 't t. grAkt ant th4.1t l,ul id( that.
. t- t,-1 rit. W.. 45., to -it:.! !At sg ui these parent s
.:1 t 3.. 1' l -, 3. t:101

7,451 '.%.i1. tar$,Iand 212115 I 101 24 "1,
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' r ow ..t ,t1 1.1.1Car 10, r he uclools 1.4 sorely Reales!.
e ,1. ..1.111 1 1... I os; l4r9My itp1 physiology but should be

0.1 . neOurage r espons ito 1 ty. r esti a nt abstinence and sounditisiel,mak tnri.

I ant .0 mt.,: letter a copy of a paper by Frank Fur stenberg,
stet whi :t, is hot off the press, suggests that family

wow 1 I' . .1. 1 ..0t 1 vry much in achieving j reVeitt 10n.

My I r . is 10,40 It, .1!allorj Wtr 1, 1ra:teens Anti atloSacentS, It
1., 0.. sire 111.8 dr.l rsimhvlbsltty and abstinence but altIto 1C/ be?I I a. ; al 11 1 . f rat, 1 t AVti 11.11.1..1 In tr.t ailtroat. to fregrtaRCYj r .t.-.. ; .:. ',. ; 1t 'y tlso t equ It es tea 1.1ettr 141 Sere letP, W1.1/ chose1r. ra11, I.!.

W. a r e!,ear:. j rnject funded by the 'If f ice of Adolescent Family
w ire exam the effect of resource use on pregnancy Ana

e vt tm '.' Aral Infant. It Appears that those mother:, wr10r- sr- II. /11;z t%o: 1 ',Jr 411:- are linked into a net work, of heededI 1 t J wt , sett,001 uty .tlid t he 11 ke. mothers who de-
1 11.., 4 i-. (-:41.. 10 mov 0. llkrly t., tkiVe !wl} services and
I., .11 : strtI 1, I .. :.../ ;ve .1 1,111,er freitten 2y of low birthweight babies,

40000 ,1 0..11 :,oti .lay,, etc.

. r. :. :nw -f f.:t ive and ecor.om tea 1 way tf t.tirs.11Inti t:.e robl em1. . 1r..11 ::.t et . whet j.tegnant ysr1.. .:ou Id be enrolled
...II I.. ; t. a, 1.011.)W-up set v lees. The services needed are ex-

;..t t.: 42 gruvt.led tr. comtnunity hositals which deliverI, 1 +0l t . r.r: I t .11 le er.1. tr. any 'liven year. Schools should be alerted.f r j r. ft t: ; ; r t ,1 .:ranj 101;0n:sive centers, similarly welfare agencies,

1. A. 1: 1, , . tr 11.0 01.10 000.1 401 roX tftlate I ;')t) ) sawing In mts.11CalIr. I111.,.; ar1 yat t.,1 low-up. The f.:1, 44u Men-
' : . I r 411 1 rn.:z r .111/ ty tn.:little/1 stellar.. titslt-it +: , ,. 7.1. IV 1.4 P I 0, I 1 41 tr.,) . saVtisp. snoUlt1
.0 !: 1 or r .1(- 1.11 02.1`1, 1:nal cost s would be an

; t "t %.* tt, '-t 11-0 r f.)-41'. I to.C4".161. .f loss time
m 1: .. !r tt. ilIrer, wt.° II, t.Ot. JO well ta..Ca:lse 01

1 .. :.; r : w. : ttitriap, rate.t 11 r.ttar hit 101. atiI sue tal Beta teat int,.

1. 1T n1t 4 10 1 t I et 1 -.11',1!.*IS due averted costs
: r r-;t P. 1. 1 . : It' 1,-. L

. r 1 1' 10 1 t I 1 A.-4 t.rntr 1m. -uf f ..ct 11/.., , Ivt./!. :., 11 b.. -v.:. Lettr. 11.)W r
6. 1 .1% 1 1!..1 r .1 ta, t.1..% 1 1. I I u:.11
: : tt . ., , 1.1. ..f I I ,' a :. I ... *4111

1. 1 0 I .11 . r 1,17.1,t :".;,ter.11,
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required athlet it s arid ,114,1 t par.t ictpat tor. and the possibility of part-time
work at art entry level salary (below the minimum wage) would all help. These
things all existed years ago when I went to school. Unsupervised, unoccupied
stretches of rime are Jangerous for preteens and adolescents. What can we do
about it: It is a complex and mammoth problem.

ikit r.rr.

AttaLnmeh.

1 5 9

Sincerely,

lanet B. Hatay, M.D..M.
Prefeshot of Nisi lati tes
Director, Johns Hopkins children

aml Youth Program
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Ss.aghiein 4.4 mit atiut t, m. .nh.the.
i.t.t. d...umitti, had tat..,. pit... Ph.1I.heu,
,.nuui, am. auth timi. .,( an .ath .t.4,
ihni.tM h... h. ptop..lms .iadnho.wnt,
and the,, t,s,ih.ti dot tnt. ait'.. mis. a.t.M
mf.eth.. tool. .nsttol had In,, d..on,,ed '
H.. hn.I...g, 4,.. a.nbw.v the r...tIh ii a
t.nnt ,t..J.. ih...u.l thaI she,, .,m..ta
lkflii .hn,.t i.mtt.rpS in.,, lwt.n.
o..at,.ti and .Loatht.t, the. a.. .o,.. I. tin,.,
Iin4ot,,tIi p..flin.ent a' nn.ef aut. h.
th, .innibt.ti than I., th, moth,.,
t,.a'aohe., did ml ,wn.'theh,, that he
q..t.nt ,.on.na&rm maw r.la..d hi the dasil.
tn, to, .pti' iti In toni. .usln,l uw

Tin ".4. iii,, toni in it... attn S. .o,..ft.4
It..,. .neip.a.mai.tal I.tatai.t.'r.,n hit..
.'i4 h.kraII. hn-o4.d I..n,k p&a..i.,.. .me,.

,.i .iI,k.i..1 ..ih it.. lattit. Yan ..... j
t ........ '.4 'o..,ihe.i.,n P ..... I ..... a Tb.
5ii.4.aln 54, .t.uiitw,I t,, a.,,'t 'ern.ge .1,
.,,t, '.. lath otiw. ..pent. mitt, I.,..?, an.
I. ....... I tIw,t w'uiaJ at''in at,.' not..
ip1.. n- II. I.,.. ....... I.1.,..,... i'..

.4 iin' ii' 1..iiwi., 'mi th....cJ, a
.ina. ,, .n,.,I,t 1. i.n..ti....

,t,. I. .......................... i,.tin ......... .1.
a.,.. .Iw.o..,t,a,,Iuhr.'Tao.io. a.Ji..t

tivimiiq hut Wi mqmiebmiwdtma,

assid riofini - pacaiN tam.. uqpal hi
_,at.pt.n, -.

The Kwtnh.p Stu.dy. aihe pisd . is I.
hssais mh.d m II he a paut Im.

it.. (.r .1 f,.d Plisaau Aà4,.esif

man, di.,,. ..s sat frdmtl,

fwsd.d ttiln ptm..,a14 sp'miw, .psvaia$
fl"N Wpieair elm... sit.. Th, *.ne. sit'
ulsdrd il.,.. I'hnn.d Puvsih t.ot.,,
lit., hospital p,'ta,a.ss .sdo,ur ardds.*ssid
health nat., Fad, had. hew.. ptwtaw.. .4
feq'.t.ai, .I.i',,i, and .op.tinetj it, ..Lntnia.
to cw.pr.at. with. tmmah hi. etip.sdo.g if.

he pa.Mal .ni.tln..w..t ii..,,
than, ,.r.wd a .aefa$,, d.ottn, istnlIl,'i
tesh I,.,.. ,t.4,ss. sadinhis and uminni
a... a. - a tt a i..wi, a. tens.....
utah

$,lit.,n lanai Ia. and SepW.We
Inst n.m t.,i. (asJ plannot paivat.
at it...,.. .4,.,., in.. ain,. hi potiwipsIt
.nth.uudi s.a,I. otipncnsta.n.d ..4d
ing a lainjilu' .4 4I adult,.,i,.t, The. we
asat.d a. aids.. too,., alt.., rip.,....
i4 soup.. .win i,vatint voof. T.s, .4,,,
pu'tc.ftI ini. ,.t..I.d I., au,...
,ii.d ,oiaamil.ng pontd,d hi upn,aJI)
ttas,'d iss.s.eImi 'Pin ptn,goa ha. in..
i4aitnlird a i.mi dita.t pt.4 lit
ott.,, it. p,....t nat pat. p,n.èc wppiti
in. .nslaa.ptiat a. hi .s..(di. mmiin.
.4 the t.a.ateh isa. as. di. uitsphnuw
,.ihe. Shim N p,ncn'aiâiiiat it.. ina
that it... puh es'awhsi nat. plot. The
.rma.mng it. petiwsi twcmird ,.,fltu, cit...
t.r.w.. and snatd .. cmitooI, it diui..
1.4041.4 it..., mi.'haunti ee on.. an's..
nat inter.W., and a ,u.s..sth and a t.
,n.mth hills. tip 'anti..'... t. no.41 po1a.t
tan 4.1. .Mlaunan. is It.. ias.tol psop
me,. .aiita.-t.d .ini. ien 13 t,s.ihs shea
the .e.pmt iii Itt. si.nS. p.o.jaa. oat hong
..on,iwit iii,. .tt..fr ina.sth.itm 'Ni m.
anal.... .1 non. jis, tattwg.n Sb.
p..t..d in all ii.,.. intent....

t., ian hew,., a. table I the .ample ma
.,.'nk 4,,oinl I*mi..s at.,,. awl btaoh
t.'.tsi.ti t.Iitn.nt 41.4 It.. iti.di pat..
pail. ii.'.. ...twtkd a ..h.n.l ahtt, the.,.
t.'.ad tin it..d' 5.4 .Iion.n ht.t, aoltjit

n.. i ,.'aai,.ld.t the t.innna.g,i
tb. ,i.,I. "I-'i .nI.... It, .ini t.ip..o..i,t
w.tr IS,.. .oi.ict \.atf, .lI.IItnt..-,pnn
.I'...t. ...l.ia&.t.f dw.i ft.,,,.. I... tainit,

I.,... Oit ,Iii,o., lf.o,...'t '5
i..t,rni hail I.-.-,, .aii.alli aol,.. Ink... lin
..,.r I.. its. .1,0. jiiij it. *. t...j
ted ,nhi",.n,S. it I..,' .i.......i

.1.. ....... . ftao.t :11. ..... .t..idt..,, p.r

'4 F *0.1, tin0,.,f P.n$ittin-.
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lit.', 1.4 ,.l41,*li, tIll. l.*o,),
liol, lb.'., -.1),.'. I.'. 11ni 4S)) 'los
lw' K.)) 4,4 .lk, ' oniow, 'nib,,.
h.J inn,.,) ,.,th ,nn1wnnn.nt ),oln l$st
no. It.?, 1(15004J* 41,,,l

'lo.e .10 t.11nl 4.,.) ?Iwo wo.h.l, ,.
''"fl-. th.,,ht 'K.t lb.,, ,114bn, .Ib*a,.

ha) tp.' ..,j .4 lb. tn. *,,,t
.41.1.....,. ,nloon.I.nl, It,.., a

,..n,lw, .4 ,n,,lIu.l* .m* I., lea .01 i1w

?..nat.,q.l,. P'm' .10..I lIwil ,,w4h.n
..,.çI'n.,JIlh,ouiPn) flwm.41w,,

0.',w"4jl* ,.,pp..ltn,) . .01Il*0It*. lIt 4
on,. wsn4l, ..lo. 'till

II,.,. ii. I.11.t ..l..n.. .4 lil. .0.) 'l0lI

,,r.if..,fl..In, .,. 'K. lank.,.,, ihoogI,
'he ,.:h*aII.pI. -4 'n41wn * 101011111* lb.
0. t*ii. .4 no,,. nwO1wil .ho,çrnlfl *111

it..) it,,, II.. 4a.,ghI.11 ht.,'t ..oih
.1, 1.?),. '.4 'hal inn, it.,.),! Inn, t.., .
,.,.io,,lb,..nt,,,l,i,lb.6,r,. Iwo.'..,

II..,.' .1 .) .n..4btr, 44 sod Inn* ,hal 11,4,1

01105110 alt.. ..nj 110..,
11.1,. 04 'h,,.I hal itI,.14l' .l,*.'..w)) 1w.

,h4i,.l.sw,.,aIa,,.sl-, .ith,Iwm 't,,,,,Li

Ih,,.I, .4 lIe ,,wWlwn In..
11.41 .fl -4 'Ia.' h,l.I.,' I..) an.n'kd a
li,,ol. f.El..fl..lg u.n. .,l,I, 1,4 )u4 k.ni,d

ihl.n4I, lint ,*snnunflMn.n Tb.' 11*1

I,1 .nfr,..'.I :10.1 lb., .nni :*IlIrai'pIflOfl
tOli lb.. I.wl,44li 1.1,,.,... in.) nn,l

'.1.01...,, in..) Ih II.. ,WI
.1:. l...l1. ...... I i'I.Iu,n ,,,tlflanlh.':,
.J..,ghl.., .11.' 1.1.1 41.0.441, II,,,.)
to.,) Ihil is., K.') iin.lflpi11nl ,I,i,, d'1.th

i,.'1w.I n., in .110441*. Etg*lflfl
I. 'tpafl, 04 t1w ,lndk.l dengjth, u.

iifltfli 410.1,
ni. no.),... 1....lti:.'lp..n4.n.t
'I .it..l.,.,,.-I, .l..,. ha lIe, 4..

'014W tlnn'ifliO.t 414.' lint .4't 0K14 Iltol
( o. .u,.J l..rIh ,*.l.'l..l lh, .1,1.51

.l.,.tl'i,. i..:. ..s. tIe.. o, 1w (.onth.nij
lb.. II.. '.aI ........ 1w .1.,)), no,. nip,

.1 ..,I.,'l1,, .I...,tI.l.'., o..nI .1w
.1 4 'in,. ...... ... ,..rp.n n.j. In, .l

'K. ..... . -1 ...,l..l,.,r.. .4,,. .,, lag lng,
l0't)

I .1 ...... 1,1..., .,tlo,, flu. lain'!' a. in
1,04), it 4

).. ..,.i.. h. fl...', ii,., .;.eiI .....
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lain!, l lb. litIw .4 II,.' miii) ,nI.rsi'.
MitI lll..11 O0l I.lwIn In ,1.p.d Ingltll
Ii..), .4 ,onmnM.ans thisat'. *111141 0*

Ia'u.' pal boca..,. 11*:' P.41w,. a.'l0 u.n..
kb.4v o hun, 1.,,.,. .111w cbs.. nn..4 "Vi

pr't.'nittu.pi'0d*lth2l p.t.nt Thn44
Ill n.n.a k'..'h

aiso 1101, 4. Wb,I. m.l1lwr1
h.nwd II. fl40i .Jtb'tiih.'. 4111,45 Psi)

u.n blab Inl.n now u.uch mow
blwh II.s. ln..lpu.Isl. ).l.'. to .'pwt lb.l
(1.4',, ,nol)W?* In., ci I1w in.. ,i,,I is
p4'll.'lil 4.11) is fel'0"l l..pnto.il Tb.'

W*bq,l.lw01tI. stall .1,1w pit.01, Otto, I,
hd'.h.ui,Itl. .1..l .41 lIe.n..,nt.4.,,tn
lflifll.twIl 44 4.1 I.fl.t .10ng I1w .I,.),
Itnili. it ,*,4,) 4,01.?,, sIll. 4,1.1.,,. in
Ill.' g.4llt,n* .dt,.nn,nn,a,o,, an.4iol.kl
ill)) ,.n,nKtl idulrittt,i* 51,14101.1 mb
41.11 ,.1s Kid.",, latfl pnPvaflI it
h..l ,..I.4 iti 41)ll0 tint HIJI 4fl (IlIOt
1.1.4, In sopiet h.g1wl h,,.l, .4 ,,ornn,,n..
Is* this I)w,i 111.41w,,

II.., ,i.l.l,h hi .1.1,10, ,frl.'.,,.,anl, .4

14fl00.lo,itilfl .,I),u, 11w I.,,,). P.T1I 4
f,n.liflg...ra,I.lfIi, I,,, ".h..aiw,.aln,,
i,a.d ii . was I, ho io..liI,o.,. pt.,n4..4
rIOnlIlun, ilili nil),,,. 11wIain,l, raI4l)w
pro!)).., ,n ,n,n1.4, tnt *1111 ftnn, 11w (at
11*410. l,.n1W4it.p.u.la.o.n)I.m,l* plat
ItIll) ,l.fl.t llltflt* flt ,'ouj,I .,(wsI 11,41
*ln:fl( n*tllu.fl nils.n WtI 'it,, Ia,t,ls plai'n..$)
wno, ..e WI,,. a ,*nrnzu.flna,Im jinil

J b.rth t*wtn4 lIt.., 4in w*,,.1I, tt,t
I..n.gtt, Iwd, 11.4 4', In I,fll41 (In 11w
.411.1 In...) atn.' lli*P**h I,.. ."nl.d
tha high ks.4*'4I.s4, ,tunln.l.,amo 1041
k.4 li:injl,jas 111),. ,,.h.l..n,4w,o.Jml,,'

1.4*0141w, ,nn4o,ta.d 1,. n .Jt4.ir'nl
pnp'sla.n,r I,n..,et It.:.h 4.L.. 4.4,.

l5 wong l.,nd,', II w,ghi loot lIe *4.11-
..l*nhn. 'ii ,,00wnn,wo.l* 101111, ,MflpIe ItOti
all, Kwqw.ng .01 .1101,1* Ii. ,d.'fll.h 1w

)IlflSn .4 cvnun.,n,ann %...ntwln,
Il,vlp ui it,), no). 14)t ii, ii,. .*a,,.,
11*4) n.,. q,.'4 ,,,i a ,..rpn,..,g 0.4 lube
.1.11'). 4.: nonl 1.411w p.11.1,, .4 .inI.,,:,

Cummu,*rt i4 Cuu llsg
l'A sop".1 -. mit.,) hitI.' ".p.on I..

the inn* l41o* 111.., 4.101.,. P01* I,, -
In' WlI'l5St aI*.qtIlw, se:,s4 .,tn.'s sad

.4 I..,,), ,.,,,irnI s.inII OW I..,tSa .pt,,.4
twin ,tw.t,'.ii ' 't...e 1w *10.1* a.. ,i,II

41 II,.) I,lll -P ,.fl*4,laOj It,.,
.10.' tn..I,ng, ,,i,dh) l,,I .1,1' ..,,t i,., 1...

.1 hllI..,4h inn,., ........ 111w
I ...... lit. ,,,,t..J.,.i.,r,wI.
I..,)?. ...,,I,.J j". .s,h, Iwn.

..,),',l ',l.'..'..'h.p IwI',.n., t1w
4t3''-', .4, lP'Il".n I.i. 0.1). "0.11'.,, It

liii,.) III,. tnnnth, it,)) i1w .d4.n.u,u .i.,
'4 bItt), 1.11,4 d.n.,g lb. s,s oomiM .,

.1w Pitt .otnnwn flits. P,s4ss. pinhibis 'n.
))sn,I.n 11,44 .n.SIln.lsM.,ll oil 4 4141,'
tpa.nw '.,1w thol, 4 tOn01 '4 l'lrVlIn, 11141
tlmultll*t p,s,,. WI i lisI a da, 110111
.1w ....o..4 bIIIm.,jp into pin..)e a bill.,
1t41 Of 0141

I ttplglh.' tht,..n.u*.1nwIh,e4.agl..
ll ,,5iflm,,flK44 iMlltflt* 4.14 b,rtltso.,.
I...! 110441) ,iil,.'t. ot ,tin,,,od 11w ui1d,.iiw,
4 ,*nnwu:fllr4lm4 LI bItt), 11*4 ni,li,.I isd lb.
,,, no.l), l,410..up, in. s,lI'wqn.nl '0,1,4.
t.pl.. pat.rns it no!! 4 lIst a... lit),.
telt.,'.,, ,utnm,lI,h,M,m a'.) 1,,,), ,onln,l

.1)1w Inn. .411w boil mnl.'l-s,s".
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Senator DENTON. I think we might refrain from being categorical
in any direction. In other words, take advantage of the observation
you have just made and perhaps urge it at first and mandate it
later. I cannot yield to a generalization which uses as the point of
departure and the point of reference the most difficult situations
that we confront nor the most favorable situations that we con-
front.

Dr. Hamm Trial.
Senator DENTON. I originally became interested in this idea of an

alternative approach when I saw the latter as having been adopted
by the Government in too many of' the projects which came under
my surveillance.

The most popular sex education movie all over the United States
was one which its sponsors indicated was meant only for those
people who more or less correspond to your description. But it was
being seen everywhere and I think with some harm.

I believe the difficulty might be that the Government really
cannot superimpose, as a general rule, its counseling on those par-
ents. Now, we can try to differentiate as we have.

We have tried to take into account the fact that some adolescents
have parents who might be abusive, or parents who, because of
their attitudes, might be ruled unsuitable parents in the case of
some kind of a court action, and that sort of thing.

Perhaps we should discuss the spirit of the law rather than letter
of the law but I do think it is an improvement as an alternative to
some other programs, and your friend Eunice Kennedy Shriver
strongly agrees.

But perhaps aside from our communication today, you would
assist us in the area which you have addressed here. I was quite
conscious that the gentlemen from Utah in dealing with statistics,
which I think were from the Nation, and I cannot confirm their ac-
curacy. but he was insistent that they were overpessimistic regard-
ing sexual act ivity in a certain age group.

That might he true in Utah but it might be quite the other way
in urban Balt:moe.

Dr. IlAkny. Well. in urban Baltimore, our studies show that 50
percent ot seventh graders are sexually active. This is a mind bog-
gling ,tatktic
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Senator DENToN Yes; and I am quite aware of that point, and Itotally agree with you that each case requires a different percep-tion of its nature.
Dr. HARDY. Absolutely.
Senator DENTON. But I cannot surrender what I believe to be

generally mandated by nature or God, if you will, the parental
right and obligation to be involved. I cannot see, as I have seenhere at this table, counselors pounding on the table and saying, "I
demand absolute confidentiality in dealing with that child in sexcounseling.- and then see the kind of sex counseling that that indi-
vidual gives. I cannot see inundating that as the rule across thisNat ion.

Dr. HARDY. I am not asking you to do that, because I agree with
you.

Senator DEtsrroN. I know you do. I just wanted to set that limit in
my discussion.

Dr. Ilnaov. I think we need to find a way of strengthening the
family. You are right on target there. Many of our troubles stemfrom the disintegration of the family, but we have to take a practi-cal approach in populations where the need is very great.

Senator DKNIToN. Yes; and as you know, we are trying to test an
alternative approach. The other program encourages parental in-volvement now as a change made in 1981, but the degree of the en-
couragement in terms of effect is not known. I am afraid it might
not be a very high degree of encouragement in terms of the parents
becoming involved.

So we had to mandate consent in this program in order to get anisolated group which I think is being less harmed than the othergroup as control group, if you will. There is nothing funny aboutthis. but it is very difficult to deal with it in legislative realityhere.
In your written testimony. you indicate that Baltimore has the

dubious distinction of having the highest rate of adolescent preg-
nano , female-headed single-parent families, and sexually transmit-ted disease of any city of its size in the country.

I know that you would want me to make this distinction when
you talk about the black poor and their needs as distinct from
t hose of of her groups. You and I both know heroic young blacks aswell as iaroic black parents. grandparents. extended family mem-ber, who exceed many i,veathy whites. if you will. in their devotion
to their children. in their morality and ohs. -vation thereof'. Per-haps the- true because of the tremendous faroilial tradition of
that race. and pm. ens y is not always the most sinful state to be in.

I am -.are you would agree with that, although as a generaliza-
t lttll

III II NI;oN We hat t. data that indicates that the poor white ado-icent- are not ditlerent from the poor blacks in their behav-
1-1

Senator Ili\ Ye-i II xi;oN I think if 1- a reflect conditions rather thantat e
N Iii:tht I am -ore that we t oltld find some inte-nil.; 'act- about wealth I mean. It is difficult to deal with pros-

Pei it, Lir the- area concerned
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There have been statistics. They say figures do not lie, but hers
know how to figure And I do not know how to read through them
sometimes.

But your testimony has been very helpful this morning, Dr.
Hardy. and this room needs to be set up for another 'hearing. I
would like to thank you, and in view of your proximate location,
welcome your correspondence, telephone conversations or personal
visits to us.

We are trying to do our best in dealing 1.4:th a difficult and de-
manding problem.

Dr. HARDY. Well, I would like to congratulate you on the efforts
that you are making. I think it is really fantastic and very laudible
and I hope you are successful.

Senator DENTON. Thank you very kindly.
This subcommittee will meet again on Thursday, April 20, at 10

in this room, SD---1:30. to continue hearings on the reauthorization
of the Adolescent eamily Life Demonstration Projects Act. We will
he hearing from interest groups and national organizations. You
are all invited to attend.

This hearing is adjourned.
I Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the, proceedings adjourned to recon-

vene at 1(( a.m.. April

16;1



REAUTHORIZATION OF THE ADOLESCENT
FAMILY LIFE DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
ACT OF 1981

THURSDAY, APRIL 26, 198.1

U.S. SENATE,
SURCoMMIITEE ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room
SD-:30, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Jeremiah Denton
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Denton and Eagleton.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR DENTON
Senator DENTON. Good morning. This hearing will come to order.
I would like to welcome you to this second oversight hearing on

the Adolescent Family Life Demonstration Projects Act, title XX of
the Public Health Service Act.

It is the responsibility of the Subcommittee on Family and
Human Services to assess the effectiveness of the programs cur-
rently operating under the Adolescent Family Life Act.

The subcommittee scheduled 2 days of hearings, the first of
which was held on Tuesday of this week, to get a clear picture of
the experience to date of activities conducted under the program.
The hearings also provide interested grantees and organizations
with the opportunity to discuss their perceptions of the need for ad-
olescent sexuality and pregnancy programs in their communities.

The hearings will serve as a basis for reauthorizing the act,
which is now scheduled to expire on September 30, 1984.

The Adolescent Family Life Act has three purposes. First, it
Rinds prevention demonstration projects which develop effective
programs of sex education that, among other things, include family
participation and acknowledge the imiortance of the family in the
decisions of teenage children about sexuality.

Second. the act provides fir care demonstratior projects to pro-
ide comprehensive services to pregnant teenagers, teenage par-

ents. and their families.
Third, the Adolescent Family Life Act supports research into the

causes and consequences of premarital teenage sexual relations
and adolescent pregnancy.

At the first hearing on Tuesday of this week, administration offi-
cials and grantee representatives from across the country discussed
their involvement with the demonstration and research projects.

(11;:11
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Dr. Edward N. Brandt, Jr., the' Assistant Secretary for Health of
the Department of Health and Human Services, made it clear that
the Department is committed to the principles of the Adolescent
Family Life Act's alternative approach to the problems of teenage
sexuality and pregnancy. Mrs. Marjory Mecklenburg, the Deputy
Assistant Secretary for Population Affairs and Director of the
Offic$. of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs, enthusiastically de-
scribed her work with grantees to establish projects that can pro-
vide services to teenagers in accordance with the act's require-
ments and restrictions.

I deeply appreciate the support of the President of the United
States and the Department in the effort to find ways of providing
sex education and services to pregnant teenagers through a family-
centered approach.

The grantee representatives who testified before the subcommit-
tee emphasized their willingness fully to develop their projects so
that the alternative methods providing services to adolescents can
be tested and evaluated during an adequate period.

After hearing the testimony of two young program participants,
both of whom received care services throughout pregnancy and de-
livery, I am convinced that the Adolescent Family Life Act is pro-
viding services that can help to change the normally devastating
condition of teenage pregnancy into a positive and healthy outcome
for both the teenage mother and the baby.

The witnesses representing the prevention projects asserted that
many teenagers want to learn how to say "no" to premarital
sexual relations in the face of peer and other pressures. Prelimi-
nary results show that the program participants are exhibiting a
less promiscuous attitude toward premarital sexual relations and a
more mature understanding of the joys and responsibilities of
family life.

Two recipients of research grants discussed the need for im-
proved data on the causes, consequences and most effective means
of reducing the incidence of teenage sexual relations, pregnancy
and parenthood. One researcher reviewed his findings on the atti-
tudes of pregnancy counselors about the adoption option. Another
researcher discussed the use of services in the community by preg-
nant adolescents and adolescent parents and the need to improve
the access to comprehensive services for pregnant adolescents.

I am gratified to know that the people most involved in the de-
velopment and operation of the Adolescent Family Life projects are
encouraged by the results. even though the projects are relatively
new and have just begun to set up their evaluation systems.

'Mk morning. we are privileged to be able to hear from a broad
;Ind divprs group of organizations active in fields related to the

);11ti of the Adolescent Family Life Act, which are interested in
tilt intent of the act and in its practical application. Many of the
ot4anizan(015 present today endorsed the bill when it was first pro-
pH-A.(1 in 1!',1 l 10(4; fowad to hearing their views about the cur-
r,rit statute and their recommendations about how it might be lin-
prm ed

he'ro iirt organizations that were invited to appear but
were 1(1 do !4() those' would have testified adversely
respecting the bill Organizations that would have been expected to
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test ifs adversely, having requested an appearance at the last hear-
ing and having received invitations from us, somehow chose not to
attend. For those who submit testimony we will include their writ-
ten statements in ;Iv: hearing record. That applies to all organiza-
tions that were invited to appear today, but were unable to do so
not all of them are adversely inclined toward this bill.

Indeed. one such positively oriented organization is the Joseph P.
Kennedy, .Jr., Foundation. Mrs. Eunice Kennedy Shriver worked
diligently with me in 1981 to develop the Adolescent Family Life
Act. She, along with the Kennedy Foundation, offered early and es-
sential support for the concept and assisted the efforts in the Con-
gress to pass the. legislation. Mrs. Shriver was unable to present
testimony today. She did send a letter, aad she asked that I read it
into the record.

1 shall read it rather than just insert it, because I value her pre-
vious contributions to date, and her future cooperation in this area
and consider her an extremely influential person in this field.

The letter is dated April 25. 1984.
Ila'at 14.11;11n/ Don ton. I ant pleased to urge reauthorization of the Adolescent

Fanok Lite Act
Since adolescent pregnancy legislation was first passed in 1975. 1 have seen the

first hand. !)4,1tna. contributions that the earlier legislation and Adolescent Family
Lite Act hat made to the enhancement of life for adolescent mothers, fathers, and
their babies Without the existence of such legislation, thousands of young mothers -
to he. their In.es already fragile and troubled would have literally no place to turn
tor ontl, r.a,,,,,fing. mu! moral. emotional. and medical support.

What make. tile projt cts funded under this act particularly effective is their corne
tiotment to -.franc ethical values. to family life, and to at belief' that adolescent preg-
nant.% Ci1a he dramatically reduced through moral education and example, provided
in a caring eiriatment by dedicated teachers. parents and professionals.

I manly 'whey(' that these projects must he' funded for at least 3 years, so that
the% con more adequately demonstrate the effectiveness of their humane and caring
atipmich 111 addrs--ing the problems of adolescent pregnancy and so that their la:it-

.;,:futowe on the itvi.. 1)1 these young families may be evaluated over a sufficient
pet led .,1 tone and ...bee.. relermg to 3 more years

the 1).1-1 :: has been the privilege of the Kennedy Foundation to work
%%di, (,Loss oi 11- nr(aert- establi-Thed and supported through the Adolescent Family
I lie VI In in% 1119%130.11 obsertation. they have become true communitivA of caring
.11 %%holt people are -.how ti a moral %ism!) of it better life for themselves and
'Inn hiltiren

! tilde the 11,.. own caring will not remove this vital resourcea, mi.. (0ir inPt \11111P1-01)11 1011,, fair children
I Ir.: ,ithrffit I n On rpo,rd r,1% own pricept ion (il what these communi-

... .( kn a loes,ed rater the p14 %ear.. and why it r. imperative the ir
1,.- - e Kenneth Shr.er

Tilsit IS the end of quote of the' letter from the Joseph P. Kenne-o. 1 Poundal .

\Her the lie.iring. I intend to join with Senator Gassley and
to introduce' legislation to reauthorize this Adoles-

cent Famil.% late Demonstration Projects Act for :I years at the cur' -
t' rat Itortiot ion [u.!. %%Inch is :::11) million. I expect the' cooper&
t t.rri of on hoth %ides of the aisle to report the hill
qui. h..111 t 1Ihin- .111(1 [Inman Itin,ouces Committee. and to

opal It t num.
1 t 111,4t1O4111Iied It tteS:-eS to thy StlitC0111111t-t I 1/F)k rd to out testimony tocla and to your support

r eallt hori/itt ton prOess
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I want to give all of the witnesses the usual notice, that other
Senators who are unable to attend, and perhaps I myself, may wish
to submit written questions to be answered within 1() working days
of receipt, and the record of this hearing will be Lot open until
that time.

Our first distinguished witness is Dr. Mildred F. Jefferson. who is
the President of the Right to Life Crusade.

She has had many notable accomplishments, known throughout
the Nation and internationally. She is an incomparable advocate
for the life of the unborn.

It is indeed an honor to have you with us, Dr. Jefferson. and if
you have any testimony you wish to deliver orally, please do so.

STATEMENT of MILDRED F. JEFFERSON, M.D.. PRESIDENT, NA-
TIONAL RICHT To LIFE CRUSADE. IN('.. AM) ASSISTANT CLINI-
.11. PROFESSOR OF SURGERY. BOSTON ''NIVERSITY SC11001.

OF MEDWINE, BOSTON, MA

Dr JEmssoN. Thank you. and good morning, Honorable Mr.
Chairman.

Thank you very much for the opportunity of appearing before
you to speak in support of the Adolescent Family Life Act of 1981
and the reauthorization.

Over the last half century, accelerating to a catastrophic degree
in the past decade, our country has been duped ;-to accepting and
implementing a theory of population control and reduction which
threatens the survival of our people and the existence of our
Nation. Although no planning body has ever shown that it was
qualified to determine what the optimal population of this country
or any other should be or of what constituency, the United States
of America has been led by a coalition of nongovernmental organi-
zations and interest groups to accept their untested views unwit-
tingly.

Based in a secular-humanist tradition with an avowed objective
of displacing the influence of the mystical religions in our national
life. its customs and its laws, particularly the influence of the
Judeo-Chistian ethical sanctity of life, these organizaticas have
undertaken a sweeping social revolution, using the courts princi-
pally. with only very limited help from the Congress. With relative-

limited impact in the earlier years, that is, to the point of about
2:i years ago. effective use of a nearly inexhaustible supply of pri-
vate funding to fuel legal challenges and initiatives gave these or-
ganizations their two most valuable weapons: the Family Planning
Services and Population Research Act of 19S0, and the U.S. Su-
prna court' decisions on abortion in 1973. By these actions,
,Inougli two different branches of the Government, our Govern-
mnt has been placed in control of family life in the United States.

Man, cif I hum. who have initiated legal action in challenging the
Adok-ct.ot Famil Life Act of 1s1 are themselves responsible for
'.'.11.11 I hft not complain about. because until they put the Govern-
ment into the hie:iness of controlling reproduction and into the
business Ott disrupting the responsibilities of families to transmit to
t }WU. t'k% .1)111112, people their values. then the Government was not
in ()Red fait 18th the kind of involvement that is possible through
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the funding t hat WI' can only estimate, the amount of money that
is being requested, .4,+3 million, for the Adolescent Family Life Act,
is miniscule.

At the point that I sat on the Population Commission that was
appointed last by President Nixon and reappointed by President
Ford, when we first convened, we asked the Office of Management
and Budget if it could tell us the amount of money that came out
through our Government in the name of population control. When
our Commission went out of existence over a year later, it still was
not possible for ()MB to give us those figures.

While the organizations that are usually in court to challenge
such provisions as this, including an organization that is now the
latter day representation of Margaret Sanger's birth control move-
ment, they have millions of private dollars each year, supplement-
ed by government funding at Federal, State, and local levels, to
carry out the kind of educational programs, sex education pro-
grams, which are not education programs, but are behavior modifi-
cation programs, and it is this small effort, the Adolescent Family
Life Act, that we attempt to make some balance in what has
become an abuse of the relationships not only of the family mem-
bers, but of those who are using the Government attempt to help
against those who need that help.

The very least we can do is to start the effort that will make
some kind of balance. This is a step. Among our own allies, there is
some difference of viewpoint, but I urge all of them to remember
what has been the focus in mobilizing the kind of effort which we
have undertaken since January 22, 1973. We cannot overnight
undo a mechanism and a machinery which has taken almost 22
years to establish, but we can begin the steps to balance it until we
can gain the strength to unravel it. And I would like that each of
its who would like to take this small step will use whatever influ-
ence we can with our own allies to recognize that if we stand and
tolerate what we' know to he abuse, instead of doing what we can,
Iwo we become part of that abuse.

Thank you
Senator DENToN. I must say. Dr. Jefferson, from my point of

view. I have never heard the problem, the situation confronting us,
stated more.' clearly and more accurately, and I wish that what you
nist said could be said Oil national television on prime time, every
day I think the promotion of the general welfare requires it. I

Irma:Inv will are as aghast as I when you recognize that this is the
only subcommittee in the entire Senate' which happens to have the
word in it. The subcommittee has atnong the things under

ion. this adolescent pregnancy subject. The cost of ado-
le-cnt pI a 1. :n tile' l enourmous. At the hearing the day before yes-
trda. the c-t wa:, measured in terms of the care. the medical
.tre. the hoo.m,. the cunAding, and so on. You and I know. all of

knom.. 111 !hi, battle'. if you will, that that is a very small frac-
ol the real co-t And riot all of the cost. in fact, not most of the
I. to he meaored in dollar terms. 'T'her'e is a great and tragic

h,ipt me,.... to children. to adults. in terms of wrecked mar-
t p-vchological problems. There has developed in this
N.oi,in cw:cpt ter a breeding rather than a rearing seletY. Arid

kt %dd.% call at) hat 14)11 1111. iV1' that way. indeed civilization itself

17
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cannot exist that way. And we in this subcommittee, believe it or
nut, Can devote probably no more than 1.5 percent of our time to
the subject of family, in general, because we have many other
topics to address.

To what do you attribute our inability as a society to bring our-
selves to tell adolescents, to give them the simple message that pre-
marital sexual relations will lead to problems unforeseen by them,
serious problems? I ask the question because it especially pertains
only to the age in which we now live; as you said, the rates of ado-
lescent pregnancy are nothing kiss than devastating and the Gov-
ernment programs other than this one which address the problem
do not give that message.

Dr. JEFFlisoN. I think one of the problems, Senator Denton, is
that there has been a breakdown throughout the society of the
willingness to take a firm stand. People have really been intimidat-
ed and perhaps are now somewhat frightened of their children. In
the first place, they do not want to be disliked; they do not want to
be considered "not with it," which I suppose is the current termi-
nology. SI), instead of establishing what would be standards that
the child must live within, they try to suggest that they can go
along with whatever the others are doing, and this is a very tragic
thing.

One of the most significant abuses that has grown out of what
we are trying to correct is the intention from the beginning to give
.ex education courses to teenagers without parental consent. It is
using the emotional hook and exploiting what might be a sensitivi-
ty between parents and the adolescent that those who are carrying
on this kind of effort break down what has been the communica-
tion between the parent and child. So, where the parent may be
somewhat reluctant to take the heavy hand, or to look as if they
may not be as understanding as some other parents, or something
t hey may have seen on television, or something they may have
read about in the peer counseling liteattre that is passed out, the
parent is boxed in. and often, there is no source for that parent to
turn to for for reinforcement, and it is just multiplied.

think that is part of the tragedy of this, because it reflects the
larder picture of the parent really not being able to function as the
parent, the guide, the example, and so they abdicate the parental
responsibility to he another "pal.-

Senator DENTnN. We remain cunt inualIN aware in the hearings
that 1010%Th:ion. peer pressure. the contents of movies and reading
material al I emit Halite ta aa unfortunate orientation or a presenta-
tion of unlntunate role models. of unfortunate situations. of unfor-
tunate ida,. and one has to wonder how much the Nation can tol-
erate at hr.4. prnffiting this to continue, much of which is techni-
call but no one has the guts to call a spade a spade. and
...pond. the itivenment initiating policy nominally to address the
problem which does nothing Its than feed the fire, in the opinion

man%
fh Lno, Bureau. according to an article in the Washington

roda%. lost released a ..t tul, that shows that the outol-wed!ock
prgame.% late has doubled since the midThrties in this country.
For women s.cho are now '.2.9 years old. percent or the
babies born to them when the. were under 20 years old %veils out-
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owedlock. and Ihat is the highest rate of out-of-wedlock births for
all age groups of women. It is evident from these statistics that we
must do more to assist teens in understanding the responsibilities
of parenthood, particularly as two-parent families, rather than just
accepting the alarming status for young mothers and children re-
ported by the Census Bureau.

('an you tell me why so many in the medical profession and in
the pregnancy counselling profession insist on such strict confiden-
tiality when providing services to minors?

I would acknowledge. as you implied, that the parent-to-child
channel of sex education is not necessarily ideal, indeed, has tradi-
tional limitations, I would suppose, historic limitations. But at the
time of decision on the part of a 13- or 14-year-old girl, at the time
of her indoctrination by authorities who she regards as reputable,'
believable, the government advocates a policy which, in my opin-
ion. constitutes the worst kind of interference in the family. This is
something that cannot be addressed even by the separation of
powers. because in nature itself, there is no government, except
perhaps a totalitarian one, which can properly see itself within its
system as interposing itself between the parent and the child. I am
not going to give up on this issue. I find that there are tactical
compromises that must be made for the sake of getting a better ap-
proach accepted and getting it done quickly. 1 want you to know
that, Dr. Jefferson.

Dr.JKFFERsoN. I understand that.
Senator DrocroN. But it sickens me.
Have you any comments about the pregnancy counseling profes-

sionals insisting on strict confidentiality when dealing with adoles-
cents'? They demand to be able to ignore the parent while they fill
that child with what you regarded or named as, perhaps, secular-
humanism, or maybe something even worse. I have seen movies
and literature which could not be considered just neutral, but are
definitely pushing teenagers toward premarital sexual activity.
This is corning across even in PG moviesfun sex is outside of
marriage, marriage is the beginning of trouble. The old movies
used to end I ere they got married and lived happily ever after.
Now they st,... out with an unhappy marriage and show how much
fun they have oreaking it up.

Dr .1KFFERsoN. This is why I refer to it as not "sex education,''
but -behavior modification." They take what I think of as the
cooking school approach.- and the consequence is what happens
in cooking school: You try out what you have just cooked. But they
recommend the education and say that they are not moralists. But

knim Inns the experience in Scandinavia that whenever
.111%(),11' ilt1d111:1k1, such prognnns without trying to instill a sense
of moral :iccountahility. it results in increased pregnancies out-of-

Ineret,ed vonereal disease, increased abortions, and this
tan ht ree.itd ..vory tinge WO look at such studies.

knim. or I bliv. t hat Ilion. is something of an ulterior Mt
in t ht tuti- t,l tlio poor counselors and the others that you speak

. -some of my colleagues who are of that mind. because the
ohloct t to 11.1\ ;1 Child In a 61VMM44:111(i where she will not. or
Ilt bv,au-e ',mutt imos men art. exposed to thisthey will
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not have any balancing counsel either from their parents or some-
one that their parents may trust to do so.

If you suggest that I an being a little unkind with that observa-
tion, notice the different tack that is taken in other aspects, where
you would expect someone to keep the details of one's private life
private. then they will broadcast this far and wide, but when it
comes to the matter of protecting the minor and making sure that
tt parent or guardian would he in a responsible position to advise,
then the cloak of privacy and secrecy is drawn. I do not believe any
ethical physician woul i treat an adolescent, a minor, an unemanci-
p;ited minor, without the knowledge and consent of a guardian.
But those who now may do so in the area of reproductive treat-
ment or treatment of the reproductive system or contraceptive

...treatment. I think that would only be fear of the litigation that
might ensue. if such young person were related to any of the advo-
cate organizations. 13ut I do not feel that there is the genuine con-
cern for the privacy and welfare of that minor.

Senator DNToN. And all this is due, in my view, to the fortui-
tous, for their ends, positioning of highly qualified professionals, in
t hp legalistic sense, with the knowledge of how to lobby. They are a
minority of activists who have a value system which is so far re-
moved from t hat of the average citizen that it is almost incredible
that they hate been able to assume control of the situation.

I believe you mentioned this, but for the record, do you believe
th;it the demonstrations being carried out under the Adolescent
Family late Act have a good chance to help change this tide'?

Dr. JEERsoN. I believe that the do, because there have to be
steps: people have to know that there is a source available. And
just by having a project which is having an effect that can be dem-
onstrated is one way of making a statement. It at least sets for the
record that those who are concerned have made a small step for
cad to balance what it has taken approximately years to get
otftrack And by having experienced ;esearchers. highly qualified
people. with the prestigious credentials, to begin to create the in-
lormat am, to establish the projects, and to have the living proof of
I h,it young women who have been helped. I think this is
1e%. \ try IleCeSS:lry 1111(1 Very important

Senator 14:N)N. I ;1111 being requested by Senator Thurmond,
hcl 1- the haaan nt the full Judiciary Committee, to r'ec'ess this

harmit tut lrl minutes so that I can holy that committee reach a
quutun, nett. are 111;111V 1-;:-.11e-; %%filch they must take up. This con-
11112,tny ,tri,t-: inure 011111 is convenient, but I will hope
th.0 I v.111 he back here in no more than lo minutes.

I %,..int to thank %cm. Dr. .1plferson, for your extremely valuable
h-lanoll% and I .1111 1.;oinl.:. 1u retess the hearing now until .t mitt-

t.i
1

.--;11,,t

1)t H.% HU' rPHIMrlill I dr ) not
trdi r,11,11.ntl bill lip. ,Ilbcf n11111111101' 1111,- 104'11 delayeti to the

prt,t harlin_!. and there is another beoink4 ...vbeduled in
H- p 11; V. I 11Ch 1i III lot (111,1(krablt !We-
i!,'ItAht.'',11
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So in the interest of tam., I must askand I think the.,. lights
will functionthat the witnesses restrict the duration of their oral
remarks to 5 minutes.

Written testimonyand I say this with respect to each witness
and all witnesseswritten testimony prepared for presentation will
be entered in the record as if read.

I thank all of you for your cooperation in advance.
Senator DKNToN. Our next witness is Mr. Richard Van Deelen,

the corporate secretary of the National Committee for Adoption.
Mr. Van Deelen is accompanied by William Pierce, Ph.D., presi-
dent of the organization.

I have had a history of associating and working with the national
committee since the beginning of my senatorial term here, and I
especially welcome the opportunity to receive your recommenda-
tions, as well as any criticisms you might have, of public policy rel-
evant to us this morning.

Please begin, Mr. Van Deelen.

siATEMENT Or RICHARD VAN DEELEN, CORPORATE; SECRE-
TARY, NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR ADOPTION, AND REPRE-
SENTATIE, BETHANY CHRISTIAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED
HY DR. WILLIAM PIERCE. PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COMMITTEE
FOK ADOPTION

Mr. VAN DEELEN. Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to he here today
to testify in support of the' Adolescent Family Life Act and to urge
its reauthorization.

The National Committee for Adoption is a national voluntary or-
ganization concerned about the issues of adoption and services to
young, single, or troubled parents. I also have the pleasure of being
associated with Bethany Christian Services, a voluntary agency
with its headquarters in Grand Rapids MI. Bethany, to the best of
our knowledge. is the largest adoption agency in the United States.
In 1993, we were instrumental in finding adoptive homes for 375
children. These children included healthy infants, children with
,pecial needs, and children from other countries.

Bethany also provides various services to young, single, or trou-
bled parents. including pregnant adolescents, through a network of
agencies. a network of offices, and with the assistance of concerned
.olimieel,, who offer their homes to foster' these young women.

:tko provide residential maternity services.
Because the National Committee for Adoption has had the pleas-

ure of test ifying before this subcommittee on previous occasions, we
niit repeat the detailed background information about the or-

:!.aa/ation We would like to make five major points with regard to
Illy 1y:41-dation

FiNt. we %%pry early and enthusiastic supporters of the concept of
hi- act Wy realized that it we are to cope with the' increasing inci-

ilyn, i tinaLle prgnancy, we needed not only to continue the
halth and othyr human services programs which had been

thy pryilece--or legislation offered 1w Senator Kennedy;
,rii further The Adolescent Family Life Act did go

toiher It :ook the concept of providing adoption services to those
lAt)flIn \Alit) wanted thi,-; option zind emphasized its potential.
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NATIONAL COMMIT'rrE FOR ADOPTION
NUM MS

111141 CONINISCTICUT AVIINUIL M.M.

VPAIIIIMIVOTOS. D. C. SOON

fat 611.4116111

Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to appear today before your Sub-

committee on Family and Human Services, my name is Richard

Van Deelen. I am the corporate Secretary of the National Committee

For Adoption, Inc. Accompanying me is William Pierce, President

of the Natic ii Committee For Adoetion. We are here today to

testify in support of the Adolescent 7amily Life Act and to urge

its reauthorization.

The National Committee For Adoption is a nutional voluntary

organization concerned about the issues of adoption and services

to young, single or troubled parents. We are a membership organ-

ization, composed of voluntary agencies providing these services,

as well re of concerned individuals. Our member agencies provide

these services in more than 100 locations in 40 states ind the

District of Columbia. I also have the pleasure of being associated

with Bethany Christian Services, a voluntary agency with its head-

quarters in Grand Rapids, Michigan. Bethany Christian Services is,

to the best of our knowledge, the largest adoption agency in the

United States. In 1983, for instance, we were instrumental in

finding adoptive homes for 575 children. These children included

healthy infants, children with special needs and children from other

countries. Bethany Christian Services also provides various services

to young, single or troubled parents, including pregnant adolescents,

through a network of offices and with the assistance of concerned

volunteers who offer their homes to foster these young women. We

also provide residential maternity services. Because the National

Committee For Adoption has lad the pleasure of testifying before this

Subcommittee on previous occasion;, we will not repeat the detailed

background information about the organizat:on.

We would like to make five major points in regard t. this

legislation.
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First, we were early and enthusiastic supporters of the concept

of this Act. We realized that if we are to cope with the increasing

incidence of teenage pregnancy, we needed not only to continue the

sound health and other human service programs which had been created

by the predecessor legislation authored by Senator Kennedy, we needed

to go further. The Adolescent Family Life Act did go further. It

took the concept of providing adoption services to thoSe young

women who wanted this option and emphasized its potential. For the

first time in many years, there was a strong Federal statement in

favor of adoption as an alternative for young, pregnant women. You

built on the history of the Subcommittee, which had taken strong

steps to encourage the adoption of children with special needs under

its previous Chairman, Senator Cranston. Just as we supported the

thrust of legislation aimed at 'proving adoption opportunities for

children with special needs, we supported your legislation which

aimed at improving adoption opportunities for children of teenage

mothers. We supported that legislation, as we still do, because we

believe that pregnant adolescents desperately need more and better

services and that adoption is one of the services many need most.

From our viewpoint, the support of the Adolescent Family Life

Act was wise. In its first years, important steps have been

taken to focus attention on the situation of the pregnant adolescent

and those who are affected by that pregnancy. Existing care programs

have been continued, supplemented and expanded. Excellent beginnngs

navp bt n made in the area of prevention -- beginnings which give the

to tuow who attempted to bury the law in ridicule. No one is

loughing now. Rather, we are seeing, at least partially as a result

of the focus of this law, a multifaceted response growing in our

society to the problems caused by adolescent pregnancy. Major Black

,tqAnizoion% focusiiig on the problems of adolescent pregnancy

lr the Black community. Key researchErs and service providers are

Idllin3 for more programs aimed at convincing young people to delay

exual activity. And promising research is being conducted

the cdn 1-1;t. us in improving the focus of our efforts.

1 3 1
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Second, we support the law and its reliance on the voluntary

sector to deliver services. We fully recognize the controversy which

has arisen about the delivery of some of these services by sectarian

grantees. We are deeply concerned about this development. We believe

that some of the more effective and innovative approaches to human

problems are provided by the sectarian agencies in our society. All

one needs do is look at the past battles against social problems in

our society -- whether those battles were against health problems

or other foes -- and the role of the sectarian agency has been crit-

ical. It is important that, so long as grantees carry out the intent

of Federal legislation, all grantees -- non-sectarian and sectarian

alike -- be permitted to play an appropriate role. This large

voluntary sector, the independent sector if you will, has been a

key to the progress of our society. The independent sector's versa-

tility and flex' ility, its creativity and diversity, have served

our pluralistic society well. Indeed, many observers believe that

the role of the independent sector is one of the reasons for the

success of our nation -- especially in the area of human services.

Other nations have not Peen so fortunate. For instance, an article

in last week's Wall Street Journal, commenting on the challenge that

Sweden is facing in dealing with its future social service problems,

said that Sweden was struggling with ways to invent an independent,

voluntary sector.

We nave such a sector. It must ue allowed to continue to pro-

vide services, whether under non-sectarian or sectarian auspices. In

"ty ind others, sectarian agencies like Bethany Christian Services

play d vital Service delivery role. And in the nation's largest city,

trere is d Ion; and honorable tradition of service provision by the

...(tIridn voluntary agencies -- Jewish, i "otestant, Roman Catholic.

nti abuses -- just as we hope you will tolerate

hlrl-wnt -- in Vie indeptndent sector,

t
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Third, we support the continuation of this Act essentially AS is.

The demonstration programs which have been initiated need to have time

to succeed -- or fail. But they need that time in a fair context --

a context that does not change the rules or the themes half-way

through. We believe that it is important to resist the temptation

to substantially rewrite this legislation, even though all of us,

program administrators, legislators, grantees, and advocates alike,

might have some ideas about ways to change and improve the law. We

can try those changes after we have given these progr, .s a fair

test. We certainly have no need to fear that the underlying problem

of adolescrnt pregnancy which these programs address will vanish,

no matter how successful these demonstrations may be.

No, we need to ensure that we will be able to evaluate ',Me successes

and failures of the programs funded by this Act by giving the Act and

these programs an opportunity to go their prescribed course.

Fourth, we support a funding authorization which is substan-

tially higher. We believe that there are many additional programs,

care programs, prevention programs, and research programs, which

could be funded if more money were provided. For this reason, we

hive consistently testified before Appropriations in support of

additional appropriations for this law. We beli:ve that if we

(phieve a higher authorization level, perhaps it will be easier

to onvince your colleagues to appropriate at a higher level.

We suggest that you double the authorization level. We would

li;0 chdt to translate into a doubling of the level of effort of

Offl(t. of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs. Many more worthwhile

fmuld u fundLd. Demonstrations should be launched in

st:te and with each target group. Additional resources must

to the fight to prevent te2nage ancy. And we need

Itr;-r more agArAssiye re-.:.r effort. It would be

earmarking be dom.r o. these funds, so that some

:roblem areas could be me aggressively addressed. For

", unliev. that funds shoAld to earmarked for national

ovii3O: tr.!. ottt.(tIvvneY, Ot the programs authorized and

1 , A(-t. At least fio per .tnt of funding should he

1JJ
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reserved for this purpose. We also believe that a specific earmark

of funds for prevention should be considered -- the earmark might

be in the area of twenty percent. And, because adoption services

are a critical but still under-funded area of activity, we believe

that at least twenty percent of the appropriated funds should be

earmarked for programs and research related directly to adoption

services. We have other ideas for targeting these funds which we

would be glad to discuss with you, other members of your Subcommittee,

or with Subcommittee staff.

Fifth, we support a broadening of the Act's scope in terms of

coordinating related programs within the Federal government. The

several efforts scattered through the Federal government -- efforts

which, in sum, are vastly larger in financial outlays than the

modest expenditures under this Act -- need to be better organized

and better coordinated. We fully recognize the difficulty of

mandating such coordination. particularly when there are very

large programs, such as AFDC, which expend hundreds of millions

of dollars annually in services to adolescent mothers and their

children. Well-irtentioned attempts to cooroinate Federal programs

have been made before -- and have foundered, usually because the

various program administrators were unwilling to collaborate. We

encourage you to build into the reauthorization of this Act strong

language requiring coordination. Perhaps, by working with the

Director of the Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs, the

Secretary of Health and Human Services and others, the Subcommittee

devi,e a workable coordination mechanism. We strongly encour-

ale you to focus on this problem and to build into the law such

J...thority 4s may be needed to achieve this goal.

Yo,,r le4der')hip in this area is paying off. The adoption

.Prvi(t- Which build strong families, families which

are OemOnStil6lf dble to rear good citizens -- which have bet..

fun1d !.nr Act are having a ripple effect. Others are

ei,iderirg the role of adoption wrvices when they plan programs
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for pregnant adolescents. Not just within the programs funded by

Federal money but all across the nation, existing programs and

new programs are starting which feature adoption as a key component.

And more and more young women -- in every part of the country,

of every race -- are p',cking adoption as their plan. More and more

young women are looking at the harsh reality of single, teenage

parenthood and what it does to their own lives -- not just their

babies -- and deciding on the adoption option.

At Bethany Christian Services, as with hundreds of new

programs which are starting every year, the positive impact of

your leadership in the adoption area is evident. Just as we have

cjrown 3 ^1 flourished (and we are providing attachments which

explain several of our most effective programs, including our

national hotline) so have others -- thanks to the favorable,

pro-adoption environment which has resulted from the Adolescent

Family Life Act.

We thank you for your leadership on behalf of young, single

and troob;,id parents as well as pregnant adolescents. Your work

is paying off in better lives for many young women and their

babies.

Attat.twients:
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Senator DN-tws Thank you, Mr. Van Dee len. Your testimony
was perceptive. in my view You talked first about support derived
from you interest in unproving adoption opportunities, and then,
asserted that excellent beginnings have been made in the area of
prevention. which really does oot help you in the adoption commu-
nit%

And. in your prepared testimony, you m :'ntioned "those who at-
temptd to bury the law in ridicule' and say "No one is laughing
now No. they are not. The laughs have turned to scowls, to bri-
dling. to attacking. And there is plenty of money and many people,
behind it. We are in the middle of that battle, and we very much
appreciate your comments, because yours is a highly respected or-
ganization.

You expressed your concern about those attacks, and having
scanned your written presentation, I am sure that it will be a very
important part of the record of this hearing, and I want to than
you both for it.

Would you elaborate on the ways that additional earmarked
rands could be used For programs and research related directly to
adopt ion?

Nit. VAN DELEN. 1 would like to defer to Dr. Pierce on that.
Dr. Pnoccv. senator. there are a couple of ways that that could

be doily. Omit' thing that we would like to suggest is that some small
portion of the authorization, and therefore the piece that is de-
igned tOr appropriation, be earmarked. I would say $1 million or

million, at least. of actual appropriation money.
There are some very exciting things being done in adoption re-

seach, but we need more, and it needs to be more targeted.
The second part of my answer, I would suggest that it is very dif-

ficult for researchers to really be able to respond when they have
to respond to a request for application or a request for proposal,
that is all mixed up with the whole of services included in your
bill It would be good if we could have a separate RFA just For
adopt ion programs.

The third part of my answer is that however the Department
:Ind the Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs would decide to
judge between competing applicants, I think it is very important
that there be real peers who make those judgments, and the best
way to have the proper peers is to make sure that the research
panels. If they Colt IMH to use the ND1 approach, are made up of
rop14. ho are adopt lull experts not just in academia, but adoption
experts Irl the field of providing services, because what we are after
here is -,ervices. not just ivory e ,wer responses.

Senator 14:vroN During the course of these hearings, I have
learned about some ver,* useful activities in research being carried
mit under the Adules,.ent amily Life Act. I certainly hope that
the-,e po.01.1. examples and research results will be made known
and made knov, n idely. because Federal judges are affected by

h.tt Ow\ read and legislators are affected by what they receive
it.}111 hfh Cf)11',t 11;ii. been particularly oppressed, not
teeth ,tibcommitte. hut in the one on security and terror-

thy pthq tivorif.,, be\ cwt. or the elt.ect iveness of a dis
r rtl ell .c Inch applaqi. and therefore, the manifestation of truth
,f t.1 _top here in Ow- hearing room.
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that the otiment cannot, for the sake of the general welfare,
should nut as a general rule demand exclusive confidentiality in
dealing, through their counselors, with the children on the subject
of sex at the time of decision on the part of the children involved. I
say that we should start with the premise that parents should be
involved, and then try to qualify that, rather than say the counsel-
or should have exclusive confidentiality, and then somehow qualify
that to let the parents in. And that is the way the title X program
functions right now. We are only encouraging the involvement of
parents in title X. I have very little knowledge or faith in the
degree to which those parents are involved, but I am willing to be
convinced, and I hope it is an increasing rate. And in the adoption
field, the same thing. I just believe there have been some in the
counseling field who are not interested in either issue. and the
more they thin out and the others who believe in different ap-
proaches increase numbers, the more likely those programs are to
improve.

In the interest of very tight time constraints, I must thank you
now for

VAN

testimony.
N1r. VAN DEELN. Thank you, Senator.
Dr. PlEttr. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DENToN. I would like to welcome now our next witness,

MN. Mercedes Wilson, whose excellent reputation is widespread
and about whom I have read a great deal. She is the executive di-
rector of Ow Family of the Americas Foundation in Covington, LA,
and I deeply appreciate her decision tciake the time and effort to
he here this morning, and I look forward very much to your testi-
mony, MN. Wilson.

STATEMENT OF 11ERCE1)ES WILSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
%AMA OF THE AMERICAS FOUNDATION. COVINGTON. LA

Mrs. WiLsoN Thank you very much, Mt. Chairman.
It 1,, an honor and a privilege for me to testify on behalf of the

Adolescent Family Life Act.
Mr Chair man. my mime k Mercedes Arzu Wilson, executive di-

rector of Family of the Americas. Our organization is the recipient
of a grant from the Department of Health and Iluman Services en-
titled -Fertility Appreciation for I:amilies." This is a prevention
-erN, pOeCt, which will develop. test.
and disseminate a comprehensive educational program to assist
parent, to hcona better informed and more effective in providinv
ex education to their children; teach adolescents about their 1(.0.11-
IR. the importance of protecting their capability for procreation,
and ncourao them to accept responsibility for their sexual be/W-
[11f

Nit Chairman. the teenage birth rate in I 'le hinted States is
.inic)14; the high ,t in the world. surpassing those of mit V 'lesser
(111#'11)nd not um, in the 19tiis there were 92,mo births to 1.11111181'-
cied

Scihilm- 14.N iirN Mr, Wil-;titi. XCIISe Inv. Let Ill(' IMikt. a remark
.11)110 that The tetaw, birth rate in the rutted Stale, is among
th, hi:4110-4 in \orld. tho.-4e of many devioped
r,.toin. I elirt that that tact transcends the indication that was

15 ;1
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mentioned vitettlay about the apparent difference between pover-
ty and less ',wait v tilt this I know that there is some understand-
able effect, but tn. I think that distinction is transcended by
other' dist i net ions, such as the mores, the cultural environment, as
it respect:. this problem. And you, I think, made that very clear in
that one sentence. Nations with much less quality of living, much
lower standards of living, have lower premarital birth rates than
the I:nited States of' America.

Mrs WIIsoN. In 1979, there were 203,000 births to unmarried
women. almost a tripling of the 190 figures. In 1973, there were
211.011 legal abortions perfOrmed on pregnant unmarried teen-
ages In Iasi), then. were .1110,0(H), a near doubling of' the rate.

We can compare the 1979 rates of teenage live births vnd abor-
tions as such: 203.00 live births to unmarried teens and -101,000
abortions to unmarried teens. This means there were slightly less
than twice as many abortions as births of illegitimate children.

Evidence seems to indicate that as Federal spending on family
planning increases, so do teenage pregnancies. In Sweden, for in-
stance. where sex education and contraceptives are available to all
,.hildren in grade school, and where day care support is universal,
premarital sexual activities are the norm. Today, Sweden has a di-
vorc rate 1;11 percent higher than that in the United States. Half of
all n' end in abortion, and of those children who are
born. onet hird are horn out of wedlock.

There are nearly :Om family planning centers throughout the
l'inted St ati.; which provide family planning methods and provide
or refer for sterilization and abortion. According to the National
Center of I lealth Statistics, the largest group using family planning
clinics art' women under the age of 20. Each year, 1 of every 10
teenage girl, becomes pregnant throughout America; nearly 1 out
of ever% p .le suffer from sexually transmitted diseases. lie-
c.111, (it t he increase in sexual promiscuity, the demand for contra-
ceptive devices and abortions has steadily increased, and so has
io% (91hatili funding; fin. them. Over billion per year is spent to

treat exuall% transmitted diseases.
Mr Chairman. even with these statistics in front of us, and even

%kith the divorce rate we all know about, there is a vast number of
1oide tla this counto who believe in chastity self-discipline, and
taa)'ital !debt% If -)I) pvtvellt of our young people are sexually
I. e. V. 11,11 allow the other :1 percent who choose chastity and
"..1,,t,, ctnttl tharnai.11..' What are '0,(' doing for them'?

We feel that the Government, b, funding grants such as ours,
taken a positive step to support and serve another section of

he pl Jim Lit I, It: ect lull that chooses to reserve itself sexually
:.F

I It,-.111 aald Nichol,. . of Ilarvard reports that:
\I

,
r

% '

A t
I '
! ,!i.

111.1111-; 111

..111/1

.1% 11" .1111 11.1%t 1101
Ii, I.:I 1..11/ Ir1.1(111/11
thi -1.1 .11/11t .I1 i%ptf i
1, 1.7tipt% ItFI... utt,,, It /..1111,1 tli.it altlimi411 !hir

: .:!. ! .1. fa 1.01 lrtr1111. : fel ., \I.1. ,11,1

- . 1 0:.01-1111.- .t- th.in -.tt" ." '. 1: th,s. !I
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.erthed pet ,,,,-.1%f lolinrs t guilt, and haunting concerns that the!, wpre using
hilw olget.,

The sexual union is the most intimate of all human interactions,
and it contributes to the deepening relationship of a married
couple. By its very nature, the sexual act is both unitive and gen-
erative. Iiv excluding the generative function of sexual union. it
opens up sexual activity to purely recreational purposes. Once
sexual activity becomes purely recreational, it loses its total pur-
pose; tt is no longer unitive and no longer generative.

Mr. Chairman, this country was founded on high human and
spiritual values. We wish to affirm these values and reverse a
trend that seems to downgrade the importance of the family. A
strong. productive nation is built on strong productive families.

It is impe ttive that the family be protected, and the family
must take steps to see that the laws and institutions of any State
do not offend, but rather, support and defend the family's rights
and (flak's. We are the designers of the future, and we must
assume the responsibility for forming and transforming society.

I do not kiaA% it' you wish me to stop right now, or to finish.
tienatnr DNTUN. Well, you have had the 5 minutes, and in all

fairness, perhaps I can scan the rest of your testimony and, to be
technically lair. ask vtiu questions which bring out your points.

Mrs Wii.su\ Surely
l'ffa prepared StitteMet. of N1rs. INilson followsd
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TEsTIMONY AY MEW. YAWS WILSON

FAMILY OF THE AMERICAS FOUNDATION. INC.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee,

My name is Mercedes Arsu Wilson, Executive Director of Family

of the America, Foundation. Our organisation is the recipient of
a grant from the Department of Health and Human Services entitled
Fertility Pppreciation for Families. This is a prevention
service, national demonstration project which will develop, test,

and disseminate a comprehensive educational program to:

assist parents to become better informed and more

effective in providing sex education to their children,

o teach adolescents about their fertility, the importance

of protecting their capability for procreation, and

encourage them to accept responsibility for their sexual

behavior.

The main purpose of our project is to develop a program for

parents to enable them to be the primary sax educators of

their children from birth to adulthood. We will also develop a

curriculum for adolescents, ages 10 to 14, based on their
developmental needs.

A standardized program will be taught in centers throughout
the country and will be evaluated to determine its effectiveness

to meet the needs of each area.

Mr. Chairman, the reasons this program was proposed to

the Deoartment of Health and Human Services are many.

The teenage birth rate fn the United States is among the

highest in the world, surpassing those of many lesser developed

l 9 2
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nations. In 1960, there were 92,000 births to unmarried teenagers

in the 0. S. In 1970, there were 200,000 and in 1979, there were

263,000 births to unmarried women -- Alm= 0 tripling al MA 1101

figures. In 1973, there were 244,010 legal abortions performed on

pregnant unmarried teenagers. In 1980, there were 460,000

abortions performed on pregnant unmarried teengers lac

dubling of the LAIR. We can compare the 1979 rates of teenage

live births and abortions as such: 263,000 live births to

unmarried teens and 461,000 abortions to unmarried teens. This

means there were slightly less than twice as many abortions as
1

births of illegitimate children.

Evidence seems to indicate that wide availability and

knowledge of contraception have, in many ways, been responsible

for creating this problem and increasing the number of teen

pregnancies.

As federal spending on family planning increases, so do

teenage pregnancies. 'In New York State, in 1982, 66,000

teenagers experienced pregnancy. About half had abortions. More

often than not, the others dropped out of high school. Two-thirds

of those will be on welfare in five years. Their children will be

disadvantaged, tco. They're more likely to have a low birth

weight and a lower IA). and repeat at least one grade in school.

As one of those young mothers put it recently, We need help, and

we can make it if someone says 'We can give you a second chance."

there'd be no need for that second chance if those teenagers had

2
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availed themselves of a first chance - to avoid pregnancy. The

legislature has approved $5 million contingent on specifics about

how to spend it. The Governor deserves congratulations for
2

fresh approach to an old, and often tragic, problem.

The journal a Reproductive sadictne, December 12, 1983,

reported that more than half the women exposed to contraceptive

information do not make use of that information. A study of

1,000 women presenting themselves for first trimester abortion at a

Preterm Clinic in Boston, MA found that 55.7 percent of the

patients had not used any type of contraception for three or more

months prior to conception. The remaining 44.3 percent were using

some form of birth control, and hence, pregnancy was a result of

contraceptive failure. Nearly all the women in the study

acknowledged that they had acquired some knowledge of

contraception. However, why they were not making full use of this

information is not known. This confirms that teenagers are nal

using contraceptives, and that, therefore, massive contraceptive
3

programs are a failure.

----In Sweden, where sex education and contraceptives are

available to all children in grade school, and where day care

support is universal, premarital sexual activities are the norm.

Today, Sweden has a divorce rate 60 percent higher than that in

the United States. Half of all pregnancies end in abortion, and

of those children who are born, one-third are born out of wedlock.

It is often the girls that pay the highest toll as they are

3
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usually left with a child that they must take care of for the rest

of their lives.

There are nearly 5000 family planning centers throughout the

United States which provide 'family planning. methodsaniProvi4e

or refer for sterilisation and abortion. According to the

National Center of Health Statistics, the largest group using

family planning clinics are woven under the age of 20. Over 73

percent of the under 20 women never used or did not regularly use

any method of birth control before visiting the clinic. After

visiting the clinic, 79 percent of these women adopted oral
4

contraceptives.

Even with this extraordinary commitment to family planning

and sex education, more than half of all teenage girls are

sexually active. Each year, one of every ten teenage girls

becomes pregnant. Throughout America, nearly one out of every ten

people suffer from a sexually transmitted disease. Because of the

increase in sexual promiscuity, the demand for contraceptive

devices and abortion has steadily increased and so has government

funding for them. Over $2 billion a year is spent to treat
5

sexually transmitted diseases.

Mr. Chairman, even with e e statistics in front of us, and

even with the divorce rate we all know about, there is a vast

number of people in this country who believe in chastity, self-

discipline, and marital fidelity. If 50 percent of our young

people are sexually active, what about the other 50 percent who

4
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choose chastity and virginity until marriage? What are we doing

for them? We feel that the government, by funding our grant, has

taken a positive step to support and serve another section of the

population -- a section that chooses to reserve itself sexually

until marriage.

Professor Armand Nicholi, Jr. of Harvard reports that 'many

who have worked closely with adolescents over the past decade have

realized that the new sexual freedom has by no means led to

greater pleasure, freedom, and openness, more meaningful

relationships between the sexes. Clinical experience has shown

that the new permissiveness has often led to empty relationships,

feelings of self-contempt and worthlessness, an epidemic of

venereal disease, and a rapid increase in unwanted pregnancies.

They have noted that students caught up in this new sexual freedom

found it unsatisfying and meaningless.' In a more recent study of

normal college students (those not under the care of a

psychiatrist), Nicholi found 'that although their sexual behavior

by and large appeared to be a desperate attempt to overcome a

profound sense of loneliness, they described their sexual

relationships as less than satisfactory and as providing little of

the emotional closeness they desired. They described pervasive

feelings of guilt and haunting concerns that they were using
6

others and being used as 'sexual objects..

Dr. Joseph Santamaria, Director, Department of Community

Medicine, St. Vincent's Hospital, Melbourne, Australia comments

5
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that 'the sexual union is the most intimate of all human

interactions and it contributes to the deepening relationship of a

married couple. Within this union, procreation is a joint sharing

in the preservation of the human species, and so intimate is this

relationship, in its inbuilt power to share in procreation, that

it is recognized as being exclusive of all others. fidelity is

essential to the continuing commitment of the spouses' lifelong

union. By its very nature, the sexual act is both unitive and

generative. By excluding the generative function of sexual union,

it opens up sexual activity to purely recreational purposes. Once

sexual activity becomes purely recreational, it loses its total

purpose; it is no longer unitive and no longer generative. tt has

become a source of physical pleasure with no true meaning to the
7

lives of the two persons involved.'

Mr. Chairman, this country was founded on high human and

spiritual values denied by other European nations. We wish to

affirm these values and reverse a trend that seems to downgrade

the importance of the family. A strong, productive nation is

built on strong productive families.

It is imperative that the family be protected, and the family

must take steps to see that the laws and institutions of any state

do not offend, but rather support and defend the family's rights

and duties. we, the families, are the designers of the future,

and we must assume the responsibility for forming and transforming

society we must retain the right to bring up our children

6
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according to our own traditions, our religious and our cultural

values. After all, Mr. Chairman, the United States is a Judeo-

Christian country, which cherishes a strict code of moral ethics

that opposes premarital sex, all kinds of sexual perversions, and

abortion.

It is important to point out, when we are talking about human

rights, that it is explicitly,stated in The Universal Declaration

of Human Rights (Article 26, Ho. 31, parents have the prior right

to choose the kind of education that shall be given to their

children.

With confidence in the American family and its future, the

Fertility Appreciation for Families project, without any

hesitation, believes that parents are the primary disseminators of

sexual values to their children, particularly because only tiny

Loam best when their children are ready to absorb this vital and

responsibility-carrying knowledge. This project proposes to

strengthen parents in the idea that they can communicate with

their children at all ages and to help them develop the skills to

no this.

Private and government programs must respect parents' moral

values and oppose practices that are contrary to parents'

religious principles and beliefs. Surveys taken in secular

entities that provide contraceptives, sterilization, and abortion

to teenagers, have shown that 46 percent of the people working in

those institutions have counselled minor children in favor of

7
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abortion without parental consent, or counselled for abortion as

an alternative. Forty-c percent of the respondents said that

they referred minor children for abortion without parental

consent. This is threatening to the rights and authority of the

parents.

If we expect young people to obey the law of the land,

discipline is the number one, priority. They must discipline

themselves to respect and follow the rules of sports. They must

discipline themselves with respect to time and study in academics

in order to succeed. And they must discipline themselves to

abstinence in matters of sexual behavior.

The Fertility Appreciation for Families project, working

primarily through parents, proposes to present to parents and to

10 to 14 year old children, knowledge and understanding of a

future that contains for them self-esteem through positive

accomplishment rather than self-disgust because of premature

sexual activities that lead to venereal disease, unwanted

pregnancies, loss of family trust, a feeling of guilt, and

personal unhappiness.

To encourage young adults to use contraceptives is a course

of action destructive to them, their futures, their future

families, and the entire country.

There are many young people today that want to choose

chastity as their premarital state, and seek supportive

counselling. Because freedom is such a catch word used by those

8
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who are in favor of premarital sex, I would like to point out the

freedoms that chastity provides.

1. Freedom from unwanted pregnancy

2. Freedom from complications of the pill and IUD

3. Freedom from venereal disease

4.

5.

Freedom from early sterilisation from either V.

unwanted pregnancy ,

Freedom from complications of abortion

D. or

6. Freedom from forms of genital cancer

7, Freedom from the stigma and sorrow that befalls a

with an unmarried pregnant daughter

family

8. Freedom to explore cerebrocentric rather

genitocentric sexuality

than

"Nature has dictated that young people are physically able to

reproduce as soon as they become teenagers. They must be taught

that intelligence and self-control are essential. Total success

in avoiding unwanted pregnancy, abortion, venereal disease,

complications of the pill and IUD depends not upon further

advances in technology, but upon a strong national program

stressing the advantages of discipline."

nit would be a strange society indeed if the government said

cigarettes are wrong, alcohol is wrong, drugs are wrong, lying,

stealing, and all forms of violence are wrong, but in sex, you can

do no wrong."

"It is the job of parents and educators to assure young

9
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people that they ate capable of leading ordered and responsible

sexual lives, propaganda to t.s contrary not withstanding.

fteryone has a responsibility to his own body, to the welfare of

those he loves and is responsible for, and to society at large,

including the generations to come."

"Of far greater value to the health care of our teenagers

would be the government's leadership role in a national program to

protect their inner reproductive organs by the most effective and

least expensive form of birth control, sexual abstinence."

"Along with the rights of reproductive freedom, comes

responsibility and with responsibility comes rewards.

The need for self-discipline in sexuality is no different

from the need for that trait in every other aspect of our daily

8

lives.

'The physical, social, and psychological consequences that

befall the unwed mother and the family, plus the internal

dissension within the family, generated by an illegitimate 'nail,

will, in our program, be presented to the parents to help them

teach the value of avoiding such an event to their own children.

when self-motivation and self-regulation in sexual life are

practiced and understood as inherently right or good, they become
8

the natural virtue of chastity.

Mr. Chairman, there exists a tremendous contrast between the

voluminous information disseminated by the various advocates of

premarital sex and the lack of information and agencies advocating

10
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and supporting premarital chastity among young people. she

inundation of the public - via newspapers, magazines, radio and

TV, and the movie', with stories and articles with marked emphasis

on sex, sexual freedom and the advocacy of new sexual mores, is

apparent to all and subject young people to an unfair and unjust

psychological assault. Our program, Fertility Appreciation for

Families, begins to redress this disparity. Physicians, parents

and educators should be equally well-informed about the reasons for

supporting chastity as they are on the other methods of birth

control. The government has no wish, I an sure, to neglect half

Our teenage population. Our program is crucial to the future of

our country.

11
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Appendix
1

Comparison of Venereal Disease Rates from 1960 - 1980

Syphilis (Primary and Secondary)

1960 1980

Ages 10 - 14

Sales 30 51
Females 105 117 - 1.24 times higher
TOTAL 135 168

Ages 15 - 19

Males 1307 2014
Females 1274 1562 - 1.3 times higher
TOTAL 2577 3576

Gonorhea

Ages 10 - 14

Males 1190 2199
Females 2068 6674 - 2.72 times higher
TOTAL 3258 8873

Ages 15 - 19

Males 30649 99904
Females 23000 147245 - 4.6 times higher
TOTAL 53,649 247239
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Senator DENTON. You indicate thar it is your belief that parents
are the primary disseminators of sexual values to their children,
particularly because they know best when the children are ready
to absorb this vital and responsible knowledge, and you indicate
that this project proposes to strengthen parents in the idea that
they can communicate with their children at all ages and help
them to develop the skills to do this.

In my own mind, most explicitly, although, as I have said before,
I am not convinced that parents in general are always excellent
communicators on this subject, but I.do believe that the Govern.
ment should permit them to enjoy their right, exercise their privi-
lege, and I believe, exercise their ability to give advice more effi-
ciently at the time when there is a true crisis. It is one thing to be
talking to a child theoretically at 7 or 12 or 14, if you think that
child is just hearing it in a situation posing no special danger, if
you will. It is another thing to know that that child is at the point
of decision, is receiving counseling which is not M accordance with,
as you pointed out, the parents' traditions, religions, and cultural
values, and I believe that is highly improper.

Mrs. WILSON. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I believe the rights of the par-
ents should never be usurped. I think nobody knows their child
better than a parent. However, the propaganda today is making
them feel inept to exercise these rights. And this is why our pro-
gram is geared primarily to parents, to help them, advise them, en-
courage them, and give them the security that they are not to just
sit down with their teenagers when they reach a certain age; it is
an educational process that starts from the very beginning of life.

Senator DENTON. One doctor in here, at a previous hearing,
saidand this bears on the distinctions that we might otherwise
think that it is dangerous to draw the line between children 13 and
children 17, because neither is really that equipped in terms of ex-
perience and analysis, to evaluate thoroughly the cot -eoi:ences of
making the wrong choice. He went on to say that in hi, ;ewand
he had something like 45 years of counseling experience, well as
beingI think he was a medical doctorhe said, "Ye, snow, I
have a son 35 yea! old, and I still feel that I have to exercise my
parental responsibility." My mother is 81, and when she wishes to
make her views clear to me, I do listen. Perhaps I listen better
than I did when I was 17 or 14. So that parental responsibility, I
believe, is endless, and inalienable.

Mrs. WILSON. Absolutely. In fact, I agree 100 percent with what
you just said, and I also feel that if we can advise the parents that
if they give them a lot of love, affection and attention, that will be
the greatest deterrent for any child doing anything wrong, because
they will not want to hurt their parents, and they will not want to
disappoint their parents. And this is why we should also inculcate
the importance of discipline. Discipline is part of the love. If they
love the children, they will want to discipline them, and this is
very much what our program will be based on, on helping the edu-
cation of the parents, parenting their children.

Senator DENTON. Why do you think it is relatively difficult for
parents and their children to talk about sex?

Mrs. WusoN. Well, the reason why this is not a very easy sub-
jectit was not even easy for me with my own children, even
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though I am involved in this workbut I feel that if you educate
the parents well, it is going to be a much easier task, because it is
not something that you speak to them about at a certain age, but
that you bring up gradually, and yeti talk to them when they want
the questions answered. This has been, I am sure, a very successful
way of doing it.

Senator DENTON. Yes, I thoroughly agree. In other words, par-
ents need education--there has been a change, of which they may
he much less aware. If social workers, doctors, teachers get togeth-
er with parents and work on this, and professionals in other fields
involving the parents, same sort of' values, you think that from
That curricula or consultation something could develop a dialog
that would be superior.

What or who do you think could have the most positive influence
on a young person who has been engaging in premarital inter-
course to change his or her behavior?

Mrs. Wnsos. I think some of the most important points to be
made to children when we go to the schools, and that I think im-
press them the most, is the truthhow they are made, how their
anatomy and physiology works; the brain controls the reproductive
organs, of which science still knows very little, 2 or 3 percent, that
any effects of any artificial methods of birth control like the pill,
are going to he affecting their brains as well, which are still grow-
int* and maturing. So this is the way we do our educatio..i. We
teach them the anatomy and physiology, the effects of artificial
contraception. the effects of venereal disease, of which they are ig-
norant, and the effects of abortion, not only physical but psycholog-ical.

Senator DENTON. Well, there are some devices which tend to dis-
courage lawsuits being brought by parents who could make a case
that this private advice about, let's say, the use of birth control
pills, given to their children by a government-funded source and re-
sulting in harm for the child, insufficiently cautions about the like-
lihood of the consequences. I don't think many parents are awareof that recourse.

Mrs. Wit-som. This is why it is important to educate the parents,
because so often, we hey- that parents themselves encourage their
children to use them. But if the parents knew the consequences, no
parents would be willing to harm the health of their own children.
Also. we encourage the advantages of chastity, the freedom from
unwanted pregnancy, the freedom from complications of artificial
methods, such as the pill and the IUD; freedom from venereal dis-
ease. It is really a matter of telling them the truth.

Senator DENTON. Yes, the movies used in sex counseling that I
have seen and the predominant literature push the idea that there
should not he an unnecessary constraint upon natural impulses
and on the happiness that results from sexual indulgence. And as
you say. happiness does not result. You can get some pleasure, but
put e:m also get other effects, which submerge the importance of
that momentary pleasure. In other words. in the long range. or rel-
at short range, the goal of t he pursuit of happiness is notsered

So. I am nut for suffocating. and I aill not against love or against
sex. niir against the normal sexual development. But there is just
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no question that the situation is in chaos today, and it is not being
put in a true perspective. And the word truth is the one I would
emphasize. I wish we had more time to discuss this problem.

We will be submitting you written questions, to which we hope to
receive answers. I earnestly wish you well in your project. I hope it
proves successful in this area of parental involvement, and I look
forward to receiving reports of your progress, and I hope we use
more than this hearing room as a means of communication.

I would like to thank you very much.
Mrs. WILSON. Thank you very much, Senator Denton.
Senator DENTON. Our next witness is from my beloved home

State, Mr. John Carr, of Birmingham, AL, and I would like to
extend him a very special welcome.

He is the Director of Lifeline Children's Services, an adoption
agency, and more recently, also, a maternity home. Lifeline Chil-
dren's Services has placed r,r; children in adoptive homes since Jan-
uary of 1981. I would like to commend you, Mr. Carr, in this offi-
cial environment, for the service you are performing in Alabama
and surrounding States.

We are ready to hear your statement, sir.

STATEMENT OF JOHN H. CARR, DIRECTOR, LIFELINE
CHILDREN'S SERVICES, BIRMINGHAM. AL

Mr. (+ARR. Thank you, Senator Denton.
I appreciate very much the opportunity of being part of these

hearings, and we in Alabama are very pleased with the national
leadership which you have given in trying to do something about
this national problem of teenage pregnancy.

Lifeline is an adoption agency, licensed by the State department
of pensions and security. We work very closely with Say-A-Life,
which started in Birmingham in 1980, and in the past 31/2 years,
over our hotline, we have received over 14,600 calls just in the Bir-
mingham area alone. This generally indicates very clearly part of'
the problem that we have with teenage pregnancy.

The Subcommittee on Family and Human Services is to be com-
mended for passing the legislation known as the Adolescent Family
Life Act of 1981. Although funding for the program has been mini-
mal, and certainly, not commensurate with the extent or severity
of the national problem of teenage pregnancy, substantial results
were achieved. We understand that 18 months' duration of projects
is not an adequate time in which to have a full evaluation of the
program, but we do know that some significant results have been
achieved during this IS months. According to the evaluation con-
ducted by the Urban Institute, the OAPP projects had a lower
infant mortality rate, fewer lower birth weight babies were born,
fewer clients had repeat pregnancies, and educational goals were
comparable to older and more advantaged women.

I would like to comment on several sections of the bill under con-
-,ideration and suggest ways by which the bill perhaps could be

renat Ilene&
Section 1901(hc.2.1 states that one of the major features of the

AH, hill is to promote adoption as a positive Option for adolescent
parents. Research has shown that of the four options available to
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the pregnant teenager, the adoption option is considered to be the
least desirable. and the 'irst option rejected. Since 1973. the avail-
ability of the legal abortion and our society's permissive attitude
toward the unwed pregnant te, ager has made adontion an even
less-favored option.

Prior to 1973. most adoption agencies were content to let their
clients come to them. Provision of care services was often separate
from the adoption service. In order for adoption to be presented as
a viable alternative, it must be done as part of the counseling pro-
gram, and with as much enthusiasm and conviction as given to the
other options.

In 192, I had the opportunity to review and evaluate 15 project
grant applications for OAPP funding. I was impressed and rather
concerned that, at least in the applications that I reviewed, adop-
tion was one of the weaker parts of the projects.

I recommend that in reviewing and approving grant applications
for funding. those applicants which present a strong adoption com-
ponent be given careful consideration. No option has more poten-
tial for benefiting the unmarried mother, the father of the baby,
the baby himself, and last, but certainly not least, the adoptive
couple who have waited for years to rec, eve a child to complete
their .amily.

It is my understanding that a small percentage of the money al-
located for research and data collection was spent to determine
why so few young parents chose the adoption option for their
hahies. This data urgently needed in order to effect changes in
the public and private agencies providing adoption services, and to
inform in a more effective way the teenagers who are confronted
with an unwanted pregnancy.

There should be money provided in S. 1090 to purchase the tech-
nical services needed to develop grants and to evaluate them.
There are probably many agencies and programs which could con-
tribute to the body of knowledge being sought by S. 1090, but which
do not have the staff or expertise to write the application and meet
the requirements as stated in S. 1090. Many of the applications I
reviewed were obviously being written by staff members preparing
their first grant application. This gives an unfair advantage to
large organizations and institutions who employ staff for the pur-
pose of writing grant applications. Regional workshops could be
scheduled to train and assist those persons and agencies needing
such assistance.

One of the objectives of this bill is to provide the States with a
workable model for similar comprehensive programs. Although
Alabama has had an OAPP project for the past 2 years, I have not
seen or heard any information about the project. State and local
governments need to he informed about OAPP projects in their
area so they can get involved and be ready and willing to continue
the projects when the demonstration project funding ends.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to testify on hhalf of
the Adolescent Family Life hill of 19s1. I look forward to the eau-
thorization of this bill and to a continuation of the programs which
have had such a promising beginning.

Thank you.
IThe pt 'pared statement of Mr. Carr follows:I
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SENATE HEARING CONDUCTED BY
SUBCOMMITTEE ON FAMILY AND HUMAN SERVICES

On Re- authorization of
The Adolescent Family Life Act of 1991

April 20, INC

Honorable Jeremiah Denton
United States Senator

Ladles and Gentlemen:

My name Is John H. Carr. I on Director of Ufeline Children's Services, a child -
placing agency licensed by the Alabama State Department of Pensions and Security.
Lifeline counsels and assists those teenagers and women who are experlencinjaraingcrisis
pregnancy and who have turned to Lifeline Children's Services for help In
their children for adoption. Lifeline works closely with Sov-A-Ufe, a crisis pregnancy
screening and counseling program which started In December, 1966 In Bineinghets,
Alabama. Say-A-Life orgenitstlons are now located In twelve other cities extending
from Florida to Texas (See attached list for addresses of Sev-A-Life argent:60ms).
Lifeline and Sav-A-Life operate as a pert of the Wales Goebel Ministry, a non-denam-
'national ministry which provides alternatives to abortion.

From December, 1910 through March, 1984, Sav-A-Ufa of Birmingham has received
14,609 telephone calls over Its Hotline which operates twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week. These calls are received and responded to by trained volunteers.
(See attached Sav-A-Life Ministry Profile). The experience of working with the problem
of teenage pregnancy during these pest three years is the basis for our observations
on the need for such a program and how It can be Improved upon.

This Subcommittee on Family and Human Services Is to be commended for passing
the legislation known as The Adolescent Family Life Act of 1911. Althou,,h funding
for the program has been minimal, and certainly not commensurate with the extent
or severity of the national problem of teenage pregnancy, substantial results were
achieved.

According to the evaluation conducted by the URBAN INSTITUTE the clients
served by OAPP projects had: 1) a lower infant mortality rate; 2) fewer low birth
weight babies were born: 3) freer clients had repot pregnancies, and 4) educational
goals were comparable to older, more advantaged women.

I would like to comment on several sections of the bill under consideration and
suggest ways by which the bill could be strengthened. These recommendations are
based on my experience during the past three yours of managing s crisis pregnancy

290$ Pump Howe Awl Bermisphom, Alabama 34243 MOM 3671411. 0351$701115
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counseling program and adoption agency.

Section 1901.(b)(2) states that one of the major futures of the AFL bill is to
promote adoption as a positive option for adolescent parents. Research has shown
that of the four options available to the pregnant teenager the adoption option is
considered to be the least desirable and the first option rejected. Since 1573 the
availability of the legal abortion and our society's permissive attitude toward the
unwed pregnant teenager has made adoption an even less fevored option. Prior to
1573 most adoption agencies were content to let their clients come to them for service.
Provision of care services was often separate from the adoption service. In order
for adoption to be presented as a viable alternative it must be done as pert of the
counseling program and with as much enthusiasm and conviction as given to the otheroptions.

in 1552 I had the opportunity to review and evaluate fifteen project grant ap-
plications for OAPP funding. None of these applications had anemphasis on adoption.
It appeared that adoption was included as an afterthought In order to satisfy the
requirements of the bill. I recommend that in reviewing and approving grant appli-
cations for funding those applicants which present a strong adoption component lbgiven careful consideration No option has more potential for benefitting the unmarried
mother, the father of the baby, the baby himself, and last, but certainly not least,
the adoptive couple who have waited for years to receive a child to complete their
family.

It is my understanding that a small percentage of the monies allocated for re-
seirch and data collection was spent to determine why so few young parents chose
the adoption option for their babies. This data is urgently needed in order to effect
changes in the public and private agencies providing adoption services, and to inform
in a more effective way the teenagers who are confronted with an unwanted pregnancy.

There should be provided in 5.1050 monies to purchase the technical assistance
needed to develop grants and to evaluate then. There are probably many agencies
and programs which could contribute to the body of knowledge being sought by 5.1090,
but which do not have the staff or expertise to write the application and matt the
requirements as stated in S.1050. Many of the applications I reviewed were obviously
being written by staff members preparing their first grant application. This gives
an unfair advantage to large orgar.lsations and institutions who employ staff for thepurpose of writing grant applications. Regional workshops could be scheduled to
train and assist those persons and agencies needing such assistance.

I understand that not less than II end not more than 31 of each applicant's
grant funds is to be spent to evaluate each project. I recommend that 51 of the
monies appropriated for OAPP be designated for the evaluation of the total OAPP.
This would provide more monies to determine the overall electiveness of the legislation,
and make possible a fuller accounting to Congress and to the public.

One of the objectives of this bill is to provide the States with a workable model
for similar comprehensive programs. Although Alabama has had an OAPP project
for the past two years I have not seen or heard any information about the project.
State and local governments need to be informed about OAPP In their area so they
can get involved and be ready and willing to continue the projects when the demon-stration project funding ends.

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to testify on behalf of the Adolescent
Family Life Bill of 19,11. I look forward to the re-authorization of this bill ani to
a continuation of the programs which have had such a promising beginning.
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SAY-A-LIFE DIRECTORY

ATLANTA CARE CENTER
3091 Maple Drive
P. 0. Roo 12211
At lento, GA 31355
(404) 261-2736
Tom Phillips, Director

SAV-A-LIFE, AUBURN-OPELIKA
P. 0. Box 167
Auburn, AL 36930
Ben Lambert, Director

SAV-A-LIFE, BIRMINGHAM
1600 - 13th Avenue South
Suit. 112
Birmingham, AL 35205
Chuck Bryan. Director
Sandy Colman, Assistanc Director

SAV -A -LIFE, DALLAS
10405 East Northwest Highway
Dallas, TX 75238
1214) 434 -7213
Jim McKay, Director

CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER OF HOUSTON
Ord Guiton, Suite 201
Houston, TX 77027
(713) 552-1512
Sandra Andrews, Director

SAV-A-LIFE, MONTGOMERY
5766 Carmichael Parkway
Montgomery, AL 36104
(205) 277-1171;
Gypsy Capon, Director
Elizabeth Teague, Assistant Director

SAV-A-LIFE, EULESS
1703 North Main
Euless. TX 76039
(117) 267-7493
Charles and Pat Williams, Directors
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SAV-A-LIFE OF OKALOOSE COUNTY
P. 0. Box 477
Valparaiso, Pl. 32590
(91101) 6711-98112 HOTLINE
1900 1197-31194
Joe Roth, Director

SAV-A-LIFE, TUPELO
P. 0. Box 113
Tupelo, MS 31112
(601) 141 -1517
(601) 1142-8600 HOTLINE
Kathy Coats, Director

SAV-A-LIFE, WIREGRASS
P. O. Box 7114
Dothon, AL 36352
(215) 713-5433
Ruth Brown. Director

SAY-A-LIFE, PORT CHARLOTTE
P. 0. Box 2687
Port Charlotte, FL 33549
(113) 127 -3334 HOTLINE
Dawn Jonneon, Director

SAY-A-LIFE, GADSDEN
S Gadsden Bible Church
P. 0. Box 1672
Gadsden, At. 35902
12115) 11112-7166
Rev. Jerry Wells

HEARTLINE
P. O. Box 172
Anniston, AL 36202
(205) 236-2853
Susan Da laha, Director
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SAY-A-LIFE MINISTRY PROFILE

Month and Cumulative Totals

I HOTLINE CALLS:

A. Crisis

B. Non-Crisis

C. Client - Counselor

D. Other

E. Post-Abortion

Total

II. NEM APPOINTMENTS:

A. Made

B. KeptKept

C. Walk-ins

III. PREGNANCY TESTS:

A. Positive

B. Negative

C. Inconclusive

Total

IV. PREGNANCY:

A. Counseling
1. Accepted

2. Declined

Total

3. Clients Last Month

I. Accepted

4. Became Inactive

Total in Program,

B. Personal Data

1. Unmarried

2. blariied

Total

3. Minors (Under 19)

4. White

5. Other Races

MARCH 1984 Dec. i30

Amount % Amount
291 41 s 6,401
96 14 IS

65 9 S
254 36 5

5 0 s 29

711 14,609

194

...121X

100 52

18
--LW-

lii-

65 60 s 722

Ili-

100 %

30 25 % 54.
88

75 1,

118

100

30

20 )

110 100 s

92 78 s 1,436

26 22 s 483

to Date

%

44 %

.001 II

,..iiiiiJ

--SI,

46 s

A LS

100 s

75 %
25 %

1IR 100 ..611.6. ..AQQ.,:s
34 30 % 502, _IL,
60 51 % 1,130 5, %
58 49 % 789 41 5
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Senator DENToN Thank you, Mr. Carr.
Dr. Edmund Wit, the day befbre yesterday, discussed the find-

ings of research he conducted on the orientations of pregnancy
counselors toward adoption. His research indicated that the coun-
selors favored adoption, but there were two limit!itions on their
ability to successfully advise for or counsel toward adoption. The
first was a lack of objective knowledge about the adoption process
on the part of the counselors. The second was a sense or perception

he part of the counselors that adoption was not a popular
option in the minds of the pregnant young women or the young
mothers, and hence, they reasoned that until there is a market ex-
isting among adolescents for counseling about adoption, they are
not going to be that positive about counseling it.

How can we express to adolescents our positive understanding of
adoption so that there will be a demand for adequate adoption
counseling, and how can we improve the level of knowledge about
the adoption option to the counselors?

Mr. CARR. That is a rather involved question, Senator Denton,
but it is one that I have been concerned about from the very begin-
ning.

I think it :s interesting that our agency, Lifeline Children's Serv-
ices, as an adoption agency, developed 2 years after the pregnancy
counseling program began in Birmingham. And it came about be-
cause we recognized that there was a gap in the attitudes and the
information and knowledge that the pregnancy counselors had
about adoption, and not having that knowledge, they made a very
weak and sometimes completely inadNuate explanation of adop-
tion as an option.

We cannot expect these teenagers to make an informed decision
about themselves and their babies if they are not given all the in-
fornmt ion about the options.

So 1 think that those who are involved in the pregnancy counsel-
ing programs must become informed about adoption and present
the option in a positive manner. It is for this reason that we have
in-service training programs for our counselors. I have an opportu-
nity to talk to them about adoption and to answer their questions
and to urge that they present it as an option.

Senator DENTON. Do you feel that the Adolescent Family Life
Act's emphasis on adoption can help to overcome the mispt.rcep-
t ions and the lack of knowledge about the adoption option, and the
low percentage of adopt ions?

Mr. ('ARR. I certainly do. I think the research about adoption is
going to he particularly valuabie, because as we find out what some
of the restraints are in these young girls choosing adoption, then
and only then can we bring about changes in the agencies and indi-
viduals who are concerned with adoption.

Senator DENToN. 1 just want to clear up my own uncertainty
about one set of statistics. I have frequently said that there are
lines of prospective adoptive parents waiting to adopt children,
«ith the means to provide for them we': and with the' extra love
which adoptive parents have. and then I have often been corrected
by people who walk up to me after the i earing and say, "Well,
Senator. Sou are. under a delusion. There are lots of people waiting
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to adopt young, healthy, white children, but for black children or
mixed blood children, that is not the case."

I have looked into that to a degree, and I have found that they
are wrong, that both black and white parents are there, now, wait-
ing to adopt young black and young mixed blood children, that the
problem with willingness to adopt, eagerness to adopt, tends to de-
velop when the children become older and are caught up in the
foster care system.

Do you generally agree with that?
Mr. CARR. Yes, sir. Fortunately, in our kind of work, we are deal-

ing only with infantsblack, white, mixed race. It is harder to find
suitable couples to adopt the black children and the mixed race
children, but it is certainly easier if you are dealing with infants
than with the older children in foster homes.

Senator DENToN. Well, then, there are programs needed with re-
spect to the black and mixed blood children, and such programs
xist.
The "One church, one child"Father Clements from Chicago, in

his original testimony here years ago, was admired and encouraged
by me to continue his efforts, and they are worth repeating for VAL.
record.

fie decided that he wanted a program by which his church would
adopt one child in Chicago, one black child, and he talked about
the responsibiliv, you know, "If black is beautiful, then black
ought to be responsil::e, ai,d let us stop apologizing about our back-
grounds and our Qnvironmeot and our excuses for this, that, or the
other, and let us show what beauty really is, let us show what love
is."

Ills aim was to get his church to adopt one child. I think they
adopted 17 after the one sermon. He then came here, and I felt
that his program deserved Government help. I am all for private
sector initiative, but just to pay the expenses of sori.eone as devoted
and effective as Father Clements is a better way, in my belief, to
expend the funds than to create bureaucracies of the professionals
who are currently involved in Government programs, with less de-
votion and less spontaneity. He has since adopted a second

is
his

own children, and he has received a Government grant and ts now
going around the country promoting his idea.

So I believe there is prospect and potential for success in this
area. and I hope we emphasize an effort in that direction.

I want to thank you very much for your testimony, Mr. Carr, and
I will be seeing you back in Birmingham soon, I hope.

Thank you very much.
Mr. CAira. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DiovroN. Senator Eagleton has been tied up on the floor,

but he wants to welcome you, Miss Sullivan, and here he is right
no%v, speaking of the man of the hour.

Your Witness is here, Tom.

STATEMENT OF HON. TOM EAGI.ETON. A U.S. sENAToR FROM
THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Senator EAGLET ON. Mr. Chairnm, thank you.
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will be very brief, and I hope I have not interrupted your order-
ly procedures.

I am honored to introduce to you, Mr. Chairman, Miss Anne Sul-
livan of St. Louis. She is very active in the work of Catholic Char-
ities in St. Louis, which is one of the many fine philanthropic and
humanitarian organizations functioning in the St. Louis metropoli-
tan area, and Miss Sullivan has done extraordinarily good work for
that organization, and I think will be an informative and useful
witness before this committee.

I am delighted to present her to you.
Senator DENTON. Thank you, Senator Eagleton.
Senator Eagleton has a history of tremendous achievement on

this committee. I consider him a friendand you could not have
come in at a more miraculously precise time.

Senator EAGLETON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DENTON. Miss Sullivan, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ANNE SULLIVAN, CHAIRMAN, COMMISSION ON
SERVICES TO UNMARRIED PARENTS, NATIONAL CONFERENCE
(fie CATHOLIC CHARITIES

Miss SULLIVAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
I hope I can live up to Senator Eagleton's words of praise.
I am a social worker and the director of Professional Services

with Catholic Services for Children and Youth in St. Louis. I also
serve as chairperson of the Commission on Services to Unmarried
Parents of the National Conference of Catholic Charities.

I have spent most of my professional life dealing with the social
problems connected with pregnancy. Last ear, our agency served
over 60() clients ages 17 and under. With a family based approach,
this means we impacted over 2,000 residents of our community.
Nov.:ever. we reached only a small number of the popuktion who
became pregnant, as there were approximately 1,500 live births to
girls 17 and under in our region, a significant proportion of the
1.100 live births in the area.

Parenthetically. there was a mistake in my written testimony.
We had more than 4,00(1 live births in the State of Missouri. That
%Va. , just in the 10-county region centered around St. Louis.

I testify today as a representative of the 156 diocesan member
agencies of the National Conference of Catholic Charities, 127 of
whom provided pregnancy-related services to 69,000 clients in most
of the 5(I States. We estimate that about one-third of this client
group were adolescents under the age of 17. Our programs range
from residentin; i:rogre.ins with specialized services, including adop-
tion. community -bas ,.,t programs, and programs networking with
schools or hospitals. We have a long tradition of commitment to
services to this population group, based on family involvement and
family values. We serve clients through pregnancy and beyond,
with the birth family system, within the context of marriage, or
t h rough adopt ion.

Our proarams are dis..ers(., in response to needs within the com-
munity. Common to all is a recognition that pregnancy forces
maily decisions on those directly involved. Such decisions are pri-
mai'. those of the adolescents. but also. heavily involve their par-
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tints. The crisis of pregnancy can cause stress and conflict in family
systems and increase the need for family counseling, and we re-
spond to this. The public and private cost of pregnancy in adoles-
cents is of concern to all of us.

Many adolescents and their families choose abortion as a rela-
tively inexpensive, private, and apparently, simple solution to the
crisis. For many, this choice is made reluctantly, because of pres-
sures seen as overwhelming. The subsequent cost in terms of emo-
tional and social reactions are still not: known to us completely.

Some teenagers opt for marriage. Others do not. All of them
need support from within the family, from the community, and the
church, public and private charitable welfare systems, schools, and
medical care systems.

In rural areas, there is often a scarcity of such resources. In
urban areas, there may be a multiplicity of resources and pro-
grams, which can cause confusion. Access to services may be diffi-
cult. Medical care is a serious problem. Cutbacks in State and Fed-
eral funding have impacted on many programs serving this popula-
tion group. The challenge of locating needed services and accessing
into them is difficult, even for professionals.

Social climate and peer pressure support plans for many adoles-
cents to rear the child. Adoption is considered "chicken" and
proves beyond the capacity of many adolescents. To face grief and
pain which is self-inflicted, or which is to a large extent deter-
mined by parents' refusal to assume parental responsibility for a
grandchild, is not accepted behavior for adolescents.

Presenting adoption as a viable alternative to pregnant adoles-
cents and their parents is an important part of service delivery and
the support for this in the Adolescent Family Life Act has been
very important. The stress on networking and linkaging of services,
and the recognition of the conflicts in communities regarding the
appropriateness and rightness of solutions and services currently
available was a welcome effort to involve as many community
groups as possible in dealing with adolescent pregnancy. We sup-
ported it initially, and continue to do so. We urge reauthorization
of the act and increased funding for the program.

The money spent on this act is a small amount relative to the
need, but it has an impact in communities where the projects exist,
and in many other communities, because of the forward thrust of
these programs. Within the Catholic Charities network, four agen-
cies receive.; grants under the act in 1982 and 1983. They offer
coie.r:vhensive care programs, one with a special focus on strength-
ening the adoption option, and family-based prevention programs.
In these. adolescents and their parents are involved in sessions
which stress communication within the family. When they hear
their own values discussed and hear those with others, with simi-
iarit it and differences existing in families, they can develop skills
not ,,pvifiti-iv developed or refined, to deal with each other openly
;Ind horiestl.% These skills will he an asset in many situations, not
last Iri dealing with adolescent sexuality.

The programs staff know the services they offer are effective in
11111r !..;();117, and reach the population they are intended for. }limey-
p. with the small amount allowed tiir evaluation, it is difficult to
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provide gmxi documentation of program results. Our recipients
urge that resources for evaluatiem be strengthened.

We wish that the dollars available for the Adolescent Family
Life Program were more adequate when we consider the extent of
the need and the high cost of prc viding the services. We believe
firmly that when we are given the opportunity to provide services
and intervene at the earliest possible moment, and with the right
mix of services. we can effect more positive outcomes for these chil-
dren in pregnancy prevention or in comprehensive services to the
pregnant adolescent and her child.

Senator DENTON. Thank you very much, Miss Sullivan.
[The prepared statement of Miss Sullivan follows: J.
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national Conference of Catholic Charities

by

Anne Sullivan
Catholic Charities of St. Louis

before the

Subcommittee on Family and Human Services
of the

Committee on Labor and Human Resources

The United States Senate

on the

Reauthorization of the Adolescent Family Life Act

April 26, 1964

My name in Anne Sullivan. I AIM a social worker and Director of

Professional Services vith Catholic Charities in St. Louis as well as serving

as Chairman for the Commission on Services to Unmarried Parents for the

National Conference of Catholic Charities. I have spent most of my profess-

ional life dealing with the social problems connected with pregnancy. Over

the years, our St. Louis program has evolved into a comprehensive range of

services, with linkages to medical and school spite's. In 1983, our tgancy

program served 2,500 mothers and fathers and their families. Of that total

number, we estimate that 600 were adolescents, and with our family based

approach, we had an impact on approximately 2,000 residents of our community.

However, we recognize that our agency, and other programa in the area, reached

only a small number of the population who became pregnant, even in the area of

special concern for young parents. Estimates show that there were approximately

1,',50 live births to girls 17 and under in our region, a significant portion of

the live births In the state which numbered 4,103. Of even more concern is

the fa, t that there yours;; mothers were probably over-represented in the already
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high proportion of mothers who receive inadequate prenatal care. Looking at

the high number of abortions occurring among teenagers also makes the problem

of teenage pregnancy a serious one in our community.

Our program is one of several in the community concerned with the

problems of adolescent pregnancy. All involved agencies find that the need

exceeds our resources to provide the services required. Providing the

comprehensive services needed by this group of clients and their families is

very difficult.

I testify today as a representative of the 156 diocesan member agencies

of the National Conference of Catholic Charities, 127 of whom provided preg-

nencv related services in most of the 50 states. These agencies reached 69,000

clients in 1982. If 1 assume that the rate of teenage pregnancy as found in

our community is typical, about one-third of this client group were adolescents.

The programs of our member agencies sre diverse, ranging from residential

programs with specialised services, community based programs, and programs

networking with schools or hospitals. Our agencies have a long tradition of

commitment to services to this population group based on values held by the

church and the community. Our commitment to family involvement and to family

values is strong, and our programa have focused for many years on involving

the family as well as other persons directly concerned with the pregnancy.

Over the years a small group within our National Conference, originally

known as the Association of Catholic Maternity Homes, has evolved into a

Commission on Services to Unmarried Parents. Our members serve clients of

various ages through the pregnancy and beyond with services to the birth

family systems, within the context of marriage, or through sdoption. Our

programs have developed in diverse ways in response to needs within the
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community. Common to all is recognition that pregnancy forces many decisions

on those directly involved, and includes other family members. The range of

options includes whether to terminate the pregnancy or to bear the child, to

marry or to not marry, to plan adoption for the child or to rear the child

with or without the help of the family. Decisions also arise with regard to

school and completion of education plans. The availability of and ability to

pay for medical care needs to be resolved.

Such decisions are primarily those of the adolescents, but also

heavily involve their parents. The crisis of pregnancy can cause stress and

conflict in family systems and increase the need for family counseling. The

privets and public cost of pregnancy in adolescence is of concern to all of

us who are aware of the impact on the children and youth involved, wt the

families, and on society in ganef al.

Many adolescents and their families choose abortion as a relatively

inexpensive, private, and tpparently simple solution to the crisis. For many,

this choice is made reluctantly, because of pressures seen as overwhelming.

The subsequent cost in tame of emotional and social reaction are still not

known to us completely. liven in the medical area, there are still many

unresolved questions about the physical effects of abortion. Some teenagers

de opt for marriage. In Missouri in 1962 there were 6 marriages where both

parties were 15 years old, and 24 where both were only 16. I suspect these

marriages may have been pregnancy related, and thus subject to many s

Such marriages need family and"coemunity swport. Those not choosing 'marriage

are perhaps even more vulnerable. There is need for support from within the

family, from the community and the church. the public and private charitable

and welfare systems. also involving schools and medical care systems.
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In rural areas there is often a scarcity of such resources. In urban

arras there say be multiplicity of resources and programs, which can cause

confusion. Access to services varies as eligibility requirements say be

different in hospitals, prenatal care clinics, etc., or for income supplementa-

tion program, such as WIC, food stamps, etc. Medical care is a serious problem

as private insurance coverage for dependents and single persons often does not

cover prenatal care and childbirth. Schools are more accepting of pregnant

pupils, but there say be barriers which discourage continuation in school.

Adoption services continue to be available although not often chosen by adoles-

cents. Child care services are less available because the prevalence of two

job families decreases availability of day care homes with relatives or within

the community. Cutbacks in state and federal funding have impacted on many

programa serving this population group. In an urban area, the challenge of

locating needed services and accessing into them is a challenge to professionals.

We recognise that the social climate and peer pressure support plans for

most adolescents to rear the child themselves. To plan adoption is considered

"chicken" and proves beyond the capacity of many adolescents. To face grief

and pain which is self-inflicted, or which is to a large extent determined by

parents' refusal to assume parental responsibility for a grandchild, is not

accepted behavior for moat adolescents, and causes many of them to act against

what appears to be their own best interest. The Adolescent Family Life Act

recognized these factors and offered grants in support of comprehensive programs

services to pregnant girls.

Presenting adoption as a viable alternative is an important component

to .VIVit44 to pregnant adolescents as well as part of the educational focus

in onto demonstration projects geared to adolestents and their parents. The
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option may not be exercised for a variety of reasons, but at least those

involved know of its existence.

Predecessor programs first focused on the client, the pregnant

adolescent. As these programs developed, the family and the father of the

child were included in services as they were important people in pregnancy

and parenting decisions.

The Adolescent Pamily Life act with its stress en networking and

linkages of services and recognition of the conflicts existing within our

community regarding the approprinteness (rightness) of some of the solutions

and services currently available was a welcome effort to involve as many

community groups as possible to have an impact on this serious problem. We

supported it initially and continue to do so. We uric reauthorization of the

Act and increased funding for the programs.

The money spent under this Act is a small amount relative to the need,

but has an impact is the community where the projects exist and in many other

communities because of the forward thrust of these programs. The experience

gained from these projects will be of great benefit to all of us. As an example

of this, we received recently information from a program Joil under this Act

which sakes available to social services agencies TV and radio announcements

about services for pregnant adolescents at reasonable costs.

Within the Catholic Charities network, four agencies received grants

under the Act in 1982 and 1983. They offer comprehensive care programs

providing networking and linkage among existing services, in one instance

with a special focus on strengthening the adoption option, or provided a

family based prevention program.

Prevention programs have been developed by grant recipients under

this Act through demonstration projects. Adolescents and their parents are

I -
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Involved in sions which stress communication within the family. Facili-

tators help h.th the adolescents and their parents discuss their values, the

similarities and differences. The adolescents hear the valuta of other parents

and parents have an opportunity to her those of adolescents other than their

own. This family focused approach gives members of the family skills, perhaps

not previously developed or refined, to deal with each other openly and

honestly. The skills will be an asset in many situations families face, not

just in dentine with adolescent sexuality. The consequences of an ill-timed

pregnancy may be discussed with some reality testing as to the implications

for all as a result. Technical information is given to counter some of the

"misinformation" held by the seemingly well informed and sophisticated

adolescents. You heard some grant recipients describe their programs at

hearings of this Subcoemittee on Tuesday.

In preparation fot this testimony, I spoke with one of our member

agencies which is involved in a hospital based program serving low income,

Mexican-American families. The outcome of the project so far has been quite

exciting, as all of the mothers had healthy outcomes to pregnancy; they had

accessed prenatal care much earlier than experience indicated they would have

prior to the initiation of this program. There were language and cultural

harrier,. to their use of existing services which were worked through. Although

there were not many Adoptions, the staff feel that at least the adolescents

were aware of the a viable alternative. Program staff have found that the

us, of family the.rapy sesions with the father and his family and the mother

4n4 h.! !mil./ re.ofted in many familit4 resolving the stress amsoelated

.4111. 14,;...n. / in mu. t. In...1011V, way. Apparently it was a common necuirenee
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for a girl to be excluded ;roe the family and to have to support herself and

her child. With the help of family counseling and support services, the

families seem to be functioning well in offering needed support to the girl

and her child. This particular program has involved a number of community

agencies, none of which had worked effectively together before the inception

of the program receiving the grant.

Program staff know that the services they offer are effective in their

goals and reach the population they are intended for. However, with such a

small amount allowed for evaluation as part of the grant award, it is difficult

to provide good documentation for program results. Han, grant recipients urge

that the criteria and resources for evaluation be strengthened under this act.

Research and evaluation provide the background for improving services.

Recently the Danforth foundation sponsored a atudy of the economic

cost of teenage pregnancy to the St. Louis community. The study looked at

current and pro2ected economic costs with attention to social factors. While

the data included teenagers up to age 19, it was obvious that the costs of

medical care were markedly higher in inverse ratio to the age of the mother,

that the ability to effect healthy outcome for the child also was influenced

by this factor, and that the cost of proiiding adequate financial support WS
higher related to the age of the mother at the time of birth. There was an

effort mule to quantify this as well as to look at the cost of early child-

bearing as reflected by decreased earning capacity and increased reliance on

public assistance. There was an estimate that the coat of services such as

AFDr And Medicaid, food stamps, housing, and others would average $14,041

snnually for e.sch child up to the age of 18. The cost in stressed family
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life, inability to become self-supporting, and in the tot; social-emotional

impact on the individuals concerned, their families, and the community, of such

early childbearing and childbearing cannot be calculated in dollars, nor is it

possible to adequately describe it in words.

Many programs concentrate on delaying childbearing when teenagers are

sexually active, and others focus on terminating the pregnancy since this has

become legaLoption. In spite of all of these programs, adolescents continue

to have "unplanned pregnancies," thus causing problems for them and their

families. We, as representatives of social agencies and as members of a group

especially committed to the support of family life and to the value of each

child, seek in every way that we can to insure that the economic cost to the

community is reduced as much as possible, and that the social, psychological

and emotional impact of pregnancies to our adolescent population is minimised

to the maximum extent possible. In this quest, we have been heartened by the

leadership shown by the Congress in providing funding for the Adolescent Family

Life Program. We wish that the dollars available were more adequate when we

consider the extent of the need and the high cost of providing cervices. We

believe firmly that when we are given the opportunity to provide services and

intervene at the earliest possible moment and with the right mix of services,

we can affect more positive outcomes for these children in pregnancy prevention

or tqmprehensive services to the pregnant adolescent and her child.
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Senator DENoN. In your area, your geographic area, do you be-lieve that the Adolescent Family Life Programs are well-known inthe communities? Do they have sufficient outreach?
Miss SULLIVAN. We were not fortunate enough to get a gran',and there is no Adolescent Family Life Program in our area. Thtclosest is one in Kansas City, which is 230 miles away.
Senator DENTON. In your opinion, in general, throughout the

United States, do you think the Adolescent Family Life Programs
are sufficiently publicized, and do they have sufficient outreach?

Miss SULLIVAN. I think there is a need for more dissemination of
the information that comes through those. I think we are begin-ning to see some of the effects of that. We got a notice just theother day about a program in Iowa that was telling us about avail-ability of a resource from their work. We hope to hear more ofthat. But there is certainly much need to make the outcomes of thegrants known. And I was thinking that through the network of ourConference of Catholic Charities and our Commission on Unmar-ried Parents, inat we would certainly be in a position to advisepeople about the availability of the material developed through thegrants.

We would be glad to cooperate with the Office on AdolescentPregnancy in doing that.
Senator 1)KsyroN. My next question may be rather comprehen-

sive, and if you would care to develop it further in writing, I would
appreciate it. But in your years of work in the Catholic Charities
movement, can you recall and relate examples of how church-affili-
ated organizations such as yours have been able to work to goodeffect with other private agencies which are not religiously affili-ated. as well as with the private sector, in the area of adolescentpregnancy?

Miss SULLIVAN. I certainly can. I know that, for instance, I am amember of the Maternal and Child Health Council in St. Louis,and participate in planning around the area of pregnancy, and thatbrings together a number of organizations. One of our memberagencies. the one in Kansas City, that I am aware of, is in a consor-tium with a family practice grant in a hospital and a nonsectarian
community agencyit includes the YMCA. But they said that thiswas the first time that any of those had worked well together. Sothat the act did bring community agencies together. And I thinkwhen we work together, we can be more effective.

Senator DENT0N, Synergistic. I think that word means somethinglike the sum of your work is exceeded by the effects of that work.And I agree with you. I think when organizations work together,
they do more than the sum of their separate work would haveamounted to

Thank you very much firr your testimony, Miss Sullivan.
Senator DENMN. Our final witness this morning is Mrs. Margari-

ta ernandez-Mattei. She is the national coordinator of adolescentpregnancy prevention for the National Coalition of Ilispanicdent ii Ilealth atncf Human Services Organizations. They are [mat-ed here in Washington. The organization endorsed the AdolescentFtml life Program in 1981. and Mrs. Fernandez-Mattel will dis-cte::, the need tOr Adolescent Family Life services in the Ilispaniccommunity
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Please begin, Mrs. Fernandez-Mattel.

STATEMENT OF MARGARITA FERNANDEZMATTEL NATONAL CO-

ORDINATOR, ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY PREVENTION, MALI.
TION (H' HISPANIC MENTAL HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICE OR-
GANIZATIONS, VVASHINGTON, DC

Mrs. FERNANDEZ-1%1AM'. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman.
It is a pleasure to be able to present our views before the sub-

committee. I am coordinator for he National Coalition of Hispanic
Mental Health and Human Service Organizations.

COSSMHO has a National Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention
Program grant. COSSMHO works with 220 rural and urban com-
munities in 32 States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.
We work very much in the fields of mental health and human serv-
ices, and give special emphasis to youth.

In our program, we are using this total national network to dis-
seminate the information on adolescent pregnancy prevention.
Major ('OSSMIIO achievements in serving youth and families in-
clude: providing career development leadership training to over
6,000 Hispanic teenagers in 14 cities, in cooperation with local
agencies, schools, churches, and volunteer groups. We conduct a na-
tionwide series of public forums for youth, public officials, and rep-
resentatives from service providers, employers, and schools, helping
firm local networks to follow up on concerns voiced by youth.

COSSM110 also conducts biennial national conferences on
human services as well as national Hispanic youth symposium,
joining with other local member agencies in cosponsoring statewide
and regional conferences on issues affecting Hispanics, including
adolescent pregnancy prevention.

COSSMI10 utilizes two publications to disseminate this informa-
tion. Research has proven that early adolescence is a critical deve!-
opmental period for youth, parents, the family as a whole. Yet
more societal attention and resources have been devoted to other
key periods, such as early childhood and old age.

Under the rush of fundamental, rapid, and dramatic changes
which characterize early adolescence, all families experience dis-
equilibrium. Many experience long and painful disfunction.

As youth cope with profound changes in physical makeup, intel-
lectual capability, and new social frontiers, parents, the family, and
other adult role models play a pivotal role in helping them develop
confidence and competence by providing them sensitivity, guidance,
understanding and support.

Most parents dread the onset of adolescence, the precarious mix
of opportunities and dangers it may hold for their particular child,
the complex new demands it will make on their time and skills.

A recent survey conducted by National Family Opinion Re-
search. Inc., found that between 64.5 and ?..2M percent of teens
agreed with their mothers on such subjects as drugs, education,
pol it ics and sex. while between 53 and 75.f; percent agreed with
their fathers' views on the same topics.

We must strengthen the fiimily unit, assisting parents to develop
kills needed in their efforts to provide children and adolescents

with accurate and health information about sexuality, reproduction
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and respect to self and others. We are striving to teach our youth
that responsibility in sexuality, self-respect, and respect for the
lives of others is one of the most fundamental and Important mat-ters th?), will face in their young lives.

The youthfulness and fertility of the Pispanic population con-trast to the overall aging of America. Hispanics are younger, 22
years median age as compared to :11 years old for other ethnic
racial groups, and have larger families. Based on the 1972-80 Na-
tional Opinion Research Center general social surveys, the birth
rates and fertility rates respectively in 1979 were 15.6 and 66.7 for
the total sample, while it was 25.5 and 100.5 percent for all Hispan-
ics. Forty-six percent of all Hispanics are under 18 years old. His-
panic adolescents and children are twice as likely to belong to large
familiesthat is, those with seven members or more. Nineteen per-
cent of all Hispanic mothers are under 20 years of age, and this
relatively large proportion of births to teenagers is a factor ac-counting for the lower levels of educational achievement observedamong Hispanic women.

In order to help Hispanic adolescents realize their potential aswhole human beings, we need to integrate the biological, social,
and psychological aspects of their sexuality into all other aspects of
their lives. Adolescent sexuality should be dealt with in the context
of waole, young human beings in interaction with their personal
se!ves, their peers, their families of the past and the future. It
should be Liken into account that these are people we are talkingabout, and not simply owners of reproductive systems.

Adolescent sexuality is also shaped by many sociocultural forcessuch as: the overall values and norms of the larger society concern-
ing adolescent sexuality, the socioeconomic status of his or her
family, race ethnicity, and religion. The particular community in
which the individual lives, the cultural patterns of that special
place, and the social institutions that serve adolescents play a keyrole in their development.

In order to reach these Hispanic population groups, cultural her-
itage and identity must be incorporated in the strategies and serv-
ice delivery modes. Hispanics are significantly less likely to ap-
prove sex education for adolescents than either blacks or whites.
Hispanics also perceive the appropriate ages for sex education to beolder and are more conservative about the topics and places for sexeducation than other ethnic groups. In order to reach the Hispan-
ics, these and other important factors should be part of the plan-
ning process.

COSSNI110 is conducting a national demonstration project in five
cities: Albuquerque, Boston, Los Angeles, Miami, and San Antonio.We ;ire giving fialnal training to the parents to develop parenting
skills, and we are utilizing a pyramidal community organization
model which will allow us to reach and train 42,000 parents in the
five States during a 2-year period. Our design is innovative and
brings in existing organizations and agencies to form part of the
parental support network. The more support parents and potential
patents receive from their community, the more prepared and
secure they will be as they take on this difficult responsibility.

Our programs are in their first year of operation, and have pro-
duced excitement in our communities, yet it is too early to measure
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their effects. This model does provide a different alternative to the
Hispanic community by helping parents to be the primary sex edu-
cators. Our Nation needs to continue exploring these and other
new models to find solutions to the crises lived by our families. By
supporting concerned parents in a bilingual and bicultural setting
on this issue, we may also prevent other negative behavior in our
youth.

Although millions of dollars have been invested since 1970 in the
traditional provider-oriented approaches, the prublem continues to
grow substantially. Adolescent pregnancies have ii:creased and so
have the number of terminated pregnancies. Accordi'g to the Na-
tienal Center for Health Statistics, in 1980 there are 1,077,092 preg-
nancies in adolescents aged 15 to 19 and 28,917 pregnancies in ado-
lescents under 15. Of these, 460,120 were terminated thrlugh in-
duced abortions. Successful family planning approaches ar,d serv-
ices should prevent unwanted pregnancies. Too small a portion of
the family planning funds available under titles X and XX of the
Public Health Service Act are set aside for preventive efforts or in-
novative approaches.

I strongly urge you to reauthorize title XX of the Public Health
Service Act, the Adolescent Family Life Act of 1981, and to in-
crease the funding available for preventive efforts substantially.
Our children and youth are our Nation's future, and worth sparing
no elThrts to solve this critical problem.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared statement of Mrs. Fernandez-Mattei follows:)
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I'KKPAIIKD STATRANT OP MARGARITA FERNANDEZ-MATTE'

MR. CHAIRMAN ANO SUBCOMMITTEE MEMBERS:

I AM MARGARITA FERNANDEZ -MATTE!, NATIONAL COORDINATOR OF THE ADOLESCENT

PREGNANCY PREVENTION PROGRAM CONDUCTED BY THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF HISPANIC

MENTAL HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES ORGANIZATIONS (COSSMHO). A PRIVATE NONPROFIT

ORGANIZATION, COSSMHO IS A NATIONAL COALITION OF LOCAL HISPANIC-SERVING AGENCIES

AND PROFESSIONALS INVOLVED IN SERVICE DELIVERY, TRAINING, AND RESEARCH IN HEALTH,

MENTAL HEALTH, HUMAN SERVICES, AND YOUTH SERVICES. COSSMHO AFFILIATES SERVE

MEXICAN AMERICAN, PUERTO RICAN, CUBAN-AMERICAN, AND LATINO COMMUNITIES IN OVER

220 URBAN AND RURAL AREAS IN 32 STATES, THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. ANO PUERTO RICO.

OUR NATIONAL OFFICE IN WASHINGTON, D.C. SERVES AS THE FOCAL POINT FOR INTER-

CHANGE AND JOINT ACTIVITIES.

MAJOR COSSMIO ACHIEVEMENTS IN SERVING YOUTH AND FAMILIES INCLUDE: PROVIOING

(AKER DEVELOPMENT/LEADERSHIP TRAINING TO VIER 6,000 HISPANIC TEENAGERS IN 14

CITIES. IN COOPERATION WITH LOCAL AGENCIES, SCHOOLS. CHURCHES, AND VOLUNTEER

GROUPS: CONDUCT OF A NATIONWIDE SERIES OF PUBLIC FORUMS FOR YOUTH, PUBLIC

OFFICIALS, AND REPRESENTATIVES FROM SERVICE PROVIDERS, EMPLOYERS, AND SCHOOLS:

hELPING FORM LOCAL NETWORKS TO FOLLOW UP ON CONCERNS VOICED BY YOUTH.
.

COSSMHO ALSO CONDUCTS BIENNIAL NATIONAL CONFERENCES ON HUMAN SERVICES AS

WELL AS NATIONAL HISPANIC YOUTH SYMPOSIUM, AND ALSO JOINS WITH LOCAL MEMBER

AGENCIES IN CO-SPONSORING STATEWIDE AND REGIONAL CONFERENCES ON ISSUES AFFECTING

HISPANICS. INCLUDING ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY PREVENTION. RESEARCH HAS PROVEN

THAT EARLY ADOLESCENCE IS A CRITICAL DEVELOPMENTAL PERIOD FOR YOUTH, PARENTS.

ANO THE FAHILY AS A WHOLE. YET MORE SOCIETAL ATTENTION AND RESOURCES HAVE

BEEN DEVOTED TO OTHER KEY PERIODS SUCH AS EARLY CHILOH000 AND OLD AGE. UNDER

THE RUSH OF FUNDAMENTAL, RAPID, AND DRAMATIC CHANGES WHICH .:HARACTERIZE EARLY

ADOLESCENCE. ALL FAMILIES EXPERIENCE DISEQUILIBRIUM: !WI, EXPERIENCE LONG AND
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PAGE TWO

PAINFUL DISFUNCTION. AS YOUTH COPE WITH PROFOUND CHANGES IN PHYSICAL MAKEUP,

INTELLECTUAL CAPABILITY, AND NEW SOCIAL FRONTIERS, PARENTS, THE FAMILY, AND

OTHER ADULT ROLE MODELS PLAY A PIVOTAL ROLE IN HELPING THEM DEVELOP CONFIDENCE

AND COMPETENCE BY PRJVIDING THEM SENSITIVITY, GUIDANCE, UNDERSTANDING, AND

SUPPORT.

MST PARENTS DREAD THE ONSET OF ADOLESCENCE, THE PRECARIOUS MIX OF

OPPORTUNITIES AND DANGERS IT MAY KID FOR THEIR PARTICULAR CHILD, THE COMPLEX

NEW DEMANDS IT WILL MAKE ON THEIR TIME AND SKILLS.

A RECENT SURVEY CONDUCTED BY NATIONAL FAMILY OPINION RESEARCH, INC. FOUND

THAT BETWEEN 64.5 PERCENT AND 82.6 PERCENT OF TEENS AGREED WITH THEIR MOTHERS

ON SUCH SUBJECTS AS DRUGS, EDUCATION, POLITICS, AND SEX, WHILE BETWEEN 53 AND

75.6 PERCENT AGREED WITH THEIR FATHERS' VIEWS ON THE SAME TOPICS.

WE MUST STRENGTHEN THE FAMILY UNIT, ASSISTING PARENTS TO DEVELOP SKILLS

NEEDED IN THEIR EFFORTS TO PROVIDE CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS WITH ACCURATE

AND HEALTHY INFORMATION ABOUT SEXUALITY, REPRODUCTION AND RESPECT TO SELF

AND OTHERS. WE ARE STRIVING TO TEACH OUR YOUTH THAT RESPONSIBILITY IN SEXUALITY,

SELF RESPECT, AND RESPECT FOR THE LIVES OF OTHERS IS ONE OF THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL

AND IMPORTANT MATTERS THEY WILL FACE IN THEIR YOUNG LIVES.

THE YOUTHFULNESS AND FERTILITY OF THE HISPANIC POPULATION CONTRAST TO

THE OVERALL AGING OF AMERICA. HISPANICS ARE YOUNGER (THE MEDIAN AGE IS 22 VS.

31 FOR OTHER ETHNIC RACIAL GROUPS) AND HAVE LARGER FAMILIES. BASED ON THE

1972-80 NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENTER GENERAL SOCIAL SURVEYS, THE BIRTH

RATES AND FERTILITY RATES RESPECTIVELY IN 1979 WERE 1. 5 AND 66.7 FOR THE

TOTAL SAMPLE WITH 25.5 AND 100.5 FOR ALL HISPANICS (29.7 AND 119.3) FOR THOSE
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OF MEXICAN ORIGIN: 22.6 AND 80.7 FOR PUERTO RICANS: 8.6 AND 39.7 FOR CUBANS:

25.7 AND 95.9 FOR OTHER HISPANICS). FORTY SIX PERCENT (46 OF ALL HISPANICS

ARE UNDER 18 YEARS OLD. HISPANIC ADOLESCENTS AND CHILDREN ARE TWICE AS LIKELY

TO BELONG TO LARGE FAMILIES (THAT IS. THOSE INCLUDING SEVEN OR MORE MEMBERS)

THAN THE GENERAL POPULATION. NINETEEN PERCENT OF HISPANIC MOTHERS ARE UNDER

TWENTY YEARS OF AGE AND THIS RELATIVELY LARGE PROPORTION OF BIRTHS TO TEENAGERS

IS A FACTOR ACCOUNTING FOR THE EMIT LEVELS OF EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT OBSERVED

AMONG HISPANIC WOMEN.

IN ORDER TO HELP HISPANIC ADOLESCENTS REALM THEIR POTENTIAL AS WHOLE

HUMAN BEINGS. WE NEED TO INTEGRATE THE BIOLOGICAL. SOCIAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL

ASPECTS OF THEIR SEXUALITY INTO ALL OTHER ASPECTS OF THEIR LIVES. ADOLESCENT

SEXUALITY SHOULD BE DEALT WITH IN THE CONTEXT OF WHOLE, YOUNG HUMAN BEINGS

IN INTERACTION WITH THEIR PERSONAL SELVES, THEIR PEERS, THEIR FAMILIES OF THE

PAST AND THE FUTURE. IT SHOULD TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT THAT THESE ARE "PEOPLE" WE

ARE TALKING ABOUT NOT SIMPLY OWNERS OF REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS.

ADOLESCENT SEXUALITY IS ALSO SHAPE() BY MANY SOCIO-CULTURAL FORCES SUCH

AS THE OVERALL VALUES AND NORMS OF THE LARGER SOCIETY CONCERNING ADOLESCENT

SEXUALITY, THE SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS OF HIS/HER FAMILY, RACE ETHNICITY. AND

RELIGION. THE PARTICULAR COMMUNITY IN WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL LIVES, THE CULTURAL

PATTERNS OF THAT SPECIAL PLACE, AND THE SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS THAT SERVES

ADOLESCENTS PLAY A KEY ROLE IN THEIR DEVELOPMENT.

IN ORDER TO PEACH THESE HISPANIC POPULATION GROUPS CULTURAL HERITAGE AND

IDENTITY MOST BE INCORPORATED IN THE STRATEGIES AND SERVICE DELIVERY MODES.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH A SURVEY CONDUCTED BY COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. HISPANICS ARE

SIGNIFICANTLY LESS LIKELY TO APPROVE SEX EDUCATION FOR ADOLESCENTS THAN EITHER

BLACK OR 4HITES. HISPANICS ALSO PERCEIVE THE APPROPRIATE AGES FOR SEX EDUCATION

TO BE OLDER, AND ARE MORE CONSERVATIVE ABOUT THE TOPICS AND PLACES FOR SEX
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PAGE FOUR

EDUCATION THAN ARE OTHER ETHN:C GROUPS. IN ORDER TO REACH THE KISPANICS THESE

ANO OTHER IMPORTANT FACTORS SHOULD BE PART OF THE PLANNING PROCESS.

COSSMHO IS CONDUCTING A NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECT IN FIVE CITIES,

WHICH FOCUSES ON DEALING WITH CONCERNED PARENTS WHO WANT TO CARRY OUT THEIR

RESPONSIBILITIES AS THE PRIMARY SEX EDUCATORS OF THEIR CHILDREN AND YOUTH.

THE PROJECT'S GOAL IS TO HELP PREVENT AND RECLCE THE INCIDENCE OF ADOLESCENT

PREMARITAL SEXUAL ACTIVITY, INCLUDING ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY, BY ORGANIZING

AND MOBILIZING GROUPS OF VOLUNTEER PARENTS ANO OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS AROUND

THIS CRITICAL ISSUE AT THE LOCAL LEVEL BY FOSTERING LOCAL NETWORKS SUPPORTIVE

OF THESE GROUPS. THE DEMONSTRATION PROJECT IS DIRECTED TONARO HISPANIC

COMMUNITIES IN ALBUQUERQUE, BOSTON, LOS ANGELES, MIAMI ANO SAN ANTONIO. WE ARE

UTILIZING A PYRAMIDAL COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION MODEL WHICH WILL TRAIN AN ESTIMATED

FORTY-ONE THOUSAND PARENTS IN THE FIVE STATES DURING A TWO YEAR PERIOD. THE

DESIGN PROVIDES FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A PERMANENT MOVEMENT BY THE CONCERNED

PARENTS, WHO WILL CONTINUE TO INVOLVE OTHER PARENTS. OUR DESIGN IS INNOVATIVE

ANO BRINGS IN EXISTING ORGANIZATIONS ANO AGENCIES TO FORM PART OF THE PARENTAL

SUPPORT NETWORK. THE MORE SUPPORT PARENTS AND POTENTIAL PARENTS RECEIVE FROM

THEIR COMMUNITY, THE MORE PREPARED AND SECURE THEY WILL BE AS THEY TAKE ON

THIS DIFFICULT RESPONSIBILITY.

OUR PROGRAMS ARE IN THEIR FIRST YEAR OF OPERATION AND HAVE PRODUCED

ENTHUSIASM IN OUR COMMUNITIES, YET IT IS TOO EARLY TO MEASURE THEIR EFFECT.

THIS MODEL PROVIDES A DIFFEREN! ALTERNATIVE TO THE HISPANIC COMMUNITIES

BY HELPING PARENTS TO BE THE PRIMARY SEX EDUCATORS. OUR NATION NEEDS TO

CONTINUE EXPLORING THESE AND OTHER NEW.MOOELS TO FIND SOLUTIONS TO THE CRISES

LIVED BY OUR FAMILIES. BY SUPPORTING CONCERNED PARENTS IN A BILINGUAL AND

BICULTURAL SETTING ON THIS ISSUE, WE MAY ALSO PREVENT OTHER NEGATIVE BEHAVIOR

IN OUR YOUTH.
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ALTHOUGH MILLIONS OF DOLLARS HAVE SEEN INVESTED SINCE 1970 IN THE TRADITIONAL

rOvIDER-ORIENTED APPROACHES, THE PROBLEM CONTINUES TO GROW SUBSTANTIALLY.

ADOLESCENTS PREGNANCIES HAVE INCREASED AND SO HAVE THE NUMBER OF TERMINATED

PREGNANCIES. ACCOROING TO THE NATIONAL CENTER
FOR HEALTH STATISTICS, IN 1910

THERE WERE 1,077,092 PREGNANCIES
IN ADOLESCENTS AGED 1S TO 19 AND 28,917

PREGNANCIES IN ADOLESCENTS AGED UNDER 1S. OF THESE,480,120 WERE TERMINATED

THROUGH INDUCED ABORTIONS. SUCCESSFUL FAMILY PLANNING APPROACHES AND SERVICES

SHOULD PREVENT UNWANTED PREGNANCIES. YET, T00 SMALL A PORTION OF THE FAMILY

PLANNING FUNDS AVAILABLE
UNDER TITLES X AND XI OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ACT

ARE SET ASIDE rOR PREVENTIVE EFFORTS OR INNOVATIVE APPROACHES.

I STRONGLY URGE YOU TO REAUTHORIZE TITLE XX OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

ACT AND TO INCREASE THE FUNDING AVAILABLE FOR PREVENTIVE EFFORTS SUBSTANTIALLY.

OUR CHILDREN AND YOUTH ARE OUR NATION'S FUTURE AND WORM SPARING NO EFFORTS

TO SOLVE THIS CRITICAL PROBLEM.

THANK YOU
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Senator DNroN. Thank you. I will ask you only two questions.
You ran over your time, but I could see that the information you
were going to give me was information I would have solicited in
questions.

Are Hispanics more likely to accept a sex education program
that is thought to be more traditional and if so, why?

Mrs. FERNANDEZ-MATTEL Our culture is very conservative. The
Hispanic communities within the United States differ among them-
selves, but we do have in common that we are more conservative,
and that traditionally, the family looks within itself to educate its
children in sensitive and value matters.

Therefore, they are more inclined to use services that agree with
their personal values.

On the other hand, our youth are torn between a family-centered
tradition and a peer-centered tradition. That is why we need to for-
tify the parenting skills and help the parents carry out this diffi-
cult mission.

Senator DENTON. With that strong consideration, what would you
see as the best approach for targeting large Hispanic communities
with a program like the Adolescent Family Life Act? Who should
be the actors in the program?

Mrs. FERNANDEZ- MATTEL. In the planning and in the delivery of
services, I would strongly urge that Hispanics be involved in the
development and planning of both. It does not have to be in an ex-
clusive way, but the cultural values and the cultural differences
must be taken into consideration before we can actually be effec-
tive in reaching these communities.

Senator DENTON. What kind of community organizations would
you believe necessary to be involved to insure that such a program
would be acceptable to an Hispanic community?

Mrs. FERNANDEZ- MATTEL. I would say both sectarian and nonsec-
tarian. The Hispanic community's traditional support network in-
cludes sectarian sources and nonsectarian sources. The thing that
we should stress is that it be community organizations that are
sensitive to the cultural difference and the value differences and
the more conservative and traditional approach of the Hispanic
community.

The networks that we are using include the whole range of agen-
cies. and we are making a special effort to assist the existing orga-
nizations to be more aware of these cultural differences so that
they can he more effective in serving the Hispanic communities. In
the case of sexuality education. a lot of euphemisms have to be
used. rather than addressing the issue by the more clear terms, be-
(MUSE' our communities are quite, quite conservative.

Senator DENTON. Granting the statistical, relatively high con-
servatism among Hispanics, but also highlighting the remark you
made that among Hispanics. there are differences, and we know
that among whites of different persuasions and blacks of different
persuasions. there are differences, too. It would appear to me that
those families and the organizations which serve those different
t pt's of people should he sensitive to their respective belief's about
thee kind of sex counseling that should be offered to them, and the
communities which should be involved in the overall approach to
that subject. I feel sure you would agree with that.
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Mrs. FRKNANI/EZ-MArrEl. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I agree totally.
Senator DKNToN. Well, I want to thank you very much, Mrs. Fer-

nandez-Mattei. It was very valuable testimony.
I would like to thank the audience and all the witnesses for their

contributions, attention, and patience during the two reauthoriza-
tion hearings. These are the only two that we plan. And I say
again that I shall be introducing a bill soon to reauthorize the Ado-
lescent Family Life Demonstration Projects Act for 3 years at the
current authorization level of $:30 million. If any of you are inter-
ested in contributing support or criticism to that, I hope there will
be more of the former than the latter.

Thank you again. This hearing stands adjourned.
Whereupon, at 12:17 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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